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ASC Executive Committee Minutes 
August 4, 1987 
PRESENT: 
ABSEl~T: 
Blair, Bowers, Crawford, Fitzgerald, Hughes, Stickler, Yon 
Buckenmyer, Cleveland, Conrad 
1. l~o meeting of the full ASC on August 6. 
2. Fall Meeting on August 24· 
The meeting will be held from 3:30 to 6:00. Recognition will be given to 
administrative staff who have been at the University 15, 20, 25, 30 years 
(Stickler will obtain names and send invitation). Small plaques will be 
given to previous Ferrari Award winners (Blair will contact them and will 
present the plaques). Fitzgerald will ask Gregg DeCrane to present the 
award to the 1987 winner. Blair will call the 1937 recipient to be sure 
that he/she is in attendance. Stickler will send invitation to all 
administrative staff members. Agreed that a $2 donation will be asked for 
and that the invitation will urge people t.o bring new administrative staff 
members. 
3. Committees 
Committee membership is set as discussed at the June 30 meeting of 
Executive Con~ittee. Charles Schult= will be a member of the Personnel 
Welfare Committee representing Planning and Budgeting. 
Several topics were suggested for consideration by the Professional 
Development Committee: stress management, personal finance, 
employer/employee relations, motivation techniques, dealing with diffic.ult 
people. 
Hughes reported that the follototing topics were suggested for consideration 
this year by the Personnel Welfare Committee= Salary/benefits package, 
benefits for part-time employees, grievance, professional leaves for 
administrative staff. Another topic--teaching by administrative 
staff--was suggested for consideration. 
Crawford will check on whether t.here is to be an administrative response 
to February, 1987 recommendations from the Personnel Welfare Committee. 
4. Plans for the year 
Crawford will itwite Annmarie Heldt, the new director of Administrative. 
Staff Personnel Services, to attend the August 25 Exec. Committee Meeting 
Suggestions were made for speakers and guests for the year--Olscamp, 
Moorehead, Spengler, Dalton, Wolfe. 
Crawford will check on status of ASC's request to be represented at the 
Thursday meetings of the Board of Trustees. 
Agreement that the ASC representative to the Insurance Committee should 
come from the Personnel Welfare Committee. 
crawford reported that there is now $11,365 in the Scholarship Fund. 
crawford wrote to c. Dalton to express thanks for the ERIP approval and to 
request use of released funds to replace administrative staff. 
Crawford will attend the Faculty Senate meetings. 
0 
Y. c.. : c-1..0--=- • Cr-,_ ,_...,-..,__:.:r:b -·-
INSURANCE COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES 
McFa 11 Centet· - Chat·t Room 
June 10, 1987 
1:30 p.m. 
Personnel Support Services 
D.Jwling Greer., •)hio -l[•~u3-0370 
(4H•l 37:::-:::::::::5 
(419) !j72-!'i421 
Cable: BGSUOH 
~1EMBERS PRESENT: t~EMBERS ABSENT: 
Shat·on Frankl in 
Ell en \~achs 
Bea Spl'i ggs 
Barbara Swain 
>Sandy LaGt·o 
Gaylyn Finn 
, Dave r~uhlet· 
Ron Stonet· 
Phil Alkire 
The meeting was called to order at 1:40 p.m. Sptiggs made a motion, 
second.~d by Ft·ankl in, to appt·ove the minutes c.f the Apl'il 29 meeting. The 
Committee unanimously apptoved. 
LaGro told the membets that the Professional Liability progtam cuttently 
tht·u Cat·dinal Casualty will not be available this fall. Cat·dinal 
Casualty is not tenewing because of high losses and the teduction in 
em·ollment. RichcH·d White, the pt·ogt·am administt·ator, has been in contact 
\•lith sEvet·al insurance cat·det·s \'Jho have e:·:pt·essed an intet·est in writing 
the coverage. Mr. White is confident that the program will be continued. 
The current program will covet· those employees em·olled in the plan tht·u 
September 5. There could be a problem in the student teaching area if 
the progt·am is not cor.tinued. She \·Jill r:eep the committee advised as to 
the pmgress i'n finding a nev1 catTie1· \•lho \'Jill pt·ovide the plan at a 
t~easonabl e cost. 
Sandy handed out a listing of the various health benefits that have been 
t~equr::st~d by the constituent gl'01Jps and fot'\·tat·d~d to the Eudg.::t Committees 
fm· consi'de1·ation, The In:::.urance Committee will be t·eviewinq the val'ious 
requests and \·Jill make t·e.:ommendations to the Budget Committees fm· the 
19E::3-:~:9 academic yeat·. 
LaG1·o then introduced the 111.=:\'1' Group Insw·an.:e 8enefits f~anage1·, Dav•:: ~1uhlel·, 
to the membe1·::.. He gave them a descdption C•f the p1·og1·am that his former 
employe•· had implc::mented conceming a physicJl as~.essm1::nt plan. Also 
inf.:.t·mation conceming a \·Jellness prog1·am wa~. given to rnt:mt.et·s. This is 
similat· to t1'11:! information b·::ing looh=:d into by various Univet·~.ity g1·oups. 
The wellness Pl'•)gram \vould help to contt·.:·l escalating costs by dc.ing 
physical exams (not necessaxily on an annual basis) as \'l'ell as pt·ornoting 
scl~eeni ng services {_bloo.j pressur•= checks, etc)_. Hohl e1· a 1 so noted that 
ICM is being used by many employe1·s. This is a te:chnique used to help 
the employee and his phy:;ician identi~y opportunities to utili~e altemate 
treatment settings. It provides quality care in a less stressful 
envit·onrnent and in a more cost effective mannet'. This is used most 
effectively in stro~e, alcoholism, and mental/nervous disorder cases. 
Jt•s a 11 Step beyond .. claim utili:ation t'evit:\'1, A more det3iled \oJl'ite 
An Equal Employment - Affirmative Actir:.n Empl•:.yer 
Insurance Committee Heeting ~1inutes 
June 10, 1987 
Page 2 
up of an ICM program is attached. 
~1crhler then gave the membe1·s information concerning legislation unveiled 
recently mandating employers to offer group health insurance coverage 
to theil· employees. The legi'slation is nmv befng l~eviewed t.y the Labor 
and Human Resoutces Committee ful' possible approval fn July. 
The next item of busine~s discussed was concerning the direction that the 
InsUl~ance Committee should taf:e t•egarding health benefits on a long-range 
basis at a reasonable cost to the individual and the Univetsity. The 
Committee indicated that they would like to h1ow ho\"J much the Univet·sity's 
pl~emium for· health coverage is costing and also how much pr·emium the employee 
contl·i butes thru payroll, etc. Mohler~ told the member·s about 3 strategic 
plan he has been \•Jorking on fr·om the admintstr·ation and employee vie\·Jpoint. 
He indicated he \·Jould share that inforrnation \·lith the Committee and welcome 
theit~ views and sugge~tions. Conunittee membet·s in attendance agr·eed that 
a ~1ission Statement ;3nd Str·ategic Plan \'IOuld be of con~.ide1·able benefit 
to the Committee. 
Fl~anl:lin asl:ed t•1ohlet· his opinion reg~u·ding the ~G~U health car·e program. 
He indicated that Out' pl·an is qui'te adequate in that it contain~ many fir·st 
dollar paym,::nt benefits (hospital f:ation~ sut·gical, diagnostic). The 
dollal~ deductible is used by industry extensively tath,~r than a fir~st 
do 11 a r pt·ogt·am. 
Mohler then advi~ed the members of the claim delays recently occurring at 
P.PR~1. The computer \1/.:tS bt·oken dr,,.m thr·ee full \•lee~·.s ;·n Nar·ch and this 
creat.::d a lat'•]e bad·.log of clldms. BPRM is sti'll tryil1g to recov•::r from 
the bacUog by putting on extra fielp but claims ar•:: still appr·oximately 
4 to 5 \•JeeLs behind i'n p.:l_yment. ~1t:rhl et· is to m.::et with E:PP.t~ ne:-:t \•Jeel: 
to t•ectify the situation. 
The next meeting will be held on Wednesday, July 2~nd at 10:30 a.m. in 
the Chart Room. 
Diana Shamp 
Secretary 
XC; Paul Yon, ASC ~ 
Chris Esparza, CSC 
Richard Hebei~, Faculty Senate 
Ha:el t~cel:et·, Faculty ~enate 
Karl Vogt, V.P. Operations 
ja 
Attachments 
7 
:··_ .. . : .· .-.·· .·-;~ .. :' · ..... ·:. ,.• ·~";:·· .. · : . . ···~-. . . 
' INDIVIDUAL CASE MANAGEMENT 
" ' ' I ~ J #o' ~ • • ' • - ' ' '• • t : ' 
Many hospitalized patients face extended periods of care and 
treatment which can be accomplished in an alternate treatment 
setting such as a Convalescent Facility, Home Health Care, Birthing 
Centers, and Hospice Care. These settings may offer advantages for 
the patient and family, along with substantial cost savings. Your 
Health Care Plan provides a program called Individual Case Man-
agement (ICM) which is designed to help you and your physician 
identify opportunities to utilize alternate treatment settings. The 
objective of ICM is to arrange for quality care in a less stressful 
environment and in a more cost-effective manner. 
Once a potential ICM case has been identified and approved, the 
carrier will work closely with the patient, family, physician, and the 
Company to identify quality alternate care' that can be covered under 
the Health Care Plan. With an approved ICM case this could include 
expenditures for special medical equipment, nurses, attendants, and 
training for the family. 
Early identification of situations that have a potential for ICM is very 
important. If you or a member of your family needs prolonged care, 
talk to your Personnel Representative or HEALTHLINE using the toll 
free number. The earlier the carrier is informed of a potential case, 
the greater the chance that you may benefit from Individual Case 
Management. A motivated family, an agreeable physician, and your 
involvement are what it takes to have a successful ICM program. 
26-H 
... 
June 12, 1987 
Offit:e of the Vic~ Pre~ident 
for Operations 
Bowling Green, Ohio ·B403-IJ320 
Cable: BGSUOH 
MEMORANDUM ~ 
TO: Dr. Paul J. Olscamp, Pr<sid•nt . J.itv'-fi{). Q A> 
FROM: Sandy LaGro, Chair, Insurance Commltt~~ ,u Q 
SUB .. 'TECT: Task Force - Preventive Medicine Program 
The University Insurance Committee h3s been informed that Faculty 
Senate is recommending a task force be ~st!blished to review a pr~ventive 
medicine program (health promvtion cent~r) for Bowling Green State 
University. 
The Insur!nce Committee he!rtily ftndorses such a program and would 
like to requast rapresentation on the task force. If this is acceptable, 
the Committee would lib:! t•) appoint :andy L!Grc:. as the representative. 
Thank you for your consideration of this request. 
1 
c: InEuranc8 Committe~ Members 
August 17, 1987 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: 
FROl·i: 
Administrativ~ Staff Council l'i~mbers 
~ /. . 
Ncorrna J. [:tick~ t-J'U'I(,.)i,~ilL -L. J Secr~tary, Administratt_v~ :::taff Council 
,~drnir.istraiive ~talf Council 
Bowling Green, Ohio -13403-0373 
The first meeting of the Administrative Staff Council for the 1987-88 
year will be held September 3 in the Alumni Room. An agenda will be 
available at a later date. 
In the meantime, I am sending infeonnat.ional materials as follows: 
1. ASG membership list for 1987-88 
2. Schedule of meetings for 1987-88 
3. ASC Gommi tte.:: membership 
4. June 4 minutes of ASC 
5. May 18 minutes of Classified staff Council 
6. The ASG Communications Network 
PleasE: check the Communicat.ions Network listing for your name and your 
constituent group. It is the practice of A8G that. m~::mbers keep their 
constitu~nt. group infonned of issues that are being discussed at ASC 
meetings and seek advice regarding, concerns that should be addressed by the 
Council. The. Ex~cutive Committ.ee urges that all members begin the year by 
encouraging their constituents (particuLarly new members) to attend the 
Administrative Staff Fall Meeting on August 24. An invitation to this 
meeting is being sent to all members of the administrative staff. 
Members are reminded of th~ ASG attendance policy. A member may be 
absent for a maximum of three meetings per year, but. must send a designated 
substitute:· You may wish to select someont: nmo~ who can be your substitut.e. 
skg 
enclosures 
/0 
,· 
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL 
EXECUTIVE COMMMITTEE 
25 August 1987 
AGENDA 
I. Committee Appointments 
2. Review of f~ll opening 
3. Committee reports 
Personnel welf~re 
Scholarship Committee 
Ferrarri Award Committee 
4. Officers Reports 
5. Introduction of Ann Marie with time for a few words. 
II 
ASC Executive Committee Minutes 
August 25, 1987 
PRESENT: Bot'lers, Buckenmyer, Conrad, Crat'o'f ord, Fi t::gerald, T-Iughes, 8tickler, 
.,Yon 
ABSENT: 
GUEST: 
Blair, Cleveland 
Annmarie Heldt 
1. Committees 
A replacement tdll be selected for Larry ~.Jeiss_on the Bookstore Advisory 
Committee. Agreed that. ~fargaret ~.Jeinberger be asked to serve on the 
Insurance Appeals Committee. 
2. Opening Day Meeting 
Attendance was 103 plus those ~1ho did not sign the rost.er. Agreement 
that ,;verything t'o'ent well. Suggestion that ne:d time the net'l staff 
members in attendane.e be introduced. A total of $170 was collected for 
the refreshments. 
3. Personnel \-1elfare Committee 
R. Hught:s t'lill check on poor attendance. Ed O'Donnell t'lill c.hair the 
fringe benefits subcommittee. RH to{ill ask someone to serve as chair of 
the salary subcommittee. The conuuittee' s membership will not be 
expanded at this time. 
Ferrari Committee 
Congratulations to Sally Blair for a job t'lell done. 
Amendments and Bylaws 
Firelands' administrative staff have requested a separate represent.ative 
on the Council. An appropriat.e amendment to the Charter t'iill be 
drafted. 
4. PERS/ERIP 
In some areas on campus, it is no::aw being reported by supervisors that 
"because of the ERIP program" a 20~ cut in replacement. salary pool is 
necessary. Sue Grawford will check and t'o'HJ. invite G. Dalton t.o at.b=.nd 
the ne:<t. ASC meeting to update status of PERS/ERIP. 
5. Agendq for September meeting 
Committee r•::peorts, pending issw;:s for agenda consideration during the 
year, PERS status report, network, introduce Annrnarie Heldt. 
6. Intrcujuct.ion of Annmarit: Heldt. Disc.ussion of ways in which the ASPS 
Offiee can be of assistanl!e t.o ASC and ways in which the ASPS Office and 
the ASC c.an t'iC•rk together. 
UOTE TO ASG EXECUTIVE GOUUITTEE: Sue Crawford has class until 12:30 this 
semester. He will continue tc• gather at 1::!: 00 and will begin our formal 
meeting at 12:30. 
Administrative Staff Coun~il 
Executive Committee 
8 September 1987 
I. Committee App.:.intm8nts Continuing 
II. Review of the c.:.un.::il meeting 
III. Committee Reports 
IV. Officer Reports 
V. Other Business 
J3 
ASC Executiv~ Conwittee Minutes 
September 8, 1987 
PRESENT: Bm.,rers, Buc.kenmyer, Cleveland, Conrad, Crat.,rford, Fitzgerald, 
Hughes, Stickler, Yon 
ABSENT: Blair 
1. Insurance Committe.:. still needs an administ.t·ative staff appointee for a 
one-year term. 
2. Discussion of items raised at full ASC meeting fur consideration this 
ye-ar. Th.:.re t-las consensus that t.her~ is no need to invest.igate the 
insuranc.e coverage- for ·administrative staff m~mbers whc•se spouses are 
also employed on campus. The issue of life insurance premiums for 
singles is a concern, but in order for the University to obtain 
affordable rates, it is necessary that all employees participate 
equally. Thus we cannot have a "cafetE:ria style" ben~::fits package 
t.,rithout everyone paying higher rates. Agreement to work with esc and 
FWC to develop a general harassment policy. Rich Hughes will work with 
Amunarie Heldt. to obtain handbooks from other institutions, part.ic.ularly 
to obtain their grievance and c.ontract renet·lal polic.ies. Agreement that 
it might be best to work on a flex-time poliey rather than radie.ally 
change the compensatory time policy. 
3. Paul Yon will represent ASC at the esc meetings. 
4. Agreement that Annmarie Heldt should be invited t.o attend the Personnel 
\.Jelfare Conunitte-e meetings and should be invited tl) at.tend the full ASC 
meetings as her schedule permits. 
S. Sue Crawford will check t.,rith Phil Mason regarding status of ASC' s 
request for repres·~ntation at the Thursday afternoon Trustee conwittee 
meetings. 
6. Reviet.,r of a proposed Charter rev1s1on to allot-1 Firelands to have its own 
representative on the Council. The revision was tabled until a formal 
request is received from Firelands. 
7. Discussion of agenda items for future meetings. Pat Fitzgerald will 
determine if one of the Trustees (Moorehead, Mileti, Spengler) could 
attend the November nv~eting if the ASC meeting time is c.hanged to the 
second t.,reek Vice President Vogt will be invited to attend the 
October meeting. 
a_._j:.J~ 
Norma J ~Stickler 
Secretary of ASC 
Jt.f 
PROPOSED REVICION TO THE ClU\RTER OF 
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL 
(addition in caps) 
Section III - Membership of the Administrative Staff Council 
The membership of the Administrative Staff Council shall be composed of ten 
percent of the full membership and shall be determined through election by 
the administrative staff members. The Administrative staff Council shall be 
selected from each of the Vice Presidt=ntial areas of the University. 
Administrative Staff not re.port.ing to a Vice President shall constitute a 
separate group that shall be proportionately represented on tl\e Council. 
THE FIRELAUDS COLLEGE SHALL HAVE IT::: ot.JU PROPORTIONAL REPRESEllTATION, 
ELECTED BY THE ADlUlHSTRATIVE 8TAFF OF THE FIRELANDS COLLEGE. The number of 
members from each area shall be proportional to the number of administrative 
staff in that area. • . • 
8/26/87 
0367ns 
JS 
124.11 Civil Service Laws 14 
Annoteti•)OS frum fc•rmer analogou9 M~tit:>n 
II 5.46 GARNISHMENT OF ST.\ TE EMPLOYEES: TIME OF 
ANSWER 
28 Ohk• St L J 75 (19ti7). Ohi·:. So:lvercign Immunity: l,;,ng 
Li·•es the King, Ronald E. Schultz. 
4.t App(:!d) 393, 339 NE(:!dJ S4u (197-li, Sheah<"!n v Dept •)f 
Liquor C~·nm•l. RC 3113.:!1(Ai and RC 115.46, when .:•:•nclrued 
tc•gether, O:•)mpe1 .1n empk•yer, including the state and any .;~f its 
agencie,s, after O·:Otke is given JS re4uired in .J.O lCti.:on f,;.r supr•:.rt 
punuant t•' RC 3113.:!1, I•) ,;.;.mp1y with .:. ,;.:,url •:.rder t(• p~y 
suppo:ort by withholding pers.:.n::t1 e.Jrnings. 
44 App(:!d) 393, 339 NE(:!d) S-IC• (197-1), She.JbJn \'Dept •)f 
Liqu.Jr Contr•JI. The jurisdiction ,,f the trial .:our! teo enf.:.r.:c RC 
3113 . .:!1 ag'Jinst the st.Jte, •:.r any •Jf its .1gen;ie,s, t•:O .:·:.mpel the 
withhc•IJing of w.:.~e; .;of a st.Jte employee w satisfy a .::bim o!g::.inst 
the sl:l.te employee is pwvided by RC 115.46. 
196.:! OAG 3-13S. A credit Jr .,ran empk.yee .:of a st:~te univ.:Eity 
m::!y not maintJin :ln a.:tk•n again.>t the $!ate t.:.lprni:hee the s:ll'lry 
of an empl.:.yee of the university when the f:J.bry of such an 
empi•)YCC is paid from funds under the .:o:•ntr.:ol uf the b.:·ard of 
trustee.,; of the univer3ily, but may m.1int2in such an a.:tion agaimt 
the university. . . 
1959 OAG 9~3. RC 115.4ti auth.)ri!e;.; a ,;;rcdit•)r O:•r judgment 
creditur to m::.int:~in an action ur pr<:..;·ceding in ..1tuchment, gC~r­
nishment, ur in aid .:>f e:o:ecuti.:on .l£.linsi the state •Jf Ohk· O:•nl.v when 
(..1) the debl.:.r is Jn empk·;.·ee .:•r ortidal •:of the stJte, (b) the 
property ,;.:.ughl to:. be seque;tereJ is salary, wagez;, .:>r ,Jthcr .:t•m-
penoati.:m earned by such empi•Jyee .:•r oflki:!l.md (c) the o:.rder and 
n•:·tk'! .:of illt::!Chment, gi!rnisbrr.ent, o:•r pr.:..;eeding in aid .;,f e:o:e.:-u-
tion sets f0rth the name .:•f the .:.fti.:-e, de:p::orlme:nt, divi£-i•:.n, I:J.:•::trd, 
bure::tu or ;:ommission in which the sl~te cmplo:.yee or offki;11 is 
employed. 
1959 OAG 9:!3. Uroder Internal R•?venue C~•de § 633:!, the 
auditor .;,f state mu.;t h.:.r.c•r Ievie> fwm the United Sutes tre::~sury 
department b-Jth .:on s~laries of st:.le empk.ye,:~ •~nJ ·:on other per-
s.:.ns where pa.vment~ t.:o such pers.:•n£ are made on warrants of the 
auditor, e:o:.:ept Juch part .:•f the sJI:.ry •:.r payrr.cm ;1S is, .:u Lhe time 
of such d.:mJnd, subject t.: . .-:n atL:o,bment .:.r e:r.ecution under any judicial pr.xe.ss. 
124.11 Unclassified and classified service 
The civil sen•ke of the state and the several c•:.unties, 
citic3, .:ivil sen•ke towmhips, .:iiy health districts, general 
he;:tlth districts, and city sehoul dimkts thereof shall be 
divided into the undassified servke and the cbssifie.d 
service. 
(A) The unclassified sen·ice shall cumprise the fvll•lwing. 
positions, which shall not be included in the c-lassified ser-~ 
vice, and which shall be exempt from all euminatiuns ~ .. 
required by this chapter: 
(I) All .:.ffi.:ers ele.::ted by p.:.pubr vvte or pen;.:ons 
app.:•intt>d to fill vu,;ancies in such o)ftkes; 
(:!) All election ofti~ers and the cmpl•:Jyees appo:.inted by 
ooards .:lf ele.::tions; 
(3) The members of all b.:o:~rds and .:.:•mmissi.:•n.>, ;md 
heads of prindpal departments, t.x .. rds, and commissi•)ns 
appo:;inted by the g.:.vem.:•r or by and with his Nnsent; and 
the members of all f:o.x1rds and c.:.mmissions and all heads uf 
departments appo:.inted by the may;)r, or, if there is no 
m::ty•:.r such other simil.:ir chief appointing auth.:•rity of :~ny 
city or city sch·:.ul district; ex.:ept as .:otherwise provided in 
division (A)(I7) .:or (C) .:•f this secLi.:on, this chapter J.:oes n•:Ot 
e:o:.empt the chiefs of po;.~lke departmenti> and chiefs of fire 
departments of cities .:•r civil servke townships fr(•m the 
competitive dassifie.d service; 
(-I) The members .:..,f county ur district licensing boxtrds or 
IX•mmissk•ns and boards ,:~f revision, and deputy county 
auditvrs; 
(5) All o:.fticers and cmpJ.:.yees ele.:ted •:Or appvintt>d by 
either or t.)th br:~n.::hes .:1f the general assembly, and such 
empk•yees .:•f the city legislative auth•:trity ::;s are engJged in 
legisbtive duties; 
16'1 All commissioned and n•)nc.:•mmisskoned .:•ffkers and 
enli~ted men in the milit:uy servic;: of the state including 
milit:~ry appvintees in the ,:~fti.::e o:•f the adjutant general; 
(7)ta) All presidents,bu.;iness managers, administrativ~; 
offi..:-ers, superintendents, assistant superintendents; princi< .. 
pills, deans, assistant deans, instructors, te.achers, and such--
employees as are engaged in educational or re-search duties~, 
C•)nnected with the. public s.:hool system, c.:olleges, and uni~, 
ver~itics, as determined by the governing lx-.dy of said public. 
school system; colleges, and unh•ersities; · 
(b) The library staff ~·f ony libr:~ry in the state supp.:•rted 
wholly or in pan at publi.: expense. 
(S) Three secrel:j,ries, assistants, or clerks and (one per-
sonal sten.;.gnpher f.:•r e::~.::h l)f the ele.::tive state. officers; 
and tw0 secretaries, assist.:mts, or clerks and .:.ne personal 
sten.:.grapher f.:·r ,'lther elective vfti.;-ers and ea.::h o)f the prin-
.::ip:~l appo:•intive e.'tecuiive o:•fikcrs, boards, .:or c.:;mmis.>i•Jns, 
e:-:cept civil servi.:e c.:,mmiss;,Jns, auth.:Jrized to appvint such 
se.;rewry, assistant, or clerk and sten.:•grapher; 
(9) The d·~puties and assi~t:.lnts of elective or principal 
executive .:.fficers auth.::·ri~ed t~· a.::t f·:or and in the place 0f 
their principals, IJr hvlding a fiduciary rebti.:.n to such prin-
cip:~ls and th.:.se pers-:ons empk•yed by and directly respunsi-
ble toJ ele;:ted .:-oumy •·flicials and h·Jiding a iiduciJry or 
admini~trative relati•:.n2.hip t(• such elected c.:•unty •)ffi.::i:lls, 
and the empk•yee; .:of such cvunty 0ilkials wh.:r.;e tltness 
w.:•uld be impractka ble t~· determine by C•)mpetitive e.'tami-
nation, pr•Jvided, that this subdivi;;k•n shall not affect thl)se 
pers.:•ns in c..:.unty employment in the classified service as of 
September I9, I96l. Nothing in this subdivi-;i;:.n applies tu 
any p.:•siti•:.n in a .;.:,unty department (of human services cre-
ated pursuant t.) secti•:ons 3~9.01 t•) 3:!9.IO of the Revised 
Code. 
(lt}t Bailiffs, .::.unstableg, official slen•:•graphers, and 
•Xlmmissi·:.ners .:•f C(•urts of record, deputie-5 •)f clerks of the 
courts .;_,f ,;;,;.mm.:.n pleas who supervise:, or who handle public 
m.:.nevs or sc;:ured d.;.cuments, and such officers and 
empJ,}yees .:of .:·o:•urls vf re.:-ord and such deputies of clerks of 
the C•:OUrts o)f O:O:•mnlO:•n pJe::iS 3S the dirc:cl•:.r .;,f administrative 
service~ finds it impractkablc t.:• determine their titness by 
.:ompetitive e.'tamination; 
d I) Assisunts L•:O the att.:;rney general, spe.::ial counsel 
appo)inted or employed by the .1ttorney general, assistants t(l 
.;·•junly pr.:.se.:uting attorneys, and :~ssistant3 t.: . .::ity directors 
of law; 
1I:!) Su.::h te.achcrs and empk.yees in the ;1gri.:ultural 
e:..pcriment statk•ns; such student employees in Mrmal 
s.::hovls, cvlleges, ,wd univer.>itics .:•f the state; and such 
unskilled bb.)r po:.$itk•ns as the direct.:>r of admini~trative 
servkes O:•r any muni.::ipal civil servke C•:tmmissi.:.n may find 
it impracti.:,:lble to include in the c0mpetitive dassilied ser-
vke; pr.:.vided such e:-:cmptio:•ns shall be by O:•rder of the 
c.:•mmission 0r the direct.:.r, duly entered on the record of 
the .:-omrnission .::•r the dirc.:t•:or with the reasons for each 
such ext>mption; 
I~ 
c 
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AGENDA AD~1INISTRfl.TIVE STAFF COUNCIL EXECUTIVE COMM. 
September 22, 1987 
I. Repor·ts 
2. Speaker f,:.r Od.i:•bt:r m~t:ti ng 
3. Firelands 
. 
4. Other· - f:uA.l..t..t'~-/I.:.J t 
.. 
ASC Executive Committee Minutes 
Ceptember 22, 1987 
PRESEliT: Blair, Bm·t~rs, Buckenmyer, Conrad, Grai,•ford, Fi t.:::gerald, Hughes, 
Stickler, Yon 
ABSENT: Cleveland 
1. Charter Amendment to AllOltl Separate Firelands Repres~nt.ative 
Review· eof Charter amendment as pres•3nted ft·om the Bylatofs Committee. It 
was moved by Sally Blair and seconded by Rich Hughes to endorse having a 
separate representative from tht?. Firelands College. Motion carried. 
If, in a couple years, it apr .. .::ars that t.he Firelands representative has 
an unfair advantage in thF.: elections for Executive Cor.unittee, the 
eleetiort preoe.ess for ares r;::pres.-omtativGs to the Executive Committ.ee 
will be re-examined. 
2. Professional Development 
D. \.Jeinandy has met t-rith Annmarie Heldt. t.o begin developing programs. 
One may be the national Narrowcast program. Dick Conrad is having a 
seminar for his staff on November :::!4 on How tc• Deal with Difficult 
Peoplt:. Invitations will be extt>nded. t.o the Administrative Staff in 
general at a cost of about $20. 
3. Welfare Committee 
S. Bresslt:r has resigned from the Conunittee. A replac.ement will be 
sought from other ASC members in the President's Area. Charles Sc.hultz 
will be on the Insurance Commit. tee. The cornmitt.ee is investigating 
status of benefits for part-time employees. A survey of the part-time 
staff will be conduc.t.ed relative t.o insurance benefits in particular. 
Other institutions' policies will be examined on the issue of part-time 
benefits and non-rene~ofal of contract. S. Crawford will check t-rith the 
insurance office about the delay in implementation of family insurance 
coverage. R. Hughes will report to the full ASC at the Oc.tober meeting. 
4. Scholarship Committee 
Financial Aids Office will be able to assist wit.h the scholarship 
planning. 
5. esc meeting. 
P. Yon atb;nded the last esc meeting. The issue of 309 was disc.ussed. 
6. Computing Council. A replacement for Duane \on1itmire will be arrang,ed . 
.. 
7. S. Crawford will follow up on issue of an ASC representative at the 
Trustee meetings on Thursdays. 
)~ 
ADDITIONS/GHAUGES TO GOMHUlUCATIONS UET\.JORK 
9/25/87 
Bob Arrowsmith 
delete: Lawrence Net'ibree 
Paula Wright 
add: 
Sandra George 
add: 
Kathy Hart 
add: 
Jim Hoy 
add: 
Rich Hughes 
add: 
Jim Litwin 
add: 
Gail Mc.Roberts 
add: 
Diane Regan 
add: 
Tonia Stewart 
add: 
Fran Voll 
add: 
David Wu 
add: 
Denise Uelvin, Student Hea.lth Services 
Charlene Kemp, Minority Affairs 
'· 
Sandra McKen:::ie, Academic Enhancement 
Laura Paris, Theat.re 
Dan Payne, Academic Enhancement 
Y.enneth Kut::::, University Computer Services 
Rich Rocheleau, Residential Services 
NtJrman Pytel, Residential Services 
Kathleen Branch, Residential Services 
Valerie Kern, Residential Services 
Tom Huelsbeck, Residential Services 
Chuc.k Johnson, Residential Servic.es 
Jacqueline Scott, Residential Services 
Kim Page, Residential Services 
Lisa Rudd, International Programs 
Mark \.Jellman, Graduate Studies in Business Administration 
Jao;queline Reisig, Biologic.al Sciences 
Amy Kose, Student Health Services 
Sheila Chiric.ost.a, Intercollegiate Athletie.s 
Cynthia Bareis, Int..:.rcollegiate Athletics 
!iartha Leyshon, Interc.ollegiatE: Athletics 
Mel 1-iahler, Intercollegiate Athletics 
Stephen \·1hitmyer, Intercollegiate At.hletics 
\.Jilliam J.:mkins, Alumni and Development 
Richard Simington, Alumni and Development 
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ADHilHSTF:....<\TIVI: STAFF E:·:EC CCtHHITTEE 
AGENDA Oct. 13, 1987 
I. Grievance Policy - oJ..!) ft.L •"t[ -
2. Priority rantings for goals and misai0n 
3. Vacancies on cc•mmitte8s: leg~! aid, AGFA, security 
4. Nov. meeting 
5. Committee rtports 
6. Other 
ASC Execut.ive Comrnitt.ee Uinutes 
October 13, 1987 
PRESENT: Blair, Bot'fers, Cleveland, Conrad, Crawford. Fit ::gerald, Stickler, 
Yon 
ABSENT: Buckenmyer, Hughes 
1. Sue Gra!tlford reported on m•::eting \11ith Phil l-iason r+::garding grievance 
process and non-renewal. Cons~nsus is b) go ahead with plans to revise 
policy, keeping changes simple. 
2. Priority ranking of Role and lHssion goals was discussed. Sue \11ill 
checl: \'lith Denise Trauth, Chair of Committ.ee on Academic Affairs, to 
determine if ASC input would be effective. 
3. Committee assignments \11ere agreed upon: Sally Blair t.o Safety 
Committee, .Jim Liblin to 8tudent. Legal Services, Barbara Keller to 
ACGFA. Sue will l~C•nta•::.t Jim and Barbara to determine if they are 
willing to serve. 
Faculty Senate has added a faculty member tc• the insurance comndt.tee 
without consulting with the committee. The c.mmnittee chair will be 
advised to protest on behalf of the committee. 
4. NovE:niber agenda. Pat. Fit::gerald has arranged for Ralph t.Jolfe to be a 
guest at the me,;:t.ing. Questions for Dr. t-Jolfe will be formulated. The 
Charter c.hange to allot'f fc•r Firelands representation \11ill al~o be on the 
agenda. 
5. Paul Yon will bE• chairing the Personne.-1 t.Jelfarr:: Commit.t.ee• s subcommit.tee 
on salaries. Annmarie is gathering data for the comrnit.t.ee. The 
Administrative Staff handbool: policy on evaluation needs to be.- revised 
to include a provision for the person being evaluated to sign off on the 
evaluation before it is plac.ed in the personnel file. 
6. Sally Blair read a letter of thanks from Dr. Michael Ferrari regarding 
the Ferrari Award for 1987. 
7. Discussion of inviting a federal mediator to speak. 
ASC Secretary 
~, 
Administrative Staff Executive Committee 
October 27, 1987 
I. Agenda for ASC meeting 
""' 
""· 
Report of commmittee staffing and other matters 
3. Report of commmittees 
4. Reports of officers 
5. Other 
ASG Executive Conunittee Minutes 
October 27, 1987 
PRE~ENT: P..:•wers, Buckenmyer, Clev.:dand, Conrad, Gra~1f.:•rd, Fit:::gerald, 
Hughes, Stickler 
ABSENT: Blair, Yon 
1. J. Litt.,rin is unable to be r10:presentative to Student Legal Services 
Committee. Linda Katzner t.,rill be cc•ntacted. 
2. Louist- Paradis pr•=:sented a 
should deaft. its o~m 
University's investments 
presented at the November 
until December. 
rt:solut.ion c•n dive:st.ment.. Agreement that. ASC 
resolution. Additional facts about the 
will be sought.. The resolution will be 
meeting of Gc•uncil, ~lith any action delayed 
3. SEC memos. Sue Grat.,rford reported on recent initiatives by the Senate 
Exec.utive Committee t·lhich could be construed as int.t~rfering with the 
internal t.,.orkings of ASC and University committees. Sue t-lill atto::mpt to 
meet with 8EG to tt1ork out differences. Failing that, a merao will be 
sent. The me:morandum was read and endorsed. 
4. Agenda for November meeting: Ralph \..Jolfe, ac~tion on 
Representative resolution, divestme:nt resolution, committee 
Discussion of questions for Dr. Wolfe. 
Fire lands 
reports. 
5. Report of Personnel \.Jelfare Commit. tee. Part-time benefits may be 
legislatively mandated by Congress. Other benefits that are bEdng 
disct1ssed include rev1.s1.ons to the vacation policy to allow some 
vacation to be considered a personal day, ho::alth care t.est.ing by th•3 
Universit.y, rebates for Ro::c Center use (tied to assumption that 
physically fit in~ividuals require less health care), fle:-:time, 
grievance/non-renet.,.al. The mandat.:•ry insurance cCtntribution is being 
investigated. 
Dear 
-------------------
Progressive Student Organization 
P.O. Box 101 
University Hall 
Bowling Green State University 
October 14, 1987 
In our struggle against racism on BGSU campus and apartheid in South 
Africa, we urge you to join the Progressive Student Organization in 
demanding that the BGSU Foundation fully divests its holdings in 
companies doing business in South Africa. 
This action is not only morally correct, but one which is long overdue. 
It should also be noted that President Paul Olscamp (at a meeting of the 
People for Racial Justice on October 14, 1987), publicly agreed to write 
the BGSU Foundation a second letter proposing full divestment. 
Please support this resolution and the PSO by returning the attached copy 
to Disraeli Hutton at the above address. 
For further information contact Disraeli Hutton at 354-2725 or 372-7469. 
Yours sincerely, 
~ ldtt:f~ 
L)israeft '·Hutton 
DIVESTMENT RESOLUTION 
Whereas the Bowling Green State University Foundation has announced 
partial divestment of its holdings in companies doing business in South 
Africa--a step in the right direction but one that falls short of what is 
morally necessary at this time. 
And whereas.the continuing investment in the remaining companies 
· continue to provide financial resources and political support for the 
Apartheid regime of Pretoria--a support that allows the government to 
prevent 23 million Blacks from exercising the basic right to vote. 
And whereas the main leaders of the Black community in South Africa have 
called on the international community for full divestment, these leaders 
include Archbishop Desmond Tutu, Nobel Prize Winner for Peace, Rev. Allan 
Boesak, and Sister Winnie Mandela. 
And whereas over 130 universities, 70 cities and 19 states inside the 
United States of America have passed binding measures restricting funds 
from betrr:tinvested in South Africa, including our sister universities: Ohio 
State University, and Universities of Michigan and Toledo 
Be it resolved that the Bowling Green State University and its Foundation 
take immediate steps to sever all links with the the racist regime of 
South Africa by complying with the call for FULL DIVESTMENT of its 
holdings in companies doing business there. 
Be it further resolved that the BGSU and its Foundation take immediate 
- . .. 
steps to reinvest its funds in companies and countries that abide by a 
moral dictate which values and respects human beings over and above the 
concerns of returns on investment. 
ORGANIZATION SIGNATURE OF REPRESENTATIVE 
ADDRESS DATE 
ASC Executive Committee Agenda 
November 10, 1987 
I. Review of Wolfe's talk 
II. Committee reports 
IV. Officer reports 
V. Report of meeting with SEC officers 
III. Agenda for next meeting 
' Q,:-r."'\.:t..'-':_.t-·~~1 
. 
·-
ASC Executive comrr1ittee Minutes 
November 10, 1987 
PRESENT: Blair, Bowers, Buckenmyer, 
Hughes, Stickler, Yon 
Cleveland, Crawford, Fitzg~::rald, 
ABSENT: Conrad 
1. Discussion of SuE· Crat.,..ford' s meeting t.,..ith the SEC officers. Meeting 
dealt with issues sud1 as telecommunications c.ommittee, insurance 
committee:, areas of mutual concern, search committee:. Sue and Norma 
will draft opinion lettar to Monitor regarding recent issues being 
discussed by the SEC. The draft. tdll be circulated to the Executive 
Comrr1ittee in the next few days. 
2. There is growing evidence that increases in compensation for classified 
staff have: put their salaries at or near the same level as many 
administrative staff. Market adjustments for administrative staff will 
be checked. 
3. Director &Jrvey is being requested--as required by the Department of . 
4. 
Labor. Old forms are on file and may be used. Sue will check with 
Miguel Ornelas al)out proc.edures and timetable and will see if a notice 
can be placed in the Monitor regarding the use of t.he old forms. 
Ann-Marie Lancaster will be contacted regarding input 
evaluation committee from the administrative staff in 
affairs area . 
to 
the 
the VPAA 
academic 
5. Dwight Burlingame will be invited tc• attend the De:cember mee:ting for the 
divestment discussion. 
6. The personnel welfare committee is gathering CUPA reports and other 
pertinent data for salary comparisons. 
7. Decision that next lunch meeting (November 24) will be at Kaufman's. 
~rx-"-j:cft:: UL.~· ~ 
Norma J. Stickler 
ASC Secretary 
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StYWl to Rt~~,arrl Prlftssors as JV(llutal Enanies 
'·· 
··;. 
.,... By Morris Freednwn 
l\ I \" FIE"f .'U'f~IIIU.IE!IT &; a p!"G· I l;?~cor ~p.:~ileJ me. II w~ :11 a miJ-• Jlo:··;baluniverrity in the South· 
we:;t, wher~ rhe .:;dmini~u-... wr~ :l!IJ rtau 
memberc, irom the president an;l th• d~:;nc 
tu the oi11c~ :e.:r•!Llrie.,;, troJ: tlte i2cuhy 
::eriuu:;ly. They t~lieveil thJL profe~c>Jr~. 
~uOGUIUI•!d tbo: univer.;iry, 3 Dh.".li•!>':il iJ".1 
IJ(•W all but aronJ.)ned in thb roumrv. 
The i:tculty meml:terG th•!re J~veluped 
aud apZ,rovetJ new ~ur~e::a and pr-:-gram"J; 
thooy V<}!N u!l gr:mling all deg.·.:·!~; they 
review•!J de~igo:; fur n~:-.w buiMin~c; Lhc}' 
were consuli.o!d about prorr.uti.:.nG; th'!Y 
PJrticir:~ted in hiring n~w i'tlcuhv m~mt.ero 
and admiui~u-mvr.;; ~Y were even in-
v.:.lveJ in Gelecting .;:,:;a,;bes ;u1d ~cuin.;: 
~e :;<;he.:lules. 
The preciJ~m ,;et the woe. Hll =Je it 
d~ar il-t:tl te:~chine:, re~1rch, 311d xholar· 
ship were prim~ry. ::md th:~ttho: ~dminbtm­
tk•n' .;.k·b wrt~ (\1 help the fucult~' member£:: 
~n;Jrm tlidr =h ••omiurt:lbly nnil eifec· 
tivcly. Ol:>vi..;ur;ly, it was .:m unucu'll pm~~ 
1,:. Wt)rk, evcu Lhen. 
Atm.:.c; ;)..,:,.j~mic inctimti.:.n~ too:.:lt;•, aJ. 
minictr3t(•r:; s~m tu ree'lrlt f:~cuhy m~m .. 
ber:; x. n~nur.:d enc:miec, if ot:tt· inferit:.r.:;, 
rJther thao ~ .;,:.)IJeugue:; in 3 (;DffiffiUtl l!n-
.. • terpri~e. Th~~ir low ect.;em for Pf•jt~~:::.or!J · 
· rel]e.;;l!; that .:•I the ;l!ll~.-.J puhlk. Many 
~rllini~LT:awr.:.;·like mut..r nt:.n-ncudcmic.::, 
don't quiLe r..ppruve .:tf lifetim•! tenut'e, · 
~ummer vx~tiL"'n~, tJr uny .Jt.h~r oi th\! 
privileg~ "n.:l ~rqudto:~ that .x•m~ witt. 
prufe ~!Mr~' .iub:. 
At my pre:;cm univ.:r:.it y, which i~ pt-.:,t.. 
:~toly tvr•ic:JJ of mo~t cm.pm:e~ thece dw~., 
fa;ulty mern!J.;r~ aro: in :ilmo:;• n~ver-.:11d· 
ing conflict with llt•3 G.:.-cJ.!leJ ~:upP<.ct 
rt~if. The vinunUy urtreh•:.;J ndver,·mal 
[ltDIOGplten: f>Jr~eG u~ t.:. Cp.!ll.:l a gc.xl de:Jl 
uf .:>ur time d~:Jiing willt uc~.:lemi.:::Jily irr.:l-
-:v~m incvnv~nien.:c~ . .\dm..ini!:tr.uive p;!r-
Jvnnel recp.Jnd •·=- h.::ult;• needG ::md inqui-
rie:; with th~ truje~tic r.l.:.wneG:; and di,d&in 
•Jf c:.Jrict bnre::tucr:t~-fotmc mu~t b.! 
tilled out. nnd a cumpk:;tl!d on..! mort! tJiren 
thJn nul elicit~ :JJJO!Iter tu Lc .:ompleteil. 
Th~ o:mnJ<,r.ue ui e\ampl~3 uf :~dminic­
lr.)tom· oJbr~gard i.:.r faculty m.:mb.!r~ i::: 
en;JJec~ PrivJte lifc-iu::.IJr-:.tn.:c 'umpnnie:. 
~.rc permiued tu :;.)licit l•J.:rativc i'3:uhy 
.. I'" ~., • 
bu~incGc uV•!I" lhF. dgn:J.ture ufhigh .:::unpus 
o)tTJciDlG. Fu•;ulty nleml'i!r·; on: lei• on their 
own 10 Je:ll with !lit! .:unvulute<l require-
menu; <•f inctitmi•)n~d bca.hh·iJt:;ui'Jn~e 
pbtt~. Groonj cr.:w~ w.:.rl; wid! pneumatk 
drilb-ulw~y~ Jurinil .:Ia:;,:; tim~-d.:~lr.:.y­
ing :;n.:l ro:building biu: oi the .::unpu:;, uv.:r 
J.nd •)Vt!r .. \t a rocent t:Ummencement, DO 
ce:l!s t.1j been pruviJ·~J iC.r p.-uie~Jo1rs. 
On th~ mher h:md, :.:•m.:- i~cult~· mem· 
l:>erJ s~em lO go out •)f t.hcir w;:;y to 
c:o:~crbaie d!r·::-Jily wucby rcl:lliuns wilh 
ohc ;;1mpus buN;ucrao:y. Th.:y fJilw meet 
de·Jillin.:c ~nJ ne;;olc.::• 10 Jo n~c-~::ary ra· 
"It is more effective 
and more academicillly 
productive to spoil .. · · 
profess.)rs a .bit than 
lu harass or demean d1em." 
rerwork; Lhcy .::JSnal.l~· c'lncel cb::::;:::, or 
ufllc:;; hourc.; they turn in grJ.ies lru..:. 
I b ~li.evc mu.;h ui thb mmU11 Jisre~peco 
hrw it ori?in~ in the e~c,;;~.:ivt.! exp.::m~ion 
.:>i high.:r ~dUC3tion th::.t WO'UD in the oo' s. 
In th.:l Y<':tr;; 11131 iuUowed, n!W ;:.J!Jcgc> 
sprang up vinu&!ly anywlter.: there w::.-; 
hvpe oli:Jt the. p.Jf'Ub\i<}n could -cuprun 
tlll!m. r..l'!'lllwhil!!, I!Xi~tin~ ir.Gtitul ion~ 
chang,!(] their ch.1r.Jc!(!r:::-te::~cher: cui .. 
leg·!~ "-'~rune ''univer·;iti~~." an<J ~mJII 
lib.!r.:d-anc inclitution~ aJJ,!d grJdU~lle 
progrJm~ and spun oif ;mdliren. 
C ... A!.If'U5 .~DI.IIfii':TF. \ TluN b.:c31Jle a dictinct vucati.:rn, wirh irf> uwn nJ-, t.iu.·e:J.I ~.:c :biiun~. The new many 
:J~er;:;. wh !th~r • hey .:.uml! frt.1m the f'lcuhy, 
ol1e g.w~mrncm, the milic.::u-y, >Jr 1he bu~i­
ne;;.o; wurld, were large!;• tran~icni. with 
few ti-:3 tu prufr.-3Jion ar ir.ctituliun. :lnd 
vftl!n indiiit!rent to or cumcmp1U•)U!; uf th~ 
tr.1ditions oi tvth. 
Tl.ey urtdcnvent ;ometimeG p!!inful o:Oil· 
thc-joo w..inini! for their new r::c:l:c, ~nJ 
~~K~ny of them l~~=o! thuugltrful,lmmJne, 
Jnd r..::3p·:.n:ible ~Jministr~u.:-r:..: in ~h~ pr,:.-:-
ec~. Bu• roo m:tny 01her.; cuniuceJ 1he <•c3-
detllic hier-..rchy with the hi~o·;.u-chien of 
LEITERS TO THE EDITOR 
•)ther tJI!!:miz:l!i.1m;, ruld :~;.~uire.t all tbe 
w.:.rm au.ributes .X the l:>urc·m~rm, in~lud· 
ing hi~h'lJIJed in.:ompo:rlln.:e. 
.~ for proiessorn Jurin~ that r-eri·:>-:1-
m.:.Jt of whom, foc all their addlc.i w:1ys, 
relll:Jine.:l qnicl: studic:;-a g.x..i lll3JIY of 
them l-:came frccl>ilotcrn, e:~:pluilinil the 
ne~d ior cx~rience.:l faculty mem~r.:;. 
1bey l~:illleJ to intbtc ~m:ill reputation~. 
They wut :~dvanlJ~e of naive :~.imini3ua· 
tor:;. LiJ:c them, they oflen l:>c=ne v:~g:~­
b.:ondJ . 
OTIIER3, off;:o.:led by the new m:Ueri-alism or· UIKtblc t•J t!)tpluit it, be-C31DC manJarin:;, .;ultiv:Jting ror-
row are3~ •'l s.:hot;w..hip or expcnir.c. A 
··few, tennin1lly .1isillu~ione·:l, went into 
some ~.Jn ;•i businc!N, while ~till mlinl:lln· 
in~ :~;;~demi.: tcnur~-one su.:h among my 
:J~.:JUllini31JCe:; i~ a r.;;::ll-etllte agent, ilD.Jth-
.:r lta3 a t~co frnno;hi:.e. 1\t~while, a vig-
olrour; remll&Dt here JJJd there f;_mi?hl hl 
revive :~ndent prerog:Jtive· thr.JUgh unii!ni-
uti~n. - · 
. Few GeliGtblc pt'ople w•>uld .:omcnd th:Jt 
faculty meml:>crs :;bould run Lbc C311lpur;es 
tlD thl!ir ~wn; as pn•fefiSt.'~rt:, the}' have 
en.:tugh I>J Ju nlrc:id}'. Wbat il. needed 3t 
m.:.~i inctitutious i~ ~ retwn tu mutu~y 
respo;uul i'O:.Uegblity between r":lcully :lllil 
ndmini:trmion. 
Proi~~w•; arc mo:;l produ~tivc wbcn 
they c:JII iimction wioh a Jisnil1e;J ;mJ rc· 
~p.:~ncibl.: ind·,renJen~c. whi=h b Pt.'DGil:>le 
•·•llv 3t insiituu.:.•n:; where acJilemic tr:iJi· 
timi i~ .:.bt·~rv.:d. Moct ti:.cuhy member:; un 
such crunpu~!; d-:- their re:tding anJ re· 
~e:1rch, t~~ch their ~l:J£~s. :J>d fulfill their 
prolec~iunll co:.mmitmcms iaithl'ully unJ 
o:tTcctively-their own m.:.c! rdenilecc Ji~­
~iplin'J.rianc. 
I .:omeud that it i~ m.:.rc etTective, even 
in terms oi ~ust, anJ muce J.::jdemic:Jlly 
pro.:lu~,ive li.J ~p.)il proies::orc; 3 bi1 ruther 
than to h= or !.lcmc:m them. Th:u Joe~ 
not mean throwing money at rh-:m or toler· 
:Jutig ir.compelen.:e. II Joen mean helping 
tath•!r th::tn dei)ing them ro peri.:.nn etl1-
deml~· their t.':!Jitiun:il L"J.St!l. 
At .. ~"is Fr.?r:jm.Jn is pr.:;J~ss .. •ruf'En!!li~h ut 
th<? llni•·~rsit_v .J.{ MJryi.Jn;/ o1t C.J/1~ ;~ 
Park. 

Administrative Staff Executive Cc.mm.mittee 
November 24, 1987 
I. Letters - .:;.ALL Nor..~t~,l Ll.t Jl-.>o 
II. Appointments 
I I I . Com.mi t.t.ee Rep()rts 
IV. Officer Reports 
V. Good of the council 
tl'""' {I'\;:0.1i..l-e.. ~e , SALAI!.'f 
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ASC Executive Committee Minutes 
November 24, 1987 
PRESENT: Bowers, Cleveland, Conrad, Crawford, Fitzgerald, Hughes, Stickler, 
Yon 
ABSENT: Blair, Buckenmyer 
1. Distribution and discussion of draft letter to Ralph Wolfe. Executive 
Committee members are to call Norma or Sue by 1:-tonday with any suggested 
changes. The letter to the Monitor will be held in abeyance. 
2. Personnel Welfare Committee is working on general harassment policy, 
flex time proposal and recreation center proposal. 
3. Paul gave a brief report on the Classified Staff meeting. 
4. Agr~ement on agenda for December meeting: President Olscamp, Divestment 
Resolution, Committee Reports. 
5. Linda Kat:mer will be the ASC representative to the Legal Services 
Committee 
ASC Secretary 
TO: 
FROl-!: 
RE: 
DRAFT 
Ralph H. t·1olfe, Chair of the Faculty Senate 
Administrative Staff Executive Committee 
Concerns 
The Administrative Staff Council seel:s to work cooperatively with the 
other governance units on campus in order to ae.hieve a sense of community and 
comm,)n purpose. This has been a continuing goal since the formation of the 
Council. Although you have suggested that you, as well as the Faculty Senate, 
have hoped that we could all work together this fall, several occurences have 
belied that statement. 
disturbing pattern. 
Taken together these occurences represent. a very 
On October 12, you wrote to the Director of Administrative Staff Personnel 
Services to "remind" her that any revisions to the· Administrative Staff 
Handbool: t-lere to be reviewed by the Faculty Senate before submission to t.he 
Trustees. A subsequent. memo indic.ates t.hat the request should have read that 
any changes affecting faculty members should be submitted for Faculty Senate's 
approval. 
erase the 
The subsequent memorandum clarifies the point, but it does not 
insensitivity and insult of the first memorandum. The 
administrative staff has nt-ver attempted to -:.hange polic.ies for the faculty, 
nor will we. If we were working together, however, it would not be necessary 
for any of the three employee constituencies to review the handbook of the 
other. 
Last month t'{e learned from the chair of the Universit.y Insurance Conunittee 
that th·~ Faculty Genate Exe·~ut.ive Conmlittee had ruled t.hat another faculty 
member be added to the University Insurance Conunitt.ee, thus making the 
committee's composition 5 faculty members, 2 ASC members, and ~ esc members. 
l~ot c•nly tolas this ruling made t,rithout consulting the University Insurance 
Committee, but. it also tempts one to cono!lude that the "university" in 
unive.rsity insurance con·anitte:e should read "facult.y." The argument that it 
was important to add a faculty member with insurance expertise is inadequate 
because one of the original four faculty members could have been so 
designated. Faculty m~mbers do have the preponderence of membership on 
"university" committees. 
Sinc.e its formation, ASC has attempted to bec•)me a part of university 
c.ommittees, only to be denied or ignored by the Faculty Senate. Last year, 
for ex:ample., ASC followed all of the proper procedures to seek membership on 
the Faculty Cenate Budge.t. Committee but t~as denied. This year we sought 
inc.lus~on on the conunit.tee to study search conunitt.ees but our request was 
ignored. 
It't the sununer of 1987, the ASC •:!hair of the TelecommunicationE: Committee 
asked Senate Executive Conunittee. to form a eonunittee to advise him on 
telecomzr.unications. The composition of the committee was designated with 
certain appointments to be made by the President and t.he Vice Presidents. The 
committee tvas formed, but it is our understanding that the President (and the 
VPs?) was advised that his representative. on the c.onunittee was to be a faculty 
member. This suggestion n.::gat.e.s the possibility of an appointment of an ASC 
member or a esc member. It this is not at odds tvith the Charter, it. certainly 
is at odds wit.h the spirit of collegialit.y and efforts of governing groups to 
c.reate an atmposphere on campus tvhe.re cooperation abides. 
The recent assertions about oppressiveness and a poor working environ.me.nt 
have led not to greater understandings but to a deep•=:ning schism bett...-een th•3 
constitut.::nt groups on campus. The assumption that faculty m'~mbers, who have 
the rights and privilegE.~s of tenure and aeade.mic freedom, are too subjugated 
to speal: their minds or are. are btdng treated t-IOrse than administrative staff 
or classified staff is ludicrous. The c:•ther c.onst.itu.::nt groups (and many of 
your ot-m faculty colleagues) seem to b~.:~ viewing these complaints with 
amazement and quiet amusement. 
The November 10 1ssw~ of the Senate Executive minutes describes what 
appears. to be an attempt by th•=: SEC to eont.L·ol the editorial policy of the 
!ioni tor in ordE:r that there be more attention given to those who are sp~aking 
in opposition to t.h'~ administration. t.J;:., all have t::•ttt' oc.casional (or perhaps 
ongoing) differences of opinion with t.he cr::ntral administ.rati.::.n, but can these 
not bt~ resolved through our e:dsting c.hannels of •!Ctmmunieat.ion? Is t.he voice 
of 0f•position to th8 central administration the majority voice? 
3¥ 
People of intelligence and good will should be able to disagree with each 
other without resorting to battles that lead only to deadlock. Too many 
issues are given prolonged debate when a simple phone call could resolve the 
problem or answer the question (e.g., the administrative staff handbook 
question) . It appears to us that minor problems are debated at length t-lhile 
major concerns are not resolved. As members of the Administrative Staff 
Council and the BG[:U eonununity, we are troubled by the Senate Executive 
Gommittee'·s pattern of devisiveness l'Thich we believe the larger faculty, 
classified, and administrative staff communities deplore. t.Je continue to 
e:-..rpress interest in working with not against t.he classified staff and 
faculty. t,Ye hope that you will be t'lilling t.o take seriously the concerns 
expressed in this memo and to recogni:::e that the mE<mbers of the classified and 
administrative st.aff play a vital role in the smooth functioning of the 
University. t·Je are all ht:re to serve the educational needs of students and 
society. Let us keep that uppermost in mind. 
xc: SEC members 
President Olscamp 
William Spengler 
DRAFT 
To the Monitor 
In the past fet"' weeks, much attention has been d~voted to issues that, in our 
opinion, potentially divide the const.it.uent groups of the campus conununity. 
Assertions on several controversial issues have been given wide publicity. 
The impression left is that the University is in disarray and that the vast 
majority of the campus community is in total agreement with the negative 
opinions b·::ing expressed. Yet t-Ie ar.:: not sure that in many cases these voices 
are speaking for the majority of their C•\-tn const.it.uency nor are they speaking 
for other campus groups. If that is true, then are there not other 
voices--those that. will indicate that BGSU is a fine institution. It is a 
University with fla\-IS, as are all institutions. By their nature, 
insititutio:ms are finally the people t·tho are a part of them, and people make 
mistal:es, people are frail, and people are not of the same mind on issues. 
These c.haract.eristics need not. be the wealmesses of our University; they can 
become its strength. 
We ar;:! concerned that as a grmtp certain considerations have not been a 
part of the fall's agenda. The first of these is the ability of an 
inst.itution t.o respond to a financial picture t-thich shat-1s minimal grot-lth while 
still responding te:. the n.e.;:d t.o maintain the quality programs which have been. 
developed. A second issue is the position of BGGU within the region of 
northw;::at Ohio. t.Je art:: con~~erned about. its reputation as an institution of 
outreac.h and its ability b:• meet educational and technic.al needs, its ability 
to respond to const.it.uencies \"'hi~h look to it for t·•~sourees, and its 
accessibility to populations of potential students. A third concern is 
intra-institutional--the ability of various governance groups to work 
cooperatively toward the goals and the mission of the University. t·1e are 
under t.h8 impression that university-wide conunit.t.ees should incorporate all 
the various constituent groups t-lho t-lould be encompassed by the rec.ommendat.ions 
of that eommitt.ee. This fall, we have the impre:ssion that the Faculty Senate 
Exeeut.ive Committee is speaking about campus-wide issues from its own 
parochial point of vietoJ, but hoping that this viet-/ t-lottld enc.ompass the other 
governance groups. Wt:: may be t-lrong, but this is th~ impression that has been 
created. 
\oJe look at the:: campus as a serit:os of cooperative ventures which seek to 
produce the:: environments in t1hich all of us who work here can achieve our 
pote::nt.ial in order that the students c. an ma:dmi::::e theirs. \oJe are not. pleased 
with the impressions that seem to be forthcoming this fall. 
Let us concentrate on the impressions and issues that unite us and that 
will contribute to the growth of an improved learning environment for the 
students (and for the faculty and staff). Can we soft~::n the c.lamor over 
oppr~::ssic•n, salaries, fringe beneflts, staff vs. administration vs. fae.ulty 
and heighten the d·;bate about hot1 we provide a be-t.t~:Jr educational e:lo.."perience 
for our students and how we makt< BGSU a University that is known for its 
quality. 
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The Case for Leadership Develop111ent 
By Robert H. Atwell 
President, American Council on Education 
and 
Madeleine F. Green 
Vice President and Director, ACE Center for Leadership Development 
Manago~ment has come a long 
v;ay in higho:r education. Budgets 
are not tc, be found on the bad·.s oi 
envelopo::-f., and few strategic plans 
are lodged solely in tho? president':; 
head. Modo:rn manae-emer,t tech-
niques havo: made collego~s and uni-
Vo?rsitio.:s more co.;h:-liective, mor.: 
effici.:-n!, and m.jro: .. ·;:.r.sciou:: oi 
their ,;-· . .ister.ce as o:.Jgar.i:::.3tions. WE 
have pn:.ductively invo?st.:d in the 
m.:magen·,o::r,\ development oJf our 
administrat.:ors ar.d have b.:ndited 
froJrn their .::-:puti,;.e in running our 
institutions. 
But aloni_?. with more sophisti-
cated rn<,na~o?ment has c.:.rn.: the 
gro:.win:5 ::p•;;:i.:Jiiz.3lion of adminis-
trative aro?as such as admi.;si.:.ns, 
turd-rai!:in.s, ar.d bu::iness aiiairs. 
Each ha.; d.:-veloped it=· own profes-
si.Jnal identity, required e·•perti,;,;, 
and adminislTativ.: vocabulary. 
Although speciali::ed h.owledge 
and managem•?nt ,;.blls are e:sential 
in our increasingly C•Jmple:-: aca-
do:omic universe, speciali~.:~tion has 
evz,cled a price. 
We have pruduco:d mon: ad-
ministratiw specialists and iewer 
go:onerali::l~, and a by-product h::~s 
b=o:n isobtion and proteclioni::m of 
thE vari•:JUE ~pecialties. Adminis-
tTators e·•pert in their ov;n area~ 
ofto=n hav•: little opportunity to 
re0e.:t thE tolalil'y of the academic 
ent.:=rprise. ll has becom•::: !coo ez.sy 
ior administrators to lose ~i;jh! of 
the purpose of the institution :md of 
how the parts relat•: to the whole 
and to each other. In short, speci<·l-
iz31ior. can le.:~d lo tunnel vision. 
Intense speciali:::.:Jtion of adminis-
trative functions has als0 wid·:-ned 
the gulf betv;.:en tlwse members of 
th•? c:.mpus cc.mrnunity invcrl•;ed in 
instwction-"the academic side of 
tho: hou.:.e"-.:md those v;ho sup-
port inslruction-v:hat \'.'E unfortu-
nately call tJ-,e "non.:Jc21demic" side. 
The iacl is that almost .:olle:zes and 
universiti•?S there are more vf'eopJe' 
whc. are no! bcully than peo:;ple 
who are, and they <.re essentiill to 
tho: academic ent.=rprise. They live 
in a world difldent irom that oi the 
ao:.:idemics, and ar<? often seen as 
Je~ser citi::em oi the comn.unity. 
Considd, for .:·•ample, the rigid 
p<~llerm: ul .:ar.:er mobility of the 
non.:~cado.:-mics. Faculty and a.:.:;-
dernic administrators are r.:cmited 
n=,ticrnally; admir,islrativ.: mana-
··gers, wiih the e:-:ceptic.n oi senior 
administrators, are geno:rally "lo-
cals." Anojtho~r leal ure of care•?r F·al-
lerns thc.t .:or.llibules t.:, the isob-
tioro of adminL:trators is their inZI-
bility to muve into difler.:nt are.:.!:. 
Eacf1 fi.:fdt:OJT•-busiru:-ss oifice, 
llr.anci.sl aid C•iiice, student afiair.:., 
physical pbnt, dev.?)•jpn· .. :nt, regi~.­
ITar, ha:.using, and other.:.--is S•:lf-
cont;;.in.:d, ofierir.g little possibility 
of lateral mobility. Tn.diti.:.r. pre-
dud·:-~ upward mo:.bility ;~:-:.:•:-pi 
within th~? narrow constraints of 
each organizational bo:-;, and tho: 
limits in o:ach c~reer line are .:J.::ar. 
The predictable result i~ a seri•:s of 
high walls. 
Immobility causes p12ople to ieel 
dead-eHded in th.:ir cat-.::-ers. Where 
dG 2mbitiou~ and talented affirma-
tive action officers, admissior.s 
,:;fficers, or financial aid ofiicers 
k·ok io:or their n•?:-:1 challenge? And 
as obs,:r /ers ui urgani::a bor.al 
behEavior have noted, tho:: rr.ore 
"stud" an individual feEls, the 
more likely he or sho:: i,; lo:. prolect 
turf and drav; ins<itutiGnal b.attle 
lines. 
The :-ystem as \'J•? l'now it i:; 
depriving the ao:.:ademy of thE l:.ene-
fits of untapped talent. 
What is to be done? First, we 
musl ro:-cogni::e th3t building a 
sense of shared community is a 
leadership tasL Presid·~nts must 
acknowledge in word and deed that 
the .:ontribu lior.s of thGse ,., ho do 
noi hoj)d ia•:ulty appointrno2nts are 
as important to the tot.::.) academic 
eni·crpri"e a~. the,,;.: of i::;culty mem-
bers. Our institutions could not 
function v:ithout mz.nagers. Th.:re 
are many ways t.:• recognize the 
importance of these individuals, 
1'.3ngir.g fn:.m :salary ir.crease~ and 
pmmotions to ir.vitati.:-.ns to parties. 
Le.:.ders can alsc• fosta cc .. :.pera-
tio~,n across turf Jir,e,;. Most presi-
dents are 3\•:are of thr: importancE of 
the "sEnior rnanz.gement team" and 
the ne,:d fojr •:oop.::tation among 
So:nior ,jjiio:ers. f;Llt cc.Jbboration 
should not be restricto?d io the 
high•?si lev.:ls; to b.:: really effo::cliv.:-, 
it must perrn•:ale th·= institution. The 
more adrnini~trators are e:.:posa.:.:l to 
o?.;ch others' operations and partici-
pate ir, projo?cls and d.:::cisic•r.s in 
.::.ther areas, and the more faculty 
and non.~o:<ido:mic admini:trators 
worl. t.:.gether in meaningiul vJay;:;, 
the more tho:y wi!l.:.ll feel invo:st..::d in 
a shared goal. These partnerships 
will [.: productive and emiching for 
all invobed. 
Secor.d, we must Jive by .:.ur own 
st.;,ted philc.sojphies about educating 
peopl.:. Educators prufEs= to value 
liielonz learr.ir,z and continued pro-
fessioJ~al devel~pment. But v:e are 
often unwilline to fc.liO\\' our own 
advice. We m~s: see lo it thai o:.ur 
institutions fosier !he personal and 
professional d.:velopmenl d all our 
iacully .:.nd staff. When "p~;-ople 
co.::ts" Co:Jn3UlToe as much as 80 
percent of a bud:zel, !he need to 
inves< in de\'•?lo:.pi~.g thc.se humc,n 
res.::.urc•?S :ohould be: self-•:vid•:nt. 
Leaders have an oblizatior. !o id·~n­
liiy anci nurture r.ew le&dership. 
Thc.t means identifying ar,d groom-
ing t<~len! all arc.und us and 
encoura:;in-; others to d.:. so. 
Third, we musl develop •:<.reer 
opporlunili•:s to enrich the jobs of 
staff and admini;;tralors and to 
incrEa3e their lateral .;.nd upv:ard 
mobilil'\'. We must &I so thinl' as cre.:1-
tivdy a~~. we can Cihoul faculiy careers 
3S we face the uncapping· c.f man-
datory reliremr;ni. Thr:' dr:'vclopn-•. ?nt 
of leadership on c.:.mpus will toth 
enliven individu<il career~ and enrich 
the institution. 
•:::areer devo?lopmEnl is esp?ci.:llly 
(continued on page S) 
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o The Education of A Teacher: Essays on American Culture, by Howard 
Wolf, e:•:itmir .. ::s higher educatior. and Am•?rican culture frorn tho: persp•::clive 
Of the autJ·,,;r's o)Wfl .::•:perit?nCc?S as both c! Student <!Tid 3To t:>dUCI(Or, J:.t.ginning 
in tho: 1060.:;. W.:-,Jf tries to understilrod tho: d<~s;r(•OJTe and tho: s;:Hing oi th•: uni-
versity in t.:rms of the l<,rger even~s ,::,{ cullure, wc_h as the Vio.:Lna~1 War and 
student activi.;m, and tc, mako: h1s apprcach to hteratur.: ar.d h1.; students 
rek'vanl to th•?5e ;;v.:nts. (Wolf is pruf•?3.50r of English at the State Univen;ity 
of tJew York at Buifa).::..) The bo.:ok is av::eilabl•? fc,r 522.95 iro::.m Pmmt:lheus 
Bo0b, 700 E~sl Amh.:r.;l St., Bulialc., J JY 14215, (716) 3:;7-2475. 
• The Courts and American Education Law, by Tyll v::en Gee!, .:rroaly.::es 
competing inter.::sts thai fac.: educ3tic.n p•::.Iicymal:eE. The book ~1i$hlight:;, 
trends in educ<1ti0n lav: and indud•::s a ch:.pt•?r on th~ legal and adrmmstrat1ve 
impliolion: of th•? recent Supreme C0urt appoinlmHels oi Chid Ju_sti·:~.:~ W~l· 
liam F .. :hnquisl and Justice Anloniro Scalia. The book is available 10r ~..:9.~•=· 
from Prom•:lheus Bo•.:.h. See ;,ddre:os above. 
o The Proiessional Decision Thinker; America's New Management and 
Education Priority, by Ben Heirs wi!h P.~ter F~rrell, ,,ddr.?s:•::s_how the nation 
cz1n improve lh•: lhinhng !he.! pr•?C•?d•:s decisJC,n~. m.;ode Wllhm g•?Verr.m • .:nts 
and c.::•rJ::.0ration~ in se!lin<> a"•?nd.:.s, devo:lopmg ;:tral•?g-Jo?S, creallng, allerna-
o 0 . h "d . . ·h· 1 . " . tives, or anticipzeting consegueno?s. He1r.s argues t tat • ecJ~K·n-t mrJng JS 
a professional skill that rnusl be J.:arro.:d, cultJVated, an~ cc.nscJo':lsly m.:.n.:rged. 
The boo!· is a\·aibble for ~:!4.95 ir0m Dodd, Me.:.d [.: l_o., 71 F1tth Ave., I'!ew 
York, NY 10003. 
High Court Lintits Denial of Visas to Foreigners 
The U.S. Supreme Court r•:::cently I•? I 
stand a l0w.:r .:ourl's mling thai f,:,r.::ign· 
f:'rs c.:.nnot be d.;nied entry ir.to the 
United St.:eles bo:o:au.;.::: they belong to 
comrrouni"t-affili.:.ted organi:ations. 
The Supreme Court's 3-3 tie vcot.: in 
Pca<>m1 u. Abotm;zl: upholds a mlin3 by 
the"u.s. Court of Appeals ior tht? Dis-
trict of Columbia Circuit prohibiting the 
State Dep.=.rtrreent from b.:.rrirog vi:=i!ors 
to the Uroiled Sl~IES ;.imply becaus2 of 
their affiliation~ with controversial 
groups. 
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Tho: .:as•? w.:rs prompted, in p;,rt, by 
th,o denial 0f \·i~&s t.::. sorru: foreigners, 
such a.; members of th.: Ft?dera!ion of 
Cub;,n vvc.men, wh·:J had b.?•.?Tt invited 
10 sp.::-al· at three U.S. universities. 
Tht? American A.;sociation of Univer-
sity Pr0fe~s0rs (AAUP) filed a friend-of-
lhe-o::,mt btiei in lhe Gse, arguing that 
den~·ing visas I•:. foreigner:; violated !he 
Con.;litutic.n's guc.r&nlee 0f free ~peech. 
"Th•? ,,,hole area has J:.een a particular 
problem for high·:r .::ducalion," Ann 
Fnnl-.e, allorney for AAUP, said. 
•. 
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TIME VALUE MAIL-PLEASE EXPEDITE UI:.LIVERY 
Opinion 
(contimied from page 7) 
irnportarrt for wvmt-n and minor-
ities. A cons{d.:rable poe.) of talent 
e•:ists in the middh: and lower eche-
lons uf administrative and academic 
support units. It ·is well kn.::.wn that 
affirmative action .:oificer;, tor e;;am-
ple, have no dear path into the 
mainstream and thai m:my ta).:nted 
wom.:n and mir •• Jriti.:-3 ar.: trapped in 
that po:;ition. The sarr .• : is true for 
librarians and those in devt>lop-
mental education and acitdemic ser-
vices. Identifying cap.:eble indi-
viduals in these area~ and gi\·ing 
them C•PF":rrtunities to develop skills 
in •)th.:r areas would be a ,;ure contri-
bution to affirmative actic.r. and lhe 
expansi0n 0f our talent pool. 
Finally, we rr.ust op.:n up the 
search and hiring process ~.0 that we 
don't perp.:tual•? the conv.:cnlions 
that keep pec.ple in their career 
bo:~IO's. The strong c-onviction of 
campus lead.?rs the.! relevant qualifi-
cations itnd experience .::an be 
defined broadly vwuld send pmv-
erful message5 to a search or 
screening committE-e or an adminis-
trator hiring a new person. The 
catch-22 that an individual has to 
itlready have dc•n•? the job t•.:. gel the 
job w0n'l help us broild•?n the talent 
pool. 
The American Council on Educa-
tion b.::lieves that the devel.:opm.:nl 
oi people~ur most important 
resource-should be high on the 
ager.da of all wll<=ge presidents c.nd 
tmste.:s. Our institutions can only be 
as dynamic and creative as the 
people who work in them. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL 
DIVEST~mNT RESOLUTION 
Whereas the Bowling Green. State University Foundation has announced 
partial divestment of its holdings in companies doing business in SulJth 
Africa--a step in the right direction but one that falls short of what is 
morally necessary at this time. 
And whereas the continuing investm.;:nt in the remaining companies C•:>ntinues 
to provide financial resources and political supJ?ort for the Apartheid 
regime of Pretoria--a support that allows the government to prevent 23 
million Blacks from exercising the basic right to vote. 
And whereas the main leaders of the Black community in Se:uth Africa and 
the United States have called on the international community for ,full 
divestm•;;nt, these leaders include the Rev. Leon Sullivan, Arch:i.b:i.shop 
Desmond Tutu, Nobel Prize Winner for Peace, Rev. Allan Boesak and Sister 
Winner Handela. 
And Whereas over 130 universities, 70 cities, and 19 states inside the 
Unlted States of America have passed binding measures restricting funds 
from b..:::i.ng investe~ in South Africa, including our sister univ.;:rslt:i.es: 
Oh:i.o State Uni•1e:rs:i.ty, the Univ..::rsity of Michi9an and the Uni•1ers:i.ty of 
Toledo. 
And ~·lhereas many Administrati·-1e staff mem.bers contribute to its end•:lwed 
Admn5.strative Staff Council scholarship fund as w•;:ll as m.:~}:.;; oth.;;r 
contributions to the Foundation in support of BGSU and its programs. 
Be it resc·lved that the Bowling Green State Uni'Jersity and its Foundation 
take immediate steps to sever all linl:s with the racist regime of South 
Africa bj• c•:.mplying with the call for FULL DIVESTt-l.ENT of its hc•lding in 
companies do in•; business thE:_l"•~. 
Divestm~nt Fact Sheet 
"The University's present 5.6 million portfolio includes about $700,000 in 
stocks and b.:>nds of firms d•)ing business in South Africa." 
Toledo Blade, October 13, 1987. 
In !-lay, the University di•Jested 5 of 40 companies doing business in South 
Africa. D~ight Burlingame "said he is '99 per cent sure' the m~ney 
divested was not reinvested int.:> other c~mpanies doing business in South 
Africa." 
~NEWS, September 22, 1987. 
!ill .!!ID:§. editorial crit.i.ci2es partial divestment as inadequate and supports 
full divestment. The University's criteria for selecting companies to be 
divested is also criticized in light of the Rev. Leon Sullivan's 
withdrawal on June 3, 1987 of his principles gu.i.d.i..ng inve.stment decisions. 
~ ~' September 24, 1987. 
President Paul Olscamp reiter.:ttes his opinion in favor of full divestment 
in a Letter to the Editor printed in the October 2, 1987 issue of the BG 
~- . 
At a People for Racial Justice meeting on October 14, 1987, President 
Olscamp again ann~unced his pro-divestment position and promised to write 
a letter to the Foundation Board encouraging full divestment. 
The Ethnic Studies and S~ciol.,gy departments h:..ve adO{•ted resolutions 
SUf·port:i.ng full divestment. The foll·:>wing University groups ha•Je also 
adopted resolutions calling for full divestment: Black Student Union, 
Wom·~n for Wonto::n, Third vlorld Graduate Association, Caribbean Student 
Associati.,n, Central America Supp~rt Association, Hum:tn Relations 
Commission and the Latino Student Union. 
Divestment Action of u.s. Colleges and Universities from 1977 through 
mid-Decerrilier 1986: 
Overall Total 
Total Divestment 
Partial Divestment 
12 5 Schc)•::>l s 
55 Schools 
70 S.::ho•:.ls 
3, 937, .ns, 8~1 
3,399,201,487 
538,217,334 
D:i.•.•estment Actions of u.s. Colleges and Universities from April 1955 
through mid-December 1986: 
Overall Total 
Total Divestm~nt 
Partial Divestment 
7~ Schools 
40 Sch•)Ols 
3~ Scho·:.ls 
Black I£.~u.::s in Q:i.gher Edu.::.:tt:i.·::m, Januarl• 15, 1987 
3,697,765,1332 
31 3-181 1;,1:: 1 .,i87 
349,153,145 
"1-t.r vi•::w is that dis.i.nv.~stment could initiallj• hav·~ far rnore psrch·:·lo9ical 
imp:~.::t than material imp:: • .::t. I w·:.ulJ be a blow t•::> the c.:.nfiden•::•:: of thosa 
wh.~ ·are p•:::rpc;trating this vicic)US Sj•stem. m·d.le W•:: cannot gu:trantee that 
it will push them to the n.;.·3•)t:L.3.t.i.ng t.:tble with auther.t:i.c le.'id•::rs c·f every 
section in the community, it i:; our last chan.::e. It is a risk worth 
I -
. ' 
taking.• 
Bishop Desm•:>n.j Tutu, Bish•.:~p of Johannesburg and 1984 N.;,bo.::l Peace 
Laureate. Newsw.;o.::}:, March 11, 1985. 
"There are various other forms of fighting in our struggle, [but] 
disinvestment is one of th·e greatest weapons. If, in fact ••• the West had 
listened to our pleas to disinvest, pleas for sanctions against this 
countr~·, for embargoes against arms to this country, we w.:)lJld be very far 
in our struggle today. The West and th•.:>se countries that have trade links 
with South Africa are those who are protracting our struggle. They are 
prolonging our suffering.• 
Winnie Z.1andela, Afri•::a News, November 29, 198::!. Wife of imprisoned 
ANC leader nelson Mandela, she has been banned and b3.nished for her 
political activities. 
"We ••• ask all men of good will to take action against apartheid in the 
following manner: ••• Don't buy South J..frica's pr•.:>ducts; Don't trade or 
invest in South Africa." 
Dr. Z.1artin Luther King, Jr., 1964 Nobel Peace Laureate. Statement 
issued on Human Rights Day, December 10, 1962. 
•we must reject so-called nconstructive engagement" as the basis 9f our 
relations with South J..frica. We must stop all economic investment until 
there is an end to apartheid." 
Rev. Jesse Jackson, Address in newark, New Jersey, May 27, 1984. 
"u.s. firms and corporations should withdraw all personnel and investments 
from_South Africa, and as rapidly as they can. In commerce and foreign 
polic~· alike, we must tro::at [the] South African g•:.ovo::rnment as the pariah 
is long ago chose to become.• 
Clifton R. Wharton Jr., Chancellor for the State University of New 
York, Lansing State Journal, December 7, 1984. 
•we are pleased ••• [to propose 1 a City Council b:Ul to pr.:>hibi t city 
deposits in banks that provide services for the s.:.uth African g•:>v•=rnment 
and to restrict city purchases from certain C•:.Oinf•ani·=s that do b1Jsin•3SS in 
South Africa •••• This bill would make Uew York City the first city in the 
country to enact effective restrictions on public purchasing based on a 
compan:,•'s activities in South Africa and N::1mibi.3.. ••• l'le believe that our 
action will speed the dawning of justice .in South Afr.ica without impairing 
the fiscal or other interests of the city.• 
Statement by Mayor Edward I. Eoch, City Council President Carol 
Bellam:z•, Comptroller Harrison J. G·.:>ldin, Stanley Hill, Associate 
Director of District 37, AFSCME, at a press conference in support of 
a divest.m·~nt bill, Febru.3.ry 7, 1985. It was p.sssed on t-1arch 15, 
1985. 
"\·le: here in l·1assadnls•::tts are ~·ruud t•:. ha•Je b.::en the first state in the 
nation to vote to sell from our public pension fund portfolio all those 
investm.::nts in firms d.:•ing biJsiness in s.:.uth Africa. It has b·~er. our 
experience that divestitur.:! ·has I.=·rc.v.;n to h.sve had n.:~ s:i.gnifi.::ant imr;.act 
?n our pensi0n earnings.... Timely and careful divestiture can result in 
net increases in pension earnings.• 
Michael s. Dukakis, Governor of Massachusetts "Make it in 
Z.t.r..ssa.chusetts, • ACOA, !lew Y•:.rk, 1983. 
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AGENDA 
I. Reflections on ASC memo 
II. Committee Reports 
III. Reflections on President's comments 
IV. Officer reports 
V. Holiday lunch 
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ASC Executive Commit.t.ee Minutes 
December 8, 1987 
PRE:JENT! Blair, Bot.,.ers, Buckeamyer, Cleveland, Conrad, Crawford, 
Fitzgerald, Hughes, Stickler, Yon 
1. Sue Cerny was el~cted to the Monitor corrmittee. 
2. Sue Crat.,.ford indicated that some SEC members have suggested that. SEC and 
ASC Executive Committee meet to discuss a mutually agreed upon agenda. 
3. Rich Hughes reported on topics under consideration by the welfare 
committee. It was agreed to submit, with minor revisions, the same 
proposal for non-renewal of contract and suspension as was submitted two 
years ago. A final draft will be prepared prior to the next Executive 
Committee meeting. It was noted that the evaluat.ion policy should be 
revised to make evaluations mandatory and to include a provision for the 
persc•n being evaluated to sign the evaluation form indicating k-nowledge 
of it. Other proposals being disc.ussed include flex time, wellness, a 
general l1arassment policy, and a survey on fringe benefits. 
4 • Ann Bot.,.et·s reported that Laura Emch has revie\.,.ed the scholarship 
application regarding the detennination of financial need and has 
suggested t:.hanges. A net.,. form will be developed. 
5. Paul Yon report.ed t.hat he has looked at the Classification Study files. 
The data will probably not. be of use in salary comparisons, but may help 
in examining career paths and position desc.ript.ions. 
6. January agenda for ASG: Contract non-renewal/suspension, reports from 
insurance committee representative, welfare committee. Pat will check 
on having Roman Garek report on Retention Committee's discussions. 
7. It was suggested that ASG should discu~s specific ways of replacing the 
monies that might be lost from corporations if the Foundation does 
follow the recorranendation for total divestment. 
8. Sue \-Till write note of thanks to PJO for his visit and will contact 
Chris Dalton to determine t.,.hen ASG' s salat·y recorr.rnendat.ion should be in. 
NEXT MEETING: Tuesday, December 22 at Kaufman's at 12 noon. 
~~~,~~· 
Norma J. Rtickler 
ASC Secretary 
Administrative Council Executive Committee 
December 22, 1987 
Harassment Policy 
Appointments 
Memo responses 
Officers reports 
Committee Reports 
ASC Executive Committee Minutes 
, January 12, 1988 
PRESENT: Blair, Bowers, Buckenmyer, Conrad, Cra~Jft)rd, Fitzge-rald, Hughes, 
Stickler 
1. Review of activities of the Welfare Committee. The general harassment 
poli•.:lY was discussed, with agr•?.ement to present it as a part of the 
standards of ·~onduct rather than as a policy with set procedures. The 
statement 'I'JOuld apply only to administrative staff. The flex time 
statement was reviewed and revised. Sue Crawford will check o;Ji th W. 
Bal::e:r in Psycholt:.gy regard.ing his kncowledge of flex time practices. 
The Welfare Committee will be meeting to finalize its recommendations on 
the above policies and on fringe benefits and salary. 
2. February's ASC agenda will inelude considerati•)n of the Welfare 
Conuni tt•:.e' s reports on salary, fringr:~ benefits, general harassment, and 
flex time. 
3. Next meeting, 12:00 noon .. Tanuary 26, Canal Room, BYOL. 
~-~i~ Norma J. t ckler 
ASC Secretary 
'+7 
Agenda Januar~ 26, 1988 
Administrative Staff 
Executive Committee 
I. Welfare committee 
2. Officer reports 
3. Good of the order 
ASC Executive Committee Minutes 
January 26, 1988 
PRESENT: Blair, Bowers, Buckenmyer, Cleveland, Conrad, Cra~~ord, 
Fit~gerald, Hughes, O'Donnell, Regan, Schult~, Stickler, 
Swaisgood, Yon 
Review of proposals from the Personnel rlelfare Committee relative to 
salary increase recommendation and fring·~ benefit rec(.:munendation. The 
salary recc.mmendation will be for a 6% increase. The fringe benefit 
requests will be- based on the results of the questionnaire distributed by 
the PWC. The salary and fringe benefit prop;::,sals will be placed on the 
February 4 ASC agenda. The flex-time pc•licy will be given further revie\'1 by 
PWC. 
In the course of the diseussion, several p•)ints 'i\•ere rais•?.d that will be 
brought to Annmarie Heldt's attention for future follow-up: promotion pools, 
promotion definition, superviS•)r training and "education" about the 
Administrative Staff Handbook policies, marl~et adjustm•:-nt to avoid salary 
compression with classified staff. 
~jf.nv._ 
Norma J. Stickler 
ASC Secretary 
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF SALARY INCREASE REQUEST 
1 '7'B8-89 
Th~ issue of salary increases for Administrative Staff for the 1988-89 
fiscal year was difficult for the Administrative Staff Council to resolve. 
On one ~ide of he issue is the desire of the Administrative Staff to request 
a large salary ercentage increase which would accurately reflect their value 
and contribution to the ,, . . . un1vers1Iy .. On the other side is the University's 
reportedly bleak budgetarv outlook for the 1988-89 fiscal year. After much 
consideratioG and we1gn1ng heavily both sides of the issue, the 
Administrative Staff Council feel~ a salary increase which is sensitive to 
and favors the latter side of the issue is most appropriate at this time. 
Recognizing that all areas and constituent groups within the University must 
work cooperativ~ly toward reducing the impact of budgetary constraints, the 
Administrative Staff Cc~~:il is willing, for the 1988-89 fiscal year, to 
forgo the request of a substantial salary percentage 
of assisting the University i~ its budgetary crisis. 
increase in the interest 
S/ 
..• 
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The poliC)' of Bowling Green St~te University is that gener3l harassment 
will not be condoned. Moreover~ the University will use it5 influence to 
encourage the community-at-large to trest it2 2tudente, faculty and 5taff ~nd 
affiliated visitors in a manner kee~ing with the principles of this policy. 
(The policy i5 in ke2ping with the spirit and intent of federal, 5tate, 
municipal and Univer5it1' guidelines g·~·;.:rning hara::::ment.) 
I. Definition 
Gener31 H~rassment constitutes 3ny phy:i~al or verbal behavior that 
subjects an individual to an intimidating, hostile or offensive 
educ~tion, Effiployment or living environment 3nd which.falls out:ide the 
confin~s of the rac1al snd ethnic harassment policy a~d the sexu3l 
harassment policy. Such harassment: 
A> denigrates or ~tereotype5 an individual. 
E, . . } demeans or slurs an individual through pictorial illustrations, 
graffiti or written documents or material. 
C~ makes unwarranted and disparaging references or i~nuendos regarding 
an individual's personal conduct, habit or lifestyle. 
II. Regulations 
A) It is a violatio~ of University policy and the Student Code for any 
member of the faculty, admini5trativ~ and cla~sified ~taff or 
student body to engage in general harassment, as defined in Section 
I. 
. B) It a violation of 
bringing forth an 
h.::~r 8.ssment. 
University policy to ret3liate again~t anyone 
honestly perceived complsint of general 
III. Re~ponsibilities 
AI On a University-wide basis, the Affirmative Action Office is 
responsible for the coordination and implementation of Bowling 
Green State University'z General Harassment Policy. This office 
will 5erve as the resource with regard to all ffiattere of this 
nature. 
B~ Each dean~ director, department chair, and administrative head of 
an operational unit is responsible for the dissemination and 
implementation of this policy within his or her ar2a of 
responsibility. Persons at this level are also responsible for 
referring reported unresolved incidents of general harassment to 
the Affirmative Action Office. 
Cl As a University policy~ 
member, administrative 
ensure adherence to 
responsibility. 
it is the responsibility of each faculty 
staff member and classified staff member to 
this policy within hi5 or her area of 
--0) It is the respcn~ibility of 311 memters of the University community 
to di~courage general h3rassment~ report such incidents and 
cooperate in any inveEtig~tion which might result. 
IV. Grievance Procedures 
The procedures outlined below 3re designed to pro~ide sufficient 
flexibility in which to deal with allegation~ of general haras~ment. 
They are intended to be responsive to particular situations and to be as 
formal or inform~! a~ sllegations dictate. 
A) Pro~edure of the Complainant 
1. Any individual who belie\·e5 that he or she has teen generally 
harassEd ~hould cGntact the Affirmative Action Office. Staff 
in this office initial.ly will discuss the matter with the 
complainant to ascertain, a~ fully as possible, the v3lidity 
of the charges and the scope of the problem. At this time, it 
will be determined if there is a basis for investigation. 
2. Initial discussions with staff in the Affirmative Action 
Office should not mal:e reference to the name of any accused 
person unless the complainant is ready to file a formal 
complaint and proceed with an investigation. 
3. Before the Office can begin its in~Estigation, the allegation 
must be submitted, in writing, to the Directcr of Affirm~tive 
Action. Until this occurs~ the matter will not be discussed 
with 3nyone other than the ccmpl5inant. 
4. An investigation will be conducted by ~ staff person in the 
Affirmative Action Office only if the complain~nt has filed a 
formal, written complaint. 
The role of the Administrative Action 
of the complaint will include, but 
following: 
Office in the processing 
is not limited to the 
a. consultation with the complainant, _ 
b. 
c. 
discussion 
complainant 
can be of 
complaint~ 
preparing 
co~plaint. 
resolution. 
appropriate 
copy will 
respondent. 
with appropriate persons suggested by the 
who may have knowledge of the situation 5nd 
assistance in est~blishing t~9 fsct of the 
a complete investigative report cf the 
This report will include recommend3tions for 
It will be submitted, in writing, to the 
Vice President for administrative sction. A 
also be sent to the complainant and the 
6. If the complainant is not satisfied with the 3ction taken by 
the Vice President, he or she may appeal, in writing, to the 
- -~ 
Pr-e:oident of the UnivEr-.=ity. The appe:;.l mu::t be filed ~·lithin 
seven (7) calendar day~ of notification of the ~ppropriate 
Vice President's action. The president will review the ippeal 
and re5pond, in writing to all parties--respondent, 
complain&nt, Dir~ctor of Affirmati~e Action, and the Vice 
President--concerning hi.= or her disposition of the appeal. 
This must be done within ten 110) calendar day:: after 
receiving the appeal. 
B> Procedure for the Respondent 
1. Investig~tions regarding alleged in.=tance~ of general 
harassment will be conducted by staff in the Affirmati~e 
Action Office only if a formal, written complaint has been 
filed with the Director of Affirmative Action. 
2. The role of the Affirmative Action Office in the pr~cessing of 
the complaint will include, but is not limited to the 
f oll o~"'i ng: 
-:; 
·-·. 
a. consultation with the respondent, 
b. discussion with appropriate per!ons suggested by the 
respondent who may have knowledge of the situation and 
can be of assistance in e5tablishing the fact of the 
complaint, 
c. preparing a complete investigative rsport of the 
complaint. This report will include recommendations for 
t-esolution. It I·Jill be :submitted, ir. ~~r-itir.g, to the 
Vice President for appropriate administr~tive action. A 
copy will also be s~nt to the complainant and the 
respondent. 
If the respondent is not satisfisd with the ~cticn by the Vi~e 
President, he or she may appeal, in writing, tc the President 
of the University. The appeal must be filed within seven 17) 
calendar days of the notification of the Vice Prasident's 
action. The president will review the appeal and respond~ in 
writing to all parties--re~pondent, complainant, Director of 
Affirmative Action, and the Vice Pre:sident--concerning his·or 
her disposition of the appeal. This must be done within ten 
(10) calendar days after recei~ing the appeal. 
C) Principles: 
In investigating ~omplaints of general harassment, the following 
principles will be adhered to: 
1. Each complaint will be handled on an individual, ca~e-by-case 
basis, considering the complete record and all relevant 
circumstances. 
'$7 
- ·~ 
2. Inve~tigation will be conduct~d ~5 f~irl~ and expeditiously ~s 
possible. 
3. In inveEtig~ting co~pl~int! of general harassment, complete 
confidenti~lity will be maintained in consideration of both 
the complainant and the respondent. 
4. An individual bringing forth ~ compl~int of general haraeement 
will not suffer any type of retaliation regardless of the 
outcome of the complaint. 
5. The complaint will be re!olved in a manner which is con!istent 
with this policy and alec fair and equitable to all parties 
concerned. 
6. NothiGg in thie policy should be interpreted as interfering 
with the practice of ac6demic freedom at Bowling Green State 
University. 
7. Ths purpose of thiE poli~y iE to end general harassment, and 
therefore it may not be used by a complainant to achieve 
personal go~ls not in conformity with the purpose of this policy. 
Administrative Staff Executive Committee 
February 9, 1988 
I. Review of the welfare items 
2. Recognition banquet 
3. Monitor item 
4. Meeting with Ralph Wolfe 
5. Officers reports 
6. March agenda 
ASC Executive Committee Minutes 
February 9, 1988 
PRESENT: Bow~rs, Crawford, Fitzgerald, Hughes, Stickler, Yon 
1. Report on meeting with VP Dalton on Febt~ary 5. 
2. Sue will t'lork the D. Rehmer to gain a higher visibility for 
administt'ative staff at the st.aff awards banquet. 
3. An artic.le about. Aoiminist.t'ative staff t'lill appear in an upcoming issue 
of the Monitor. 
4. Sue haE: met with Ralph t.Jolfe about a joint. meeting of the SEC and the 
ASC E:.cecutive Committee. A meeting will be planned fot• Uarch or April. 
5. March agenda: Report from FSBC (Pat will check to see if Bentley is 
available.); Handbook changes; flex time; insurance appeals 
6. A soda! gathering for ASC t'fill be planned for early spring. 
7. Paul, Nornta, and Rich volunteered to work with Annmarie Heldt on some of 
long-term concerns of the administrative staff. 
8. Executive Committee members are asked to c.onsider some suggest.ions for 
sfl·eamlining the election process. 
9. It t-ras suggested that the Pt·IC should continuE< t'forking during the sunnner 
so that. the fL·inge ben.::fit packag•:: reqw~st could be ready in the fall. 
It t'fas agreed that. a survey will not need to be taken again next year. 
:2~U-; ~/!t:_J.Lu._ 
Norma J. ilickler 
ASC Secretary 
FLEXIBLE WJf.1~ SCHEDULES 
.v 
~i In o~rtain circunstatv:::~s it m:(/ t.e 3ppr·:·pri3t~ f.:.r full-time :~dministrative \r.. staff m.3lll=·~rs to adeopt 3 £1<::::-:ibl~ \·nrl: .:;ch:dule. Such a flexible \'l;Jd: 
C/ . S·:!hedul.:: nust b=: arran:;~•::d in a.:1v:tlV:~'~ and nlJSt b:: I!ll.l tU3lly .:~tjree-:1 up:•n lr-:tt<F-en 
the 3dministrative staff rn-=mber :md hi.:; c.r her irrm::diata su~r?is·:.r. N•:Ortn:~i 
business h~ur.:; for .::ach ilffi.::e muat be rnaint3ined. In additi.:.n, 3 ~rio:.:li.~ 
reviet'l .-::f an adminiatrative 3taff m::mbt::r' s fle:.:Hlle \·~d: :;;ch:::dul~ will t-2 
c;gnducted by his ior h·::r imm=:di.3b:! .3up.::rvis·:or t., determin·:: \•lhether the 
flexible \·i•rl: S•::hedul.:: ah~uld c\lntinue. · · 
... , .. 
Administrative Staff Executive Committee 
Agenda February 23, 1988 
I. Weinber~er's repert 
II. Personnel/welfare CQmmittee 
III. afficers reperts 
IV. March meetin~ 
V. Senate/ASa 
VI. ather 
ASC Procedures 
1. t-Ihen ASC m~mbers resign during their term (eithet· during or at. the end 
of a fiscal year) they will be r~placed by the st.aff member in that 
area who receiv~d the next. highel::t number of votes in the previous 
election. Cases of ties are determined by lot. The replacement 
member finish~s out the term of the ASC member who resigned. (Bylaws, 
page 55 of Handbook except that underlined section not. specifically 
stated) 
2. Replac~ments who complete the term of an ASC member are eligible to 
stand for el~ction at the end of the term if they have served less 
than one year as a replacement. 
3. Administt·:ative staff members must r~ceive at least 2 vot~s on the 
nomination ballot in order to have their names on the election ballot. 
4. Should part-time staff members be counted as full count when 
d~termining the number of representatives from each area? 
( I( l .fvn,.L Cv u n f- ) 
·' 
ADUINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL REPRESENTATION 
VPAA 
1987-88 Reps 14 
Expiring Terms _6 
Balance 8 
· 1/88 Count 122 
Reps 12 
II to elect 4 
Bissland Horan 
Bot-1ers 
( Crat"f ot'd) 
Hart* 
Bunting 
Kepke 
Litwin 
UcRoberts 
Meyer* 
Piersol 
Regan 
Richmond 
Stickler 
Weinberger 
FIRE 
1 
_Q 
1 
11 
1 
0 
Arrowsmith 
Kellet' 
Emch 
George 
Hughes 
Paradis 
Stewart 
\-Ieinandy 
VPSA VPOP 
8 4 
_3 _1 
5 3 
83 40 
8 4 
3 1 
VPOP 
Buckenmyet' 
O'Donnell 
Ram ire~ 
Schimpf 
Underlined names = term expires June 1988 
* = Resigning from the ASG .June 1988 
2/88 
VPUR VPPB PRES 
4 5 5 
___l __! __! 
2 
45 
2 
Blair 
Fitzgerald 
St-1aisgood 
Latta 
4 4 
51 57 
5 6 
1 2 
Cerny 
Conrad 
Hamilton 
Hoy 
Schultz 
Total 
41 
14 
409 
40 
Bressler 
Cleveland 
Jones 
Sokol! 
Vol! 
Administrative Staff Representatives t.o University Commit.tees 
UNIVERSITY COl-lHITTEES--Elec ted 
Telecommunications 
Library Advisory 
Comput.ing Council 
Insurance 
Insurance Appeals 
Parking 
Bookstore 
Equal Oppt. Comp. 
Strategic Planning 
APPOINTED COMMITTEES 
Human Relations 
Legal Services 
Uonit.or 
Parking Appt:als 
Safety Committee 
Union Advisory 
ACGFA 
Don Passmore 
Kathryn Thiede 
Duane Whitmire 
Sandra LaGro 
Charles S~bultz 
Margaret \-Jeinberger 
JoAnn Kroll 
James Litwin 
Sam Ramirez 
Pat Fitzgerald 
John Buckenmyer 
Linda Hamilton 
Sue Cerny 
Linda S•tlaisgood 
Sally Blair 
John Buckemnyer 
vacant 
Term 
Expires 
1989 
1989 
1989 
1988 
1988 
1989 
1988 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1988 
1989 
1988 
1989 
1939 
1989 
1988 
Length 
of Term 
3 years 
3 years 
3 years 
2 years 
1 year (PWC 
rep) 
3 year 
3 year 
3 year 
" years .. 
2 years. 
2 years 
1 year 
INSUHANCE APPEALS COHHITTEE - APPEAL PROCESS 
I. Anonymity: 
1. All cmnrnunicatic.n bet\v•~en an ar:•pell:mt and the C·:rrrunittee \vill pass 
through the insurance office .. 
:!. In all d.:rcuments the Cc.mmitt•O!e r•O!·:·~ives, the ar·pellant's n3me \vill 
be deleted, and he/she will be identified by a code of the form 
87A, 87B, etc. 
II. Filing Procedure: 
1. Appeals may be filed only after the claim has been reviewed and 
denied by the Plan Supervisor. 
2. Appeals must be filed in writing with the Plan Supervisor within 
60 Jays of receipt of the written review decision. 
3. The appaal must include the reason(s) for the appeal, and may 
include any additi·:.nal documents felt t0 b•3 relev3nt. 
L,, The aPJ:. .. ~al must include signed permission f,n· the insurance office 
t•.:t release to the C.::rmmittee and t.:t the President all documents 
relating to the claim. 
III. Appeal Review Procedure: 
1. The Flan Supervis.:•r will p.rovide cc•pies .::rf th•3 ar_:.peal and all 
relevant documents (with the appellant's name replaced by code) to 
the Committee Chair. 
2. The C.:.mmittee will Jn•3•::!t toJithin thirty days of the appeal to read 
and discuss the ar:.peal. At this meeting trH:! C·::rmmittee ma:,r d•3cide 
to obtain additi0nal information from the appellant, Plan 
Supervisor, Benefit Plans Risk Management or the stop/loss 
insurance carrier. 
3. Within ninety days of the appeal teing filed a hearing will be 
held. The appellant will receive at least four weeks notice in 
\·lriting c•f the bearing date~ ThB appellant ma:,r attend r:•r send a 
ret:•resentative t•) th8 hearing. At the hearing, th•3 Cc·mnHttee \vill 
mal:e a rec.::mmv~ndation to the President. The recommendati.)ll and a 
C•)PY of all th·~ appeal d . .:.ctunents Hill be sent to the President. A 
copy of the r•.O!Commendati.:rn \vill be sent to the appellant. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
('fr:r D. 
APPEALING A CLAIM 
If your cleim is denied in whole or in part, you will receive written 
notification delivered in the same fashion as reimbursement for a claim. 
A claim work sheet will be provided by the Plan Supervisor showing the 
calculation of the total amount payabl•:!, charges not payable, and the 
reason. If ad.Jiti.:·nal inf.jrmation is ne.~..:led f.:•r pa:nnent .:·f a claim, the 
Plan Supervisor will request same. 
You may request a review ty filing 3 written gpplication with the 
Insurance Office of Bowling Green State University. On receipt of 
written request for review of a claim, the Plan Supervisor will review 
the claim and furnish copies of all dcn:::uments and all reasons and facts 
relating to the decision. You or your authori~ed representative may 
examin•.:! pertinent documents (e:-:o:::ept as inf.Jrmation may be C•Jntained 
therein \vhich th•3 "ph:,rsici::m" does n.:•t \dsh m3de kn•Jtm t•J the claimant) 
which the Plan Sponsor hgs 3nd may submit your opinion of what are the 
issues and your comments in writing. 
Requests for review mu3t te filed within 1~0 days after denial is 
rec·~ived; h•:o\o~ever, it is suggested that it be filed promptl:,r whenever 
possible. A de~isian by the Plan Supervisor will be made promptly within 
60 days unless sp·~cial cin.::UJI13tanc·~s require e:·:tension. This decision 
will also be delivered to you in writing setting forth specific reasons 
for the decision and specific references to the pertinent Plan provisions 
upon which the decision is based. 
If the Plan SupervisDr 1 s de.::isi.:.n is finally t.J d•:\11:,' in the revie'.z 
decision, the employee may appeal this decision to the Insurance Appeals 
Committee, C•:OIT•f:·rised of ·~l.~ct•:!d faculty, administrative staff and 
classified ~ersonnel. This appeal must be made within 60 days after the 
Plan Supervisor's decision or the Plan Superviso~'s decision will be 
fin:.tl. Th·~ Insuranc•::.l App.~als C.:.mfilitto::::e revieHs appeals an.:.nymously, 
unless the appellant wishes otherwise. 
An app•~al t•:o th.~ Insurance Appeals C.:.mmittee is m::~de in writing to the 
Insurance Office and should include the reas0ns for the appeal and any 
additional d.: . .:::uments thought t.:o be relevant. The Insurance Appeals 
Committ·~e will meet and ma}:e a recommendati.:•n to th·~ President within 
90 days of the appeal. The appellant will receive four weeks notice of 
the meeting and my attend or send an appointed representative. 
loi 
ASC Executive Committee Minutes 
February 24, 1988 
PREr:Et-IT: Blair, Bot'lt:rs, Conrad. Cralil•ford, Fitzgerald, Hughes. Stickler. Yon 
1. Insurance Appeals Conunitt~:~e. nargaret \.Jeinberger attended the aeet.ing 
to discuss the committee's appeal process. Agreement. to report. to the 
committee opinion that the process was too long. Margaret will ask the 
Committee if tht: filing time might be shortened to 30 days and if Ub~ 
reviet'/ cornmi ttee' s role could he shortened. 
2. Reviet'l of a film on flex time. Agreement to place the current version 
of the fle:( time proposal on the l1arch agenda. If approved. the 
statt:ment t,•otlld become a part of the Handbook. 
3. Review of handbook c.hanges. The entire pac.ket of ehanges will be on 
March ASG agenda. 
4. Review and approval of procedures for elections. ASG m~::mbers resi&ning 
at the end of a fiscal year will b·~ replac<::d by runners up from previous 
election, replacements are eligible for re-el€:ction if they have served 
less than one year as a replacement. two nomination votes will be 
necessary to have name on election ballot, part-time employees wiq._ be 
counted as one-half in asc.ertaining thE: number of ASG representatives to 
come from each area. 
5. r.ue Crawford has been asked tc• serve on a university committee that is 
studying connneneements. 
6. Paul Yon reported that 309 will again be a major focus of the: Classified 
Staff Advisory Cornrrtittee. 
7. March agenda. John Bentley. 
Committee reports. 
xc: Annmarie Heldt 
flexiblE: t-mrk schedule. Handl:·ook clmn&es. 
:&-j~ (LL-t:::Ltvu 
Norma J.Psfickler 
ASC Secretary 
~ 
f::;'§ ~ (\ 
WHEREAS the Faculty Senate of Bowling Green State University has been established 
for twenty-five years, and 
WHEREAS during that time, the Faculty Senate has provided a voice for the faculty in 
governance issues and has contributed to the bettemtent of the University through its 
concerns for the welfare of~ faculty, its attention to academic policies, 
and its regard for informed debate, 
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Executive Committee of the 
Administrative Staff Council el\.1:ends congratulations to the Faculty Senate on the 
occasion~ its twenty-fifth anniversary and expresses its hope that a spirit of mutual 
cooperation among all members of the University community will continue in the years 
ahead as we all strive to impro\Te the excellence of Bowling Green State University. 
) 
/0 
Administrative Staff E~ecutive Committee 
II. Committee reports 
III. Celebration of Faculty Senate 
IV. Elections 
'J. Party for ASC 
VI. Agenda for April meeting 
VII. Officers reports 
J.: 3 o~L/~ 30 
ASC Executive Committee Minutes 
March 8, 1988 
PRESENT: Bowers, Buckenmyer, Conrad, Crawford, Fitzgerald, Hughes, Stickler, Yon 
1. Resolution 88:15 was appro\•ed honoring Faculty Senate on the oc:t.~~LSion of its 25th 
anniversary. 
2. Plans were discussed for a lunch meeting of ASC. Dick Conrad will handle details. 
3. This year's recipient of the Administrative Staff scholarship, Elizabeth Anne 
Hammann, will be invited to the May meeting, and arrangements will be made for a 
photo to be taken. Fund raising packets for the scholarship will be ready by May. 
There was agreement that the requirement for extracurricular involvement for the 
scholarships could include community as well as campus acti\•ities, particularly 
because some applicants are non-traditional students. 
4. March 22 Executive Committee meeting will be at Kaufman's downtown. 
S. The May 24 meeting will be held at Firelands. 
xc: Annmarie Heldt 
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Aclministrative Staff Exe·~utive Co:·mmitt-ee 
Mar_:ch 22, 1988 
Agenda 
I . Meeting in Apr· il I;:;_~ oo P- · 
II. Officers reports 
III. Cr.:,mmittee mt.g. wit.h Ann Marie Held 
IV. New Business 
V. Other 
•, 7.3 
··"'".r' 
Administrative STaff Council 
Executive Committee Agenda 
April 12, 1988 
I. Officers reports 
II. Special meeting: April 28 at 1:30 
III. Ferrarri award nominations 
IV. Announcements for the C•:Juncil 
V. Short term disability 
ASC Executive Committee Minutes 
April 12, 1988 
PRESENT: Blair, Bot..,.ers, Clevc::land, Conrad, Crawford, Fitzgerald, Hughes, 
Stickler, Yon 
1. · Short-time disability insurane.e proposal t"as distribul:.~d. The \.Jelfare 
Committee will review, and it t"ill be placed on the agenda of the next 
ASC meeting. 
2. 'Ne:d. Heet.ing of ASG t._.ill be April 28 at 1: 15 in the Alumni Room. Dr. 
Olscamp will al:.tend. 
3. ASC Executive Committee t._rill nteet. t-1ith SEG on l-iay 19 at :! :30 in the 
Chart Room. 
4. It has been pointt:d out that. half of the ASC has terms e:A.'"piring in 
1990. Agreement to adjust as members resign. 
5. Elec.tion r.::sults distt·ibub~d and reminder to submit nominations for 
Chair Elect and Secretary. 
xc: Annmarie Heldt 
OVERVIEW OF OP'l'IOHAL 
SHORT-TERM DISABILITY IRCOME COVERAGE 
FOR COR'l'RAC'.l' AND CLASSIFIED 
EMPLOYEES OF B.G.S.U. 
Contract and Classified employees of BGSU currently have access to one 
of two disability plans offered to them by Educators Mutual. Both are 
on a purely optional basis, with the employee paying all of the premium. 
Neither plan is coordinated with the University's sick leave, Worker's 
Compensation or Group Long-Term Disability benefits. 
Contract personnel who are in their let year of employment have access 
to a plan which pays benefits for up to 12 months. 
After the initial year of employment, Contract personnel have a 6-month 
benefit plan available as they are insurable under the John Hancock 
Group Long-Term Disability plan after one year of employment. 
Classified employees have access to a plan which pays benefits for up to 
12 months. 
Under either plan, the employee is given three choices as to the date 
benefits would commence. Amounts of monthly benefit can be selected up 
to a maximum of $800.00 per month. An Accidental Death & Dismemberment 
benefit is also included, with the amount equal to 10 times the monthly 
disability benefit. Thus, an individual insured for the maximum amount 
under the current program could receive $800.00 per month disability 
benefits and a maximum $8,000.00 Accidental Death & Dismemberment benefit. 
Due to deteriorating claims experience, Educators Mutual notified this 
office that they woul~ not be ab~e ~o Yenew the existing program as of 
May 10, 1988. A summary of the premiums and claims paid for the previous 
five years is attached. 
During a meeting with the Director of Risk Selection and the Vice President 
of Sales and Marketing for Educators Mutual, a proposed replacement plan 
was reviewed which retains many of the favorable features of the existing 
plans while correcting many of the .short comings of the existing plans. 
A comparison of the existing and the proposed plans is attached. 
7S 
Calendar Year 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
Bowling Green State University 
Group Policy IOTK-528 
Five-Year Experience Summary 
* Empl. Premiums Claims 
Insured Paid Paid 
269 $24,459 $20,318 
275 26,006 17,825 
285 28,353 32,649 
300 31,175 51,344 
328 38,143 66,458 
Loss 
Ratio 
83\ 
69\ 
115\ 
165\ 
174\ 
The above data does not include the additional costs incurred for 
maintaining adequate claims reserves, nor for the costs of administering 
the program. Only the Paid Claim Total is included in the Loss Ratio. 
If those other costs were included the results would be significantly 
worse. 
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COMP~SON OF SHORT-TERM DISABILITY PLANS 
FOR EMPLOYEES OF 
BOWLING GREER STATE UIIIVERSITI' 
MAXIMUM MONTIU..Y BENEFIT 
MAXIMUf.1 PERCENTAGE OF 
INSURED MONTHLY INCOME 
BENEFIT PERIOD MAXIMUM 
BENEFIT COMMENCEMENT 
OPTIONS 
COORDINATION:WITH 
GROUP LONG~TERM DISABILITY 
STATUS OF WORKER'S 
COMPENSATION 
StJt.~ERTIME DISABILITIES 
tlAIVER OF PREMIUI-1 
EXISTING PLAN 
$800.00 per month 
60\ of monthly compen-
sation up to $1,333.00 
Contract personnel in 
1st year of employment-
12 months 
Contract personnel after 
one year of employment--
6 months 
Classified personnel --
12 months 
1) 1st day accident; 
8th day sickness 
2) 1st day accident; 
15th day sickness 
3) 1st day accident; 
31st day sickness 
Unknown. The employer-
provided Group LTD plan 
would probably "offset" 
against this benefit. 
Some participants have 
a 12 month benefit 
Pays in addition to any 
amounts received from 
Worker's compensation 
Pays 1/2 of the regular 
benefit for disabilities 
occurring during summer 
vacation, if the employee 
is not scheduled to work 
on a 12-month basis 
Payment of premiums is 
waived if disability con-
tinues beyond 6 months 
77 
PROPOSED PLAN 
$2,000.00 per month 
70\ of monthly compen-
sation up to $2,860.00 
Six (6) months 
Six (6) months 
Six (6) months 
1) 8th day accident 
or sickness 
2) 15th day accident 
or sickness 
3) 31st day accident 
or sickness 
Benefit period for 
proposed plan is 6 
months. The waiting 
period for Group LTD 
is 6 months, thus, there 
is no duplication of 
coverage or benefit 
payments 
we benefits would ex-
clude any claim under 
proposed plan. Thus, 
no "double-dip" for 
work-related disabilitie! 
Pays full benefits with-
out regard to the season 
during which the disabil· 
ity occurs 
Payment of premiums is 
waived if disability con· 
tinues beyond 90 days 
DEFINITION OF 
DISABILITY 
MATERNITY DISABILITY 
MEDICAL CARE EXPENSES 
DESCRIPTION OF 
INSURED PERSON 
CONVERSION PRIVILEGES 
GUARANTEED ISSUE 
EXISTING PLAR 
Inability to perform 
substantial and mater-
ial duties of insured's 
occupation 
Covers maternity on 
same basis as an 
illness 
Though primarily a 
disability income 
coverage, did provide 
a limited amount of 
medical expense reimbur-
sement for accidents 
only 
Contract refers to 
"Teachers" regardless 
of actual job duties 
In event of coverage 
termination other than 
non-payment of premium, 
coverage is convertible 
to an individual policy 
providing comparable 
benefits 
Educators Mutual would 
issue up to $450.00 per 
month benefit without 
evidence of insurability 
~ 
Short-Term Disability 
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PROPOSED PLAN 
Same as existing plan 
Covers maternity on 
same basis as an 
illness 
No coverage for any 
medical expenses 
Insured participants 
are referred to by 
the term "Employees" 
regardless of actual 
duties 
Includes no conversion 
provisions 
All applications subject 
to approval by Educators 
Mutual.Guaranteed issue 
may be restored when 
acceptabl~ participation 
level is achieved 
PROPOSED SHORT-TERM DISABILITY DiC<»>E COVERAGE 
FOR CLASSIFIED AHD ~ DIPLOYEES 
OF B.G.S.U.' 
SCHEDULE OF BENEFITS 
71 
Class. Description of C1ass. 
Maximum Amount of Monthly 
Benefit Available 
A Contract Employees - Faculty 
and Administrative Staff 
70% of monthly compensation 
up to maximum monthly bene-
fit of $2,000.00 
B Classified Employees - Hourly Same as above 
PREMIUM RATES 
The rates for Contract employees under the proposed plan range from 7t to 18% ~ 
than the current premium rates depending on the optional benefit commencement 
date selected. The rates for Classified employees would increase from 3t to 
1St depending on the optional benefit commencement date selected. A comparison 
of monthly premiums for the options available is given below. 
Benefit 
Commencement Date 
Contract Employees - Class A. 
Amount of monthly disability benefit 
$500 Per _$800 P~r $1000 Per -$1200 Per $1500 Per $1800 Per $2000 PE 
Month Month Month . Month Month Month Month 
-8th day 
15th day 
31st day 
($13.22)* ($21.14)* 
$10.90 $17.44 $21.80 
($10.16)* 
$ 9.45 
($ 8.46)* 
$ 7.40 
($16.24)* 
$15.12 
($13.54)* 
$11.84 
$18.90 
$14.80 
$26.16 
$22.68 
$17.76 
Classified !mployees - Class B. 
$32.70 $39.24 
$28.34 $34.02 
$22.20 $26.64 
Benefit 
Commencement Date Amount of monthly disability benefit 
8th day 
15th day 
31st day 
$500 Per 
Month 
$800 Per 
Month 
($14.92)* ($23.86)* 
$1000 Per 
Month 
$15.40 $24.64 $30.80 
($11.64)* ($18.62)* 
$13.35 $21.36 $26.70 
($ 9.54)* ($15.26)* 
$10.45 $16.72 $20.90 
$1200 Per 
Month 
$36.96 
$31.04 
$25.08 
$1500 Per 
Month 
$46.20 
$40.05 
$31.35 
$1800 Per 
Month 
$55.44 
$48.06 
$37.62 
*Rates for indicated coverage under the current disability plans offered 
$43.60 
$37.80 
$29.60 
$2000 PE 
Month 
$61.60 
$53.40 
$41.80 
ACCIDENTAL DEA'l'B & 
DISKDIBERIIEN'l' COVERAGE 
Proposed Short-~erm Coverage 
Page 2 ~0 
An Accidental Death & Dismemberment benefit of $1,000 for each $100.00 of 
monthly benefit is included in the above rates. If this benefit were not 
included, the rates quoted would be reduced by $.10 per $100.00 of monthly 
benefit elected. 
... c;;='<l ~ M 
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Apri 1 12, 1988 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: 
FROf4: 
Administrative Staff Council 
Norma J. Stid:ler~~~- ~L.tL..,_ 
Secretary, Administrative S~ff Council 
.•.dmir.i;traliv.e ~laff Council 
Cowling Gre:en, Ohio !13L~03·0:!7J 
The next m~eting of the Administrative Staff Council will be 
Thursday, April 28 at 1:15 in the Alumni Room of the Union. The 
agenda will include the following. 
1 :15 1. ASC Scholat'ship 
J :20 "' Consid•:!ration of shor·t-terrn di sabi 1 ity insurance .::.. 
proposal (attached) 
1:30 3. President Paul J. Olscamp 
Because of Dr. Olscamp's attendance, we hope that you will be 
able to attend, or to send a substitute. 
This meeting will replace the meeting scheduled for May 5. 
REMINDER: If you wish to nominate Council members for chair elect 
and secretary for 1988-89, contact me or any other member 
of the Executive Committee. 
skg 
attachment 
·" 
OVERVIEW OF OPTIONAL 
SHORT-TERM DISABILITY IRCOKE COVERAGE 
FOR CONTRACT MID CLASSIFIED 
EMPLOYEES OF B.G.S.U. 
Contract and Classified employees of BGSU currently have access to one 
of two disability plans offered to them by Educators Mutual. Both are 
on a purely optional basis, with the employee paying all of the premium. 
Neither plan is coordinated with the University's sick leave, Worker's 
Compensation or Group Long-Term Disability benefits. 
Contract personnel who are in their 1st year of employment have access 
to a plan which pays benefits for up to 12 months. 
After the initial year of employment, Contract personnel have a 6-month 
benefit plan available as they are insurable under the John Hancock 
Group Long-Term Disability plan after one year of employment. 
Classified employees have access to a plan which pays benefits for up to 
12 months. 
Under either plan, the employee is given three choices as to the date 
benefits would commence. Amounts of monthly benefit can be selected up 
to a maximum of $800.00 per month. An Accidental Death & Dismemberment 
benefit is also included, with the amount equal to 10 times the monthly 
disability benefit. Thus, an individual insured for the maximum amount 
under the current program could receiv.e $800.00 per month disability 
benefits and a maximum $8,000.00 Accidental Death & Dismemberment benefit. 
Due to deteriorating claims experience, Educators Mutual notified this 
office that they woul~ not be ab~e ~o Tenew the existing program as of 
May 10, 1988. A summary of the premiums and claims paid for the previous 
five years is attached. 
During a meeting with the Director of Risk Selection and the Vice President 
of Sales and Marketing for Educators Mutual, a proposed replacement plan 
was reviewed which retains many of the favorable features of the existing 
plans while correcting many of the short comings of the existing plans. 
A comparison of the existing and the proposed plans is attached. 
Calendar Year 
1983 
1984 
1985 
198G 
1987 
Bowling Green State University 
Group Policy IOTK-528 
Five-Year Experience Summary 
tl Empl. Premiums Claims 
Insured Paid Paid 
2G9 $24,459 $20,318 
275 2G,OOG 17,825 
285 28,353 32,649 
300 31,175 51,344 
328 38,143 66,458 
Loss 
Ratio 
83\ 
69\ 
115\ 
1G5\ 
174\ 
The above data does not include the additional costs incurred for 
maintaining adequate claims reserves, nor for the costs of administering 
the program. Only the Paid Claim Total is included in the Loss Ratio. 
If those other costs were included the results would be significantly 
worse. 
COKP~SON OF SHORT-TERM DISABILITY PLANS 
FOR EMPLOYEES OF 
BOWLING GREEN STATE tJJiiVERSI'ft 
MAXIMUM MONTIU.Y BENEFIT 
MAXIMtJl.i PERCENTAGE OF 
INSURED MONTHLY INCOME 
BEllEFIT PERIOD MAXIMUM 
BENEFIT COMMENCEMENT 
OPTIONS 
COORDINATION WITH 
GROUP LONG~TERM DISABILITY 
STATUS OF WORKER'S 
COfo!PENSATIOU 
SUHr•lERTifo1E DISABILITIES 
\'lAIVER OF PREMIUI-1 
EXISTING PLMl 
$800.00 per month 
60% of monthly compen-
sation up to $1,333.00 
Contract personnel in 
lst year of employment-
12 months 
Contract personnel after 
one year of employment--
6 months 
Classified personnel --
12 months 
1) lst day accident; 
8th day sickness 
2) lst day accident; 
15th day sickness 
3) lst day accident; 
31st day sickness 
Unknown. The employer-
provided Group LTD plan 
would probably "offset" 
against this benefit. 
Some participants have 
a 12 month benefit 
Pays in addition to any 
amounts recei~!ec f:!:"om 
Worker's ~ompensation 
Pays 1/2 of the regular 
benefit for disabilities 
occurring during summer 
vacation, if the employee 
is not scheduled to work 
on a 12-month basis 
Payment of premiums is 
waived if disability con-
tinues beyond 6 months 
PROPOSED PLAN 
$2,000.00 per month 
70% of monthly compen-
sation up to $2,860.00 
Six (6) months 
Six (6) months 
Six (6) months 
1) 8th day accident 
or sickness 
2) 15th day accident 
or sickness 
3) 31st day accident 
or sickness 
Benefit period for 
proposed plan is 6 
months. The waiting 
period for Group LTD 
is 6 months, thus, the: 
is no duplication of 
coverage or benefit 
payments 
we benefits would ex-
c!.~de any claim under 
proposed plan. Thus, 
no "double-dip" for 
work-related disabilit: 
Pays full benefits witl 
out regard to the seasc 
during which the disab: 
ity occurs 
Payment of premiums is 
waived if disability cc 
tinues beyond 90 days 
DEFINITION OF 
DISABILITY 
MATERNITY DISABILITY 
MEDICAL CARE EXPENSES 
DESCRIPTION OF 
INSURED PERSON 
CONVERSION PRIVILEGES 
GUARANTEED ISSUE 
EXISTING PLAR 
Inability to perform 
substantial and mater-
ial duties of insured's 
occupation 
Covers maternity on 
same basis as an 
illness 
Though primarily a 
disability income 
coverage, did provide 
a limited amount of 
medical expense reimbur-
sement for accidents 
only 
Contract refers to 
"Teachers" regardless 
of actual job duties 
In event of coverage 
termination other than 
non-payment of premium, 
coverage is convertible 
to an individual policy 
providing comparable 
benefits 
Educators Mutual would 
issue up to $450.00 per 
month benefit without 
evidence of insurability 
Short-Term pisabilit 
Page 2 
PROPOSED PLAN 
Same as existing plan 
Covers maternity on 
same basis as an 
illness 
No coverage for any 
medical expenses 
Insured participants 
are referred to by 
the term "Employees" 
regardless of actual 
duties 
Includes no convers~ 
provisions 
All applications subject 
to approval by Educators 
Mutual.Guaranteed issue 
may be restored when 
acceptabl~ participation 
level is achieved 
PROPOSED SHORT-TERM DISABILI'fY IRCOME COVERAGE 
FOR CLASSIFIED AND CONTRACT ZMPLOYEES 
SCHEDULE OF BENEFITS 
Class. 
A 
B 
PREMIUM RATES 
OF B.G.s.u: 
Description of Class. 
Contract Employees - Faculty 
and Administrative Staff 
Classified Employees - Hourly 
Jla:dmum .Amo1mt of Monthly 
Benefit Available 
70% of monthly compensatior 
up to maximum monthly bene-
fit of $2,000.00 
Same as above 
The rates for Contract employees under the proposed plan range from 7% to 18% ~ 
than the current premium rates depending on the optional benefit commencement 
date selected. The rates for Classified employees would increase from 3% to 
15% depending on the optional benefit commencement date selected. A comparison 
of monthly premiums for the options available is given below. 
Benefit 
Commencement Date 
Contract Employees - Class A. 
Amount of monthly disability benefit 
ssoo Per .saoo·P~r $1000 Per -$1200 Per $1500 Per 
Month 
$1800 Per $2000 
Month ft1onth Month . Month Month Mont 
-8th day ($13.22)* ($21.14)* 
$10.90 $17.44 $21.80 $26.16 $32.70 $39.24 $43.E 
15th day ($10.16)* ($16.24)* 
$ 9.45 $15.12 $18.90 $22.68 $28.34 $34.02 $37.E 
31st day ($ 8.46)* ($13.54)* 
$ 7.40 $11.84 $14.80 $17.76 $22.20 $26.64 $29.6 
Classified Employees - Class B. 
!'. 
Benefit 
Commencement Date Amount of monthly disability benefit 
$500 Per $800 Per $1000 Per $1200 Per $1500 Per $1800 Per $2000 
f.1onth ft1onth Nonth Month ft1onth Month ft1ont 
8th day ($14.92)* ($23.86)* 
$15.40 $24.64 $30.80 $36.96 $46.20 $55.44 $61.6 
15th day ($11.64)* ($18.62)* 
$13.35 $21.36 $26.70 $31.04 $40.05 $48.06 $53.4 
31st day ($ 9.54)* ($15.26)* 
$10.45 $16.72 $20.90 $25.08 $31.35 $37.62 $41.8 
*Rates for indicated coverage under the current disability plans offered 
ACCIDENTAL DEA'l'B 5 
DISMDIBERKENT COVERAGE 
Propose~ Short-Term Coverage 
Page 2 P7 
An Acci~ental Death ~ Dismemberment benefit of $1,000 for each $100.00 of 
monthly benefit is inclu~ed in the above rates. If this benefit were not 
included, the rates quoted would be reduced by $.10 per $100.00 of monthly 
benefit electe~. 
MEMORANDUM 
Administrative Staff Executive Cc·mmitt.ee 
April 26, 1988 
I. Revisions to ASC handbook 
I I. esc softball game ( CC•ntact Joyce Hyslop) 
III. Officers reports 
IV. Firelands outing 
v. Other 
•'• 
.' . 
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF PERSONNEL SERVICES 
The Office of Administrative ~taff Fereonnel Services provides 
~ssistence to administrative staff members on employment-related 
mettirs. Among the services provided are explaining and interpreting 
policies and benefits; new employee orientation and processing; exit 
interviews; retirement counseling; position reviews; counselling 
staff on personnel matters; maintaining and updating personnel 
records; and coordinating training and professional development 
opportunities. Discussions with administrative staff members about 
employment matters are kept strictly confidential. 
Administrative Staff Personnel Services maintains -e- THE 
OFFICIAL personnel file on every administrative staff member, except 
those with faculty rank. Included in the file is information 
pertaining to the staff member's employment at Bowling Green State 
University, including contract information and evaluations. Staff 
members are encouraged to update their files when any change occurs 
in employment, education, or professional development. In addition, 
the office is also available to assist departments with recruitment 
efforts if requested. 
Questions about 
staff members should 
Services, Room 910 
insurance benefits are 
Shatzel Hall. 
employment matters related to administrative 
be addressed to Administrative Staff Personnel 
Administration Building. Questions about 
handled by the Insurance Office, Room 10 
Revisions to the Handbook 
The Administrative Staff Handbook is revised each year to 
include current, accurate information about policies, procedures and 
benefits affecting administrative staff members. The revisions are 
made effective with the start of each fiscal year. 
Only pages with revisions or additions are updated each year. 
Pages are numbered consecutively throughout the book with the most 
recent effective date (month and year) in the lower outside corner. 
If a page must be revised, the ne~ page will have the same page 
number as the one it replaces. The effective date (month & year) in 
the lower outside corner will differentiate the old page from the new 
one. 
Example: 
- 5 - 7-85 
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-lFFl~ATIVE ACTION POLICY 
. . 
. ~- .. 
. :~B~wling Green State University affirms its policy of equal 
·employment opportunity, equal educational opportUnity, and 
londiscrimination in the provision of educational and other services 
to the public. The University will not discriminate against any 
person because of race, religion, color, national origin, sex, 
~arital status, age, handicap, or veteran status, and it will not 
knowingly cooperate with, support, or employ the services of 
organizations which do not adhere to this policy. 
Plan of Bowling Green State University is 
the actions of the University in providing 
all persons, and in acting affirmatively in 
opportunity may be limited. This meets both 
of rules and regulations governing affirmative 
The Affirmative Action 
designed to establish 
equal opportunity to 
instances where such 
the spirit and intent 
action. 
Concerns related to discriminatory practices or the Affirmative 
Action Plan should be directed to the Office of Affirmative Action, 
Bowling Green State University. 
CODE OF STANDARDS AND RESPONSIBILITIES FOR -nBMfNfS~RA~6RS-
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 
All members of the University community share the responsibility of 
sustaining the highest principles of professional behavior. Those 
persons appointed to administrative assignments have the 
responsibility of promoting a healthy climate for learning and 
rofessional growth and of asserting the leadership and support 
essential to enhancing the University's programs and services. 
Effective administration promotes an institutional reputation of 
academic and professional excellence as well as the sound management 
of institutional resources. 
The University follows a participatory model of gove~nance in which 
numer-ous administrative decisions are made following consultation 
with faculty, students, and staff. Administrative behavior that 
represents dedication to service, openness to disagreement, truth 
and candor in communication, acceptance of human error in the quest 
for excellence, tolerance for variations of style, compassion as an 
essential quality, and reconciliation as an honorable process are 
all integral to the functioning of a mature university. 
It is within this context that a code of standards and 
responsibilities has been developed. The following statements apply 
to all persons who hold full-time or part-time administrative 
assignments or other professional, non-teaching administrative staff 
appointments: 
Responsibilities to the University Community 
1 • Employment 
University 
provisions 
bases for 
basic 
as ~~-~~~~~~~~~~ ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF at the 
should entail the understanding and support of the 
in the Ohio Revised Code, which set forth the legal 
the University and for all governance documents and 
7/88 
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....... 
_ instituti~nal policies approved by the Board of Trustees. Also 
~ edmini~tTatoT~- ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF should protect the legal 
end financial interests of the University and the State of 
Ohio through the implementation and monitoring of policies 
approved by the Poard of Trustees, councils, and agencies of 
the University and the State of Ohio. 
2. Admini~~r~tor~-- ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF should perform their 
professional responsibilities fairly and impartially. 
3. Aem~ni~tretor~- ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF should not engage in 
conduct that is dishonest or fraudulent nor should they accept 
duties, obligations, gifts, or favors of monetary·value or 
engage in private business or professional activities which 
conflict with the interests and policies of Bowling Green 
State University and the State of Ohio. _The Ohio Ethics Law 
prohibits exploitation of authority of a University position 
for personal monetary gain. 
4. In public, e6m4fi45t~e~e~e ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF should clearly 
distinguish personal opinions from statements reflecting the 
University's positions and policies. 
5. In keeping with the University's Affirmative Action Plan as 
approved by the Board of Trustees on April 14, 1977, 
e~e4R4B~~a~o¥B- ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF should not discriminate 
against individuals because of race, color, religion, age, 
physical impairment, sex, or national origin, and they also 
should be responsible for eliminating discrimination when it 
occurs and for establishment of policies to prevent its 
recurrence. 
6. Aam4A4~~~e~~~~-- ADMINISTRATIVE 
confidentiality of written 
transmitted in a confidetitial 
be shared only when required 
authority. 
STAFF should maintain the 
and oral reports or records 
context. Such information is to 
by law or with persons of proper 
7. -Aem-iR-i~.U.a.t~a·.£- ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF should be sensitive to the 
social norms and moral expectations of the community in which 
they live and should work with an awareness that the public 
implicitly identifies the University's staff with the 
institution itself. 
Responsibilities to Students 
1 • 
2. 
3. 
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-1-.-dirr.i:t•ri"S-t"NN"t-erf'-s- ADtHNISTRATIVE STAFF should at a 11 times 
respect and promote the welfare of students and refrain from 
relationships that might be perceived as acts that exploit 
students. 
-A-dmi.n-i~"Nrt"'"f"S· ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF, when interacting with 
students, should recognize them as developing persons who 
possess dignity and the potential for self-direction. 
-A-dmi.n-i~ ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF should promote and enrich 
the University's learning environment in response to the 
academic needs of students and of society-at-large. 
- 2 -
.~,:~ ..Jt.dflt-i:-n-Htt-NK-<X"'&- ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF should adhere to the 
spirit and intent of policies describing the role and rights 
of students and encourage and assist them in the use of 
established procedures to resolve complaints and grievances. 
_ Responsibilities to Faculty 
1. -/tdflt-i:-n-~"'()f"'S-- ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF should protect academic 
freedom and the general right of faculty to discuss 
controversial ideas of ecade~ic concern. 
2. -A<H&-ifri:-s-t-1"-frt-<H'-'fr- ADHINISTRATIVE STAFF should consult faculty 
through recogni=ed channels in decision-making. 
3. -IH:J.r&.ifri-s-t-1"-frt"'()-['-S-- ADtHNISTRATIVE STAFF should provide faculty 
with the support services and resources · essential to a 
learning environment of excellent quality. 
4. -Adirri-rri-9-t-1"-frt~- ADHINISTRATIVE STAFF should implement policies 
5. 
fairly and impartially and with due regard for the dignity and 
rights of the individual faculty member. 
-Adm-i-n-~- ADMINISTRATIVE 
communicate with faculty on 
institutional concern. 
STAFF should be available to 
matters of academic and general 
Responsibilities to Administrative Colleagues 
1. ~i;r~ ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF should treat staff members 
with dignity and impartiality and use neither coercion nor 
preferential treatment in decision-making. 
2. -Adili-kri-e-t-l'-&t""(r[r-&- ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF should inform members of 
their staff of goals and objective~ while promoting a spirit 
of cooperation. 
3. ~kr~- ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF should communicate with 
the officers to whom they report if they are active candidates 
for other professional positions. 
4. .....fTd..!rri-n-i-s-t-Nt-t-o-£LS-- ADHINISTRATIVE STAFF should seek professional 
advice from other -&diE-:i-rrl-5~- ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF when 
such counsel can improve decision-making. 
Responsibilities to Self 
1. ~Hr~ ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF should actively 
2. 
participate in professional associations for self-development 
and for the promotion of the interests of the University. 
-Ad-m-k:r~ AmHNISTRATIVE STAFF should maintain 
commitment to their own professional development. 
a 
3. ~~,..~~- ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF should maintain their 
physical end. mental well-being through a healthy life style. 
(Board of Trustees, 11/13/80) 
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. -'CONTRACT INFORMATION 
Appointment Information 
Administrative staff members shall be advised in writing at 
the time of initial appointment of the primary responsibil-
ity of the position including title, salary, and pay period. 
Obligation to the University 
An administrative staff member may not accept employment from 
outside the University that will adversely affect fulfillment 
of the responsibilities and duties of the assigned 
position/title. 
Continuance/Termination/Release 
A. Continuance 
Appointments 
be 'subject 
year basis. 
staff member 
to 
to 
It 
will 
full-time administrative staff positions will 
renewal or non-renewal annually, on a fiscal 
is assumed that a full-time administrative 
receive successive annual contracts unless: 
1. The contract states the contrary. 
2. The University has made the decision not to continue 
employment and has given timely notification as follows: 
a. not later than March 1 of the first, second and 
third years of contract service if appointment is to 
expire at the end of one of those fiscal years. 
b. not later than January 1 of any subsequent fiscal 
year of contract service. 
Recommendations for non-renewal 
information) will be made by 
contracting supervisor whether 
President or Dean. 
(which will include supportive 
area heads to the appropriate 
President, appropriate Vice 
B. Termination 
7/87 
Termination of the appointment and contract before the end of 
any contracted term of service shall be referred to as 
"Termination for Cause" or "Release." 
1. Termination for Cause 
a. An administratTVe staff member may be terminated for 
cause during the contract year for the following 
reasons: 
i) conviction of a felony; 
ii) if credentials are proved to be fraudulent; 
- 8 -
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~ 
.. 
iii) failure to perform duties and services (as 
identified in the appointed position or title 
and/or as may be assigned or changed) to the 
satisfaction of th~ st&ff member's immediate 
supervisor. 
2. Dismissal or Suspension 
Recommendations for termination for cause noted above 
shall be sent to the President or appropriate Vice 
President with appropriate documentation. After a 
decision for dismissal or suspension is made, written 
notice shall be given to the staff member involved 
stating all provisions relating to that notice. 
The President or appropriate Vice President may dismiss 
or suspend the staff member immediately. In the event of 
a dismissal or suspension, the staff member shall be 
continued on the payroll for fourteen (14) calendar days 
following the date of dismissal or suspension. The 
President or appropriate Vice President may continue the 
staff member on suspended Etatus with pay through 
temporary assignment to other job responsibiliti~s until 
the suspension is resolved. In the event the dismissal 
or suspension is resolved in the staff member's favor, 
the staff member shall be entitled to full back pay and 
benefits if the staff member had been · dismissed or 
suspended without pay. 
Release 
Release may be effected in case of financial exigency, or bona 
fide discontinuance of a program or departmental/divisional 
area, and the staff member concerned will be given a minimum 
of three months written notice; except for the release of 
persons funded by external grants which shall be contingent 
upon the availability of said grant funds. 
A notice for termination for cause or release is not affected 
by Section A (Continuance). 
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!YALUATION PROCEDURE 
1. All administrative contract staff should be evaluated 
each year primarily on th~ basis of: 
- performance of primary duties 
- performance of occasional duties 
- attainment of agreed upon goals 
2. Each Vice President should establish a committee composed 
of all the administrative staff council representatives 
of that area to develop a format for written evaluations 
for the area. Each Vice President and administrative 
staff council re~resentatives should agree to the 
format._ All formats for written evaluation will include 
the criteria listed in item (1) above. 
3. Within each department or area, 
evaluated on additional criteria 
position and agreed to in advance by 
the supervisor. These .criteria may 
limited to: 
a staff member may be 
appropriate to the 
the staff member and 
include, but are not 
supervisory skills 
innovations 
professional development 
interpersonal relationships 
counseling 
awards/honors 
teaching 
service on governan~e bodies 
facility management 
learning new skills 
University and professional 
service 
peer relationships 
research/publications/ 
presentations 
communication skills 
student evaluations 
4. The evaluation process should occur in two steps. 
A. The staff member and supervisor should meet and 
accomplish the following: 
Review and determine staff member's job description 
and goals for the next contract period and make any 
ne~essary changes to the basic job description. 
Based on the above agreements, determine evaluation 
criteria that will be used to assess the staff 
member's performance. 
The staff member and supervisor will confirm the job 
description, goals and evaluation criteria in 
writing. 
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B. Before the beginning of the next contract period, 
the supervisor will provide the staff member with a 
written evaluation based on the previous agreements 
and will discuss the evaluation with the staff 
member. THE EVALUATION SHALL BE SIGNED BY THE 
EVALUATOR AND THEN BY THE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 
MEMBER. THE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF MEMBER'S SIGNATURE 
DOES NOT ACKNOWLEDGE AGREEMENT WITH THE EVALUATION. 
The employee may respond in writing to the 
evaluation, and this reply will become part of the 
evaluation. 
5. The supervisor will send copies of the SIGNED written 
eval~ation TO THE STAFF MEMEER AND TO THE CONTRACTING 
OFFICER FOR REVIEW AND FORWARDING to the Office of 
Administrative Staff Personnel Services 
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. who . might be helpful in establist·Jing the facts of 
instances,- the administrative staff member or 
information on behalf of that person will be 
reprisal will occur at any stage as a result of the 
the case. In all 
anyone providing 
assured that no 
complaint. 
If the complainant is not satisfied with the results of the 
investigation by the Office of Affirmative Action, a request for a 
grievance hearing may be made. In the event that the complain~nt is 
not satisfied with the results of the hearing, an appeal may be made 
to the President of the University. The decision of the President 
is final. 
For specific. information regarding the 
action grievance procedures, you may 
Affirmative Action or refer to Bowling 
Affirmative Action Plan. 
University's affirmative 
contact the Offic~ of 
Green State University's 
GRIEVANCE AND HEARING PROCEDURES 
I. Grievance Procedure 
A. Purpose 
The purpose of the grievance procedure is to ensure the 
prompt resolution of complaints by administrative staff 
members regarding the terms and conditions of employment, 
salary, benefits, or other job-related concerns. The 
decision not to continue the contract of an 
/administrative staff member is not grievable, and, 
( therefore, not subject to this procedure. NON-RENEWAL OF 
.)' CONTRACT FOR AN ADHINISTRATIVE STAFF HEf.1BER OF THREE OR C MORE YEARS STANDING MUST BE REVIEWED AND AUTHORIZED BY 
{ THE P~. 1\U.<(-i•''''' )(0 
,_ Complaints deal~~g with alleged discrimination will be 
processed according to the provisions of the University's 
affirmative action plan. 
B. Area review committee 
c. 
The President (or designee) and each vice president will 
establish a three-member committee to assist in 
resolving grievances within the vice-presidential area. 
Committee members will serve for three years except 
initial appointments which will be staggered one, two, 
and three years. 
The President (or designee) and each vice president will 
be responsible for establishing procedures for appointing 
a chair and for designating the time period for serving 
in this capacity. 
Initial review and transmittal of grievance 
When a complaint arises, the administrative staff member 
should first attempt to resolve the issue with the 
immediate supervisor. Efforts in this direction should 
be documented. If the grievance is not resolved to the 
staff member's satisfaction, that person may present the 
7/88 
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grievance, in writing, to the chair of the area review 
committee WITH A COPY TO THE RESPONDENT. This must occur 
within seven calendar days after the immediate ~upervisor 
has rend~red a decision as to the resolution of the 
complaint. 
Should 'the compl~inant be a member of the hearing panel 
or should a particular case indicate the potential for a 
conflict of interest, the appropriate vice president will 
select a new person to hear the case in question. 
The Area Review committee will investig~te the grievance, 
and within fourteen c·alendar days after its receipt, 
submit a written recommendation for resolution to the 
President (or designee) br appropriate vice president. 
The President (or designee) or Vice President will 
present a written decision to the staff member within 
seven calendar days after receipt of the Area Review 
Committee's report. A copy of the Review Committee's 
report will also be forwarded to the staff member. 
If the complainant identified the potential for a 
conflict of interest with the vice president, the duties 
herein delegated to that position will be reassigned as 
directed by the President. 
II. Hearing Procedure 
A. Purpose 
7/88 
The purpose of the hearing procedure is to provide for 
the further review of complaints by administrative staff 
members regarding the terms and conditions of employment, 
s~lary, benefits, or other job-related concerns. This 
procedure will be used if resolution of the problem has 
been unsuccessful at prior levels. 
B. Request for hearing 
1 • 
2. 
If the administrative st~ff member is not satisfied 
with the decision rendered · et the area review 
committee level, that person may request that a 
hearing panel be convened. This request must be made 
within seven calendar days after receipt of the 
written decision of the President (or designee) or 
vice president. The request must be submitted in 
writing to the President (or designee) or~ vice 
president and iriclude the name of one BGSU employee 
selected by the complainant, who is willing and 
available to serve as a member of the hearing panel. 
Within three calendar days after receipt of a 
request for a hearing, the President (or designee) 
or vice president will notify the Director of 
Affirmative Action. Within fourteen calendar days 
after notification, the Director of Affirmative 
- 12 -
________________________ ............. ~ 
-The Director of Affirmative Action will facilitate the process 
for resolution of the complaint and will insure that the 
appropriate administrator makes a decision in a timely manner. 
F. Appeal 
The recommendation of the hearing panel and the decision 
of the appropriate administrator may be appealed in 
writing within seven calendar days of the decision, to 
the President of the University. The President (or 
designee) will rt:spond in writing to. all 
parties--complainant, respondent, chair of the hearing 
panel, Director of Affirmative Action, ahd the 
appropriate vice president--concerning final disposition 
of the appeal within fourteen calendar days after 
receiving the 8 ppt:a 1. The President 1 s (or designee 1 s) 
decision is final. 
MERIT PAY AND MERIT EVALUATION 
Bowling Green State University implements a split salary increase 
proct:dure. Sixty percent of the increase percentage approved 
annually by the Board of Trustees is an across the board increase. 
Forty percent of the approved amount is awarded on the basis of 
meritorious performance. The merit evaluation and awarding 
procedure is determined by the presidential or vice presidential 
area. Administrative staff memters are encouraged to be aware of 
the procedures incorporated within their area. For detailed 
information contact your vice president. 
1RIT AND ACROSS-THE BOARD INCREASES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 
EACH YEAR SALARY INCREASES FOR UNIVERSITY-FUNDED ADMINISTRATIVE 
STAFF INCLUDE MERIT AND ACROSS-THE-BOARD INCREASE COMPONENTS. 
CONTINUING UNIVERSITY-FUNDED FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME STAFF MEMEERS 
ON FISCAL OR ACADEMIC YEAR CONTRACtS WITH MORE THAN ONE CALENDAR 
YEAR OF SERVICE ARE ELIGIBLE FOR CONSIDERATION FOR BOTH AN 
ACROSS-THE-BOARD PERCENTAGE INCREASE AND A MERIT INCREASE. THOSE 
STAFF MEMBERS EMPLOYED FOR ONE CALENDAR YEAR OR LESS WILL BE 
CONSIDERED FOR INCREASES AS FOLLOWS: 
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1. STAFF MEMBERS EMPLOYED BY DECEMBER 31 AfiE ELIGIELE FOR 
CONSIDERATION FOR BOTH ACROSS~THE-BOARD AND MERIT 
INCREASES FOR THE NEXT YEAR. 
2. STAFF MEMBERS EMPLOYED AFTER DECEMBER 31 ARE ELIGIBLE FOR 
CONSIDERATION FOR AN ACROSS-THE-BOARD INCREA~E FOR THE 
NEXT YEAR ON A PRO-RATED BASIS. FOR EXAMPLE, A STAFF 
MEMBER HIRED ON MARCH 1 WOULD BE ELIGIBLE FOR 
CONSIDERATION FOR FOUR-TWELFTHS OF THE ANNUAL 
ACROSS-THE-BOARD PERCENTAGE INCREASE. STAFF EMPLOYED 
AFTER DECEf~1BER 31 ARE NOT ELIGIBLE FOR MERIT INCREASES 
FOR THE NEXT YEAR. 
- 16 
.~POTISM 
In keeping with good personnel management procedufes and to 
1~rantee equal employment opportunities to all, applicants may not 
~e hired for or promoted into positions in which they would 
supervis~ or be subject to the immediate supervision of a memb~r of 
their immediate family. This policy will be upheld regardless of 
the sex of the relatives involved and will be equally applied to 
both males and females. 
For more specific information relative to ~epotiEm, you may contact 
the Office of Affirmative Action. 
THE OHIO ETHICS LAW (General Assembly of Ohio, 1973) 
The Ohio Ethics Law was enacted in 1973 by the General Assembly to 
insure the integrity of government and to improve public confidence 
in government officials and employees. The following 11 points 
describe the major provisions of the law: 
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RACIAL AND ETHNIC HARASSMENT POLICY 
The policy of Bowling Green State University is that racial and 
ethnic harassment will not be condoned. More0ver, the University 
ill use its influen~e to encourage the community-at-large to treat 
.ts students, faculty end staff and affiliated visitors consistent 
with the principles of this policy. The policy is in keeping with 
the spirit and intent of federal, state, municipal and university 
guidelines governing racial discrimination. A copy of the Racial 
and Ethnic Harassment Policy is included in as Appendix B. 
RESIGNATIONS AND EXIT INTERVIEWS 
A. An administrative steff member who resigns from the University 
should: 
1) Give the immediate supervisor a minimum of one-month 
written notice before the effective date of resignation; 
a copy of the notice should be sent to Administrative 
Staff Personnel Services. 
2) Leave a forwarding address with the Office of 
Administrative Staff Personnel Services. This 
information would be used only in the event that it would 
be necessary to contact tte employee subsequent to 
resignation. 
3) Schedule an exit interview with the Office of 
Administrative Staff Personnel Services. 
4) SCHEDULE AN EXIT INTERVIEW WITH THE OFFICE CtF 
INSURANCE/BENEFITS. 
Steff members who ere retiring should also follow this 
procedure. 
B. The exit interview conducted by a staff member in 
Administrative Staff Personnel Services includes a review of 
the status of insurance, retirement, and other benefits upon 
termination, and instructions about the return of 
identification cards, parking decals, keys, and other property 
belonging to Bowling Green State University. 
A fee may be deducted from the staff m2mber's last payroll 
check in the event that U11iversity identification cards, keys, 
and parking decals are not returned. Failure to return other 
University property will be dealt with on a case-by-case basis 
(See also Key Regulations). 
C. It is the responsibility of the staff member's immediate 
supervisor to verify the unused sick leave balance for the 
staff member at time of termination and forward that 
inf0rmation to the Office of Admini!trative Staff Pers0nnel 
Services. In addition, the supervisor should inform the 
President or appropriate vice president or dean of the date of 
termination and balance of unused vacation time to be paid to 
the staff member so that stEps can be taken to remove the 
person from the payroll. 
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-When a leave of absence without pay is approved, the supervisor 
should inform the President, Vice President, or Dean of the area to 
initiate removal of the staff member from the payroll for the 
designated period of time. This notification should be in writing 
with a copy to the Office of Administr~tive Staff Personnel 
Services. No less than 10 days prior to the start of the leave of 
absence, the supervisor should notify the staff member in writing 
that the leave has been approved. 
During a leave of absence, a full-time employee m~y maintain 
insurance coverage by personally assuming the financial obligation 
for a maximum period of one or two years (depending upon the type of 
insurance desired) with possible further extension if approved. 
Insurance coverage is provided by the University (according to the 
paymerit responsibilities detailed on page 26) to the end of the 
month in which the leave begins and is provided at the beginnirtg of 
the month in which the staff member returns. The employee must 
assume the total premium cost for insurances for the intervening 
months of the leave. Additional insurance benefits may be 
available for a disability leave of absence. If a staff member 
decides not to return from a leave of absence, he/she should notify 
the supervisor not less than one month prior to the date of 
termination. 
Questions about the policy should be addressed to Administrative 
Staff Personnel Services. 
MATERNITY/PATERNITY/ADOPTION LEAVE 
MATERNITY LEAVE 
1 • 
2. 
3. 
4 •. 
-F-e-ma-1~ Staff members who give t.i rth are eligible for ms te rni ty 
leave. The customary and usual maternity leave will be four 
months per pregnancy. 
The four month maternity leave need not be taken as 
consecutive days if mutually agreeable to the administrative 
staff member and the immediate supervisor. 
sick leave, accrued vacation credit and a leave of 
without pay can be used during this 4 month period. A 
Accrued 
absence 
..f~t- staff member m:;y use any-(.{- OF: all C•f _..ro=-r- THE accrus-d 
vacation credit and/ or accrued sic~: leave during --r~ THE 
maternity leave before going on a leave of abeence without 
pay. 
A ~~~€- staff member will notify, in writing, ~ THE 
supervisor &ud the Office of Administrative Staff Persc•nnel 
Services, prior to the start of -tte-r'- THE maternity leave, as to 
the number of days to be taken as sick leave, the number of 
days to be taken as vacation and the number of days to be 
taken as a leave of absence without pay. 
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Shc·uld a -f~~- staff m.::-mbe·r d~cide not to return to the 
un i ve r.s i ty fo 11 owing mate rn 1 ty leave, the -fe-rrr~~ ~. tBff member 
must n0tify -t+-Co-rL THE SU{:1ervisor, in \o.'riting, nt• later than 30 
calendat days preceding -t+5-P- THE scheduled r.::-turn to w0rk. 
f.. ~1-e- ~.taff members ta~:ing moternity leave are gu8rant~ed 
their positions and job title upon return. 
PATERNITY/ADOPTION LEAVE 
Pregn8ncy, childbirth or adoption may require a temporary 
interruption in the way in which an administrative staff member 
meets customary contractual obligations. It is the responsibility 
of the staff member to notify the immediate supervisor of an 
anticipated birth or ado~tion which the administrative staff member 
expects will result in such an interruption. Moreover, it is the 
right of &n administrative Etaff member to secure time to attend to 
pregnancy, childbirth, or adoption without &ffecting the terms or 
conditions of the st&ff member's employment •. 
Time needed FOF: PATERNITY/ ADOPTION LEAVE -t.-~-e-t:-1;·e·n:~-'f:-c .... ;:.,.p-c-g-r'J-&l'Tef;-
.....r.:H;;.~¥.R .... h02·:E~i---G-P---&d-)-{:4: ..... i-o·n-- is to be arranged on mutually acceptable 
written terms with th~ immediate ~upervisor. Specific details 
relative to the use of sick leave, leave OF ABSENCE without pay, 
vacation time, or arrangements for modified work schedules must also 
be mutually agreeable to the administrative staff member and the 
immediate supervisor. Consideration should be given to the needs of 
the individual employee and to the concerns and interests of the 
affected unit and its employees. Administrative staff members 
should contact the office of Administrative Staff Personnel Services 
as early as possible prior to a leave OF ABSENCE without pay to 
review benefits. 
FOR EXPLANATION OF THESE POLICIES, 
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF PERSONNEL SERVICES. 
- 31.1 -
CONTACT THE OFFICE OF 
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An annual vacation is important to the well-being of the staff 
JDtmbc-r. -&r~ Each staff member is encouraged to u~e all earned 
vacation annually and AREA SUPERVISORS ARE EXPECTED TO ACCOMMODATE 
~UCH REQUESTS FOR VACATION PROVIDED THE NEEDS OF THE AREA ARE NOT 
-HPA I RED. -&t- --a---:t~~- ~·P·r~..,LE<-d-- -1:"".1"'"~~ -~--!3-l.!-J:~~i-&c+{l-.-- It 1 s 
expected, however, that no single vacation leave taken will exceed 
22 consecutive working days unless approved in advance by the 
supervisor. A staff member's vacation balance cannot exceed 44 days 
at the end of each fiscal year (June 30 of each year). 
For the convenience of scheduling vacations at the most appropriate 
time, area supervisors with the approval of the President, Dean, or 
a Vice President, may authorize vacation leave in advance of 
accumulated leave, provided that should the staff member terminate 
employment, the termination check shall be reduced by the amount of 
used but unearned vacation. 
Vacation pay is not granted in lieu of vacation except at 
termination of employment and such terminal compensation will be 
paid in a lump sum. The maximum amount of terminal comp~nsation 
will be forty four days. In case of death, unused vacation will be 
paid in accordance with Section 2113.04 of the Ohio Revised Code. 
This policy ~xcludes medical doctors, r~sidence hall directors, unit 
directors, and employees whose contract period is for less than 
twelve months and who have time off with pay during academic recess 
between semesters, - during breaks, holidays, or summer. 
Administrative staff members who are contracted for 12 months but 
who work only part of each week earn vacation on a prorated basis. 
~r example, an employee contracted to work fifty-percent for 12 
months and works part of each week, earns vacation at one-half the 
normal rate. Part-time 12-month administrative staff members who 
have completed the equivalent of one full year of service at Bowling 
Green State University are eligible to utili=e earned vacation. At 
the time of separation from employment with the University, 
part-time administrative staff are not eligible for payment of 
unused vacation credit. 
The President or Vice Presidents shall be responsible for 
implementing this policy, for authorizing modifications for unusual 
circumstances, and for establishing procedures for the maintenance 
of current vacation leave records. 
At the. end of each fiscal year, every staff member will submit to 
Administrative Staff Personnel Services a form approved by the 
immediate supervisor summari=ing vacation use, accrual, and balance 
~or July-December and January-June of that year. That form is 
placed in the staff member's personnel file located in the Office of 
Admlnistrative Staff Personnel Services. 
Questions about the vacation policy and procedures should be 
addressed to the Office of Administrative Staff Personnel Services. 
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If en emergency is declared nece~sitating a close-down of the entire 
University, only essential employeee ~re expected to rep0rt to or 
remain at their jots. ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF AFFECTED BY THIS POLICY 
WILL BE INFORMED ANNUALLY GF THEIR STATUS AS AN ESSENTIAL EMPLOYEE. 
- .!J'-tri-e-- -!frt:4-t.t£h:-s-- -6-&lir€-- ~-(-€..a- ~-(-e- -&rrd-~...c~~-;:~").f}f"~-.- ~ki:...toJ-L'+r~-
-~.-- ;:--tH:: .... l-4.-£'- --s-B4't4:1'- --£>-f-f-4.....:~,--;:o-(~- ;:.J-a-~rt- -~rr.J-<'"'~.--~-
- -l't-f!l-'J"\~---c~--~f1-~- -&tiii!€-- -BJ-El-4-n-t.-t•n·&r~- -6-t.a.f-f...,- -Sh·e>u-l-d- -t..h-i-s- ~ri.H'-r-
Special directions and announcements will be made at that time via 
local media and a campus communication network. 
Questions relating to a radio or televieion announcement concerning 
cancellations or closings can be clarified by calling the campus 
operator. 
SMOKING REGULATIONS 
"There shall be no smoking in any classroom, laboratory, or other 
instructional room in any University building at any time ••• All 
persons entering any classroom building or the Library shall confine 
their smoking to the areas in the respective buildinge in which 
srno!~ing is permitted as clearly indicated by official University 
signs posted in the building, and shall refrain from smoking in all 
other areas of such building .•.. " (Board of Trustees, 1959) 
Substitute Senate Bill No. 9€ adopted in 1976, Amending Section 
3791.031 of the Ohio Revised Code, states in part: 
"(E) For the purpose of separating persons who smoke from 
persons who do not sm~ke for the comfort and health of persons 
not smoking, in every place of public assembly there shall te 
an area where smoking is not permitted, which shall be 
designated a no smoking area ••• 
A no smoking area may 
assembly. Designations 
signs that are clearly 
No person shall remove 
smoking areas. 
include the entire place of public 
shall be made by the placement of 
visible and that state "no smoking." 
signs from areas designated as no 
(C) No person shall smoke in any area designated as a no 
smoking area in accordance with Division (B) of this section. 
(D) Whoever 
misdemeanor." 
violates this section 
(Ohio Revised Code) 
is guilty of a minor 
POSTING OF SMOKING AREAS 
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Academic Buildings: There shall be no smoking in 
laboratories, or other instructional rooms at 
Smoking in academic buildings shall te confined 
hallways or restrooms. 
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classrooms, 
any time. 
to offices, 
loS 
.. 
Office Buildings: There shall b~ no smoking in offices and 
meeting rooms designated no ~moking areas. Receptacles will 
be provided in offices/areas where smoking is permitted; 
however, smokers will be encourag~d to confine smoking to 
hallways, lobbies and restrooms. · 
Re~idence Halls: Smoking is permitted in dining rooms, 
cafeterias, or other rooms used primarily for the service of 
food; however, ~mokers should be aware that tobacco smoke may 
be offensive to non-smokers. 
Theaters, Arenas, etc.: In enclosed theaters, opera houses, 
auditoriums, arenas, and gymnasiums smoking will be confined 
to hallways, lobbies, restrooms where receptacles will be 
provided. 
L i b r a r i e s : £1rrt"ri\-i -n'!- - ·by-- ~-i-b·f"'e-r'")'- ;::w:rt-['-(lfrS- -i-s- -f:~-E"ri ..:t-t --94- -o.n·l~ -i-n-
-t-he--"SfrErt.::-1-~--.fr6"f'--"ff'f'l-8--f't-13-t'i"----ff1".9-.- A rea~ for staff sm.:.k i ng -4-&- ARE 
at the discretion of library departments. 
Health Center: There shall be no smoking in public areas of 
the Health Center by patients or employees. 
University Union/Off~nhauer Conference Area: Smoking will be 
permitted in those areas used primarily for the service of 
food ~luE the bowling area. M~eting rooms (including 11th 
Floor Offenh&uer) will be designated as no smoJ..:ing areas 
unless an individual sponsor specifies with the Conference and 
Arrangements Office to designate a portion of a specific 
meeting room for smoking. 
Elevators: There shall be no smoking in any elevator in any 
University building. 
Public Vehicles: 
busses. 
vehicles. 
Smokers 
SOLICITATION POLICY 
Smoking will 
are encouraged 
.. 
be confined to the rear of 
not to smoke in small 
The Solicitation 
employees have the 
intrusions and that 
Policy has teen est6blished to ensure that 
ability to perform their duties free from 
the mission of the University shall proceed 
of the Solicitation Policy is included as unhampered. A copy 
Appendix E. 
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0ff-c&rnpus trav~l on U~iv~rsity business and to professional 
meetings may be reimbursed in part cr in full depending upon 
departmental policies and available funds. All reimbursement is 
subject to University policy, a copy of which msy be obtained from 
the Busin~ss Office. Transportation feres through travel ag~ncies 
and registrations in excess of $50.00 can be paid in advance 
Each administrative unit budget supervisor is responsible for 
approving travel expenses for individual departments. The 
administrative unit supervisor must seek approval for personal 
travel reimbursement from the next level administrator. The 
completed copy of the "BGSU Travel Expense Report" should be 
submitted to the Business Office for reimbursement. 
VOTING TIME 
Administrative 
and national 
lunch break. 
excused for 
supervisor. 
WORK SCHEDULE 
staff members are encouraged to vote in 
elections before and after regular hours 
When this is not possible, a staff 
one hour to vote with the approval of 
local, state, 
or during the 
member may be 
the immediate 
IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES IT MAY BE APPROPRIATE FOR FULL-TIME 
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF MEMBERS TO ADOPT A FLEXIPLE WORK SCHEDULE. 
SUCH A FLEXIBLE WGRK SCHEDULE MUST BE ARRANGED IN ADVANCE AND MUST 
BE MUTUALLY AGREED UPON BETWEEN THE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF MEMBERS AND 
HIS OR HER IMMEGIATE SUPERVISOR. NORMAL BUSINESS HOURS FOR EACH 
OFFICE ARE EXPECTED TO BE MAINTAINED. IN ADDITION, PERIODIC REVIEW 
OF AN ADr.UNISTRATIVE STAFF MEHBER 'S FLEXIBLE WORt: SCHEDULE WILL BE 
CONDUCTED BY HIS OR HER IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR TO DETERMINE WHETHER 
THE FLEXIBLE WORK SCHEDULE SHOULD CONTINUE. 
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B. Professional DevelopmEnt CommitteE This four-member 
committee is charged with aiding and encouraging the 
professional growth snd development of administrative 
staff. It shall etudy and recommend action with regard to 
professional leaves, continuing education and recognition 
of professional achievement. 
C. Personnel/Welfare This committee Ehall be composed of 
SIX -!"'(.-u-r-- members wi:K· will ahr1uelly review the 
administrative staff handbook. The committee shall also 
review, study and recommend council action on matters 
involving salary, benefits, performsnce, evaluation and 
policies and procedures which affect the functioning of 
administrative staff in their positions. 
D. Finance This committee of two members, one of whom will 
be the Chair-Elect, e.holl r·r·epa re annually the ASC budget 
and submit it to the ASC for approval . prior to its 
submission to the university budget committee. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
Sc.tK•larship 
members. 
administer 
scholarship 
Amendments 
members. 
amendments 
the ASC on 
This committee shall be composed of three 
The responsibility of the committee shall te to 
all aspects of the administrative staff 
program. 
It 
to 
all 
This committee shall be comprised of two 
shall both initiate and receive proposed 
the charter or By-Laws and shall report to 
proposed amendments. 
Ferrari Award This committee shall handle all 
responsibilities associated with the advertisement, 
selection, and presentation of the annual Ferrari Award. 
Section 3: University Standing Committees 
Those administrative staff elected to university standing 
committees need not be ASC representatives and sh~ll be elected by 
the entire administrative staff. In the event of an unanticipated 
request for an administrative staff representative to a committee, 
agency, panel, or other such body, the Executive Committee may 
appoint an administrative staff member for the first term only. 
Subsequent representatives shall be elected. · Each elected 
represt:-ntative- shall serve for the term de.sign.sted by the particular 
committee. In the event that no length of service is set by the 
individual committee, the term shall last one year. 
Section 4: Ad Hoc Committees 
ASC ad hoc committees shall be created by the Executive 
Committee which will appoint members who need not be ASC 
representatives. The Executive Committee shall also appoint 
representatives of the administrative staff to university ad hoc 
committees. After two years, an ASC ad hoc committee shall either 
sease to function or shall request to be made a standing committee 
through the Amendments Committee. 
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April 29, 1988 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: 
FROl-i: 
Administrative Staff Members 
Executive Committee of 
Administrative Staff Council 
.•.drninislraliv.:: ~tall Council 
8.:;\"Jiing Green. •Jhio .:c!J~10~-03iJ 
It is a pleasure to announce the results of the elections for membeL·ship 
on the 1988-39 Administrativt?. 8taff Council and c.n committees. On the. bac.k 
of this mi::morandum you t'lill find th•:: full membership of next. year's council,. 
Those t-~hose terms expir.:: in 1991 are the net'lly elected members. Our 
congratulations to these n•O:t't' council members and to the following individuals 
who w.::re elected to committees. 
Insurance Committee, Annmarie Heldt 
Bookstor.:: Advisory Committee, Jan& Wood 
ntudent Legal Services Committee, Don Passmore 
Safety Committee, Gregg DeCrane 
Advisory Committee on Gen~;;ral Pee Allocations, Ron Zt'lierlein 
Enclosed t4ith this memorandum you will find a ballot to select your 
area's representative to the Executive Committee. We received several 
nominations for chair elect and secretary, but only one person agreed to run 
for each office. To formali~e their elections, their names are also included 
on the enclosed ballot. 
skg 
enclosure 
(over) 
Academic Affairs 
ADlUNISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL 
1988-89 
Sue Past.or ( 1939) Finishing Kathleen Hart • s term 
Barbara Keeley (1920) Finishing Karen Bunt.ing's term 
Timothy Y.:ing (1990) Finishing Katrina 'Ueyer's term 
Joyee Kepke (1990) 
James Litwin (1990) 
Diane Regan (1990) 
Nonna St.ic.kler ( 1990) 
Margaret. \-Jeinberger ( 1990) 
David Stanford (1991) 
Kathryn Thiede (1991) 
Jane Wood (1991) 
Fire lands 
Dennis Horan (1989) 
Operations 
Ed O'Donnell (1989) 
Sam Ramirez (1990) 
Jane Sc.himpf (1990) 
Rebecca Heyman (1991) 
Planning and Bttd~eting 
Linda Hamilton (1989) 
Charles Schultz (1989) 
Jim Hoy (1990) 
Ric.h&rd Pep•::r ( 1990) Finishinf, Sue Cerny's term 
Richard Zolman (1991) 
President's Area 
Scott. Bressler (1990) 
William Jones (1990) 
Randy Sokoll (1990) 
Fran Voll (1990) 
Greg .Jordan (1991) 
Student Affairs 
Richard Hughes (1989) 
Bob Arrowsmith (1990) 
Laura Emch (1990) 
Sandra George (1990) 
Louise Paradis (1990) 
Jill Carr (1991) 
Gregory DeGrane (1991) 
Joshua Kaplan (1991) 
University Relations 
Linda Swaisgood (1989) 
Patrick Fit::gerald (1990) CHAIR 
Melissa Firestone (1991) 
Marcia Latta (1991) 
II( 
. . l 
MEMORANDUM 
Administrative Staff Executive C.:.rnmittee 
April 26, 1988 
I • Rev is ic1ns to ASC handbook 
II. CSC softball game (contact Joyce Hyslc•p) 
III. Officers reports 
IV. Firelands outing 
v. Other 
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF PERSONNEL SERVICES 
The Office of Administrative Staff Personnel Services provides 
~ssistence to administrative staff members on employment-related 
matters. Among the services provided are explaining and interpreting 
poli~ies and benefits; new employee orientation and processing; exit 
interviews; retirement counseling; position reviews; counselling 
staff on personnel matters; maintaining and updating personnel 
records; and coordinating training and professional development 
opportunities. Discussions with administrative staff members about 
employment matte~s are kept strictly confidential. 
Administrative Staff Personnel Services maintains -e- THE 
OFFICIAL personnel file on every administrative staff member, except 
those with faculty rank. Included in the file is information 
pertaining to the staff member's employment at Bowling Green State 
University, including contract information and evaluations. Staff 
members are encouraged to update their files when any change occurs 
in employment, education, or professional development. In addition, 
the office is also available to assist departments with recruitment 
efforts if requested. 
Questions about 
staff members should 
Services, Room 910 
Insurance benefits are 
Shatzel Hall. 
employment matters related to administrative 
be addressed to Administrative Staff Personnel 
Administration Building. Questions about 
handled by the Insurance Office, Room 10 
Revisions to the Handbook 
The Administrative Staff Handbook is revised each year to 
include current, accurate information about policies, procedures and 
benefits affecting administrative staff members. The revisions are 
made effective with the start of each fiscal year. 
Only pages with revisions or additions are updated each year. 
Pages are numbered consecutively throughout the book with the most 
recent effective date (month and year) in the lower outside corner. 
If a page must be revised, the new page will h8ve the same page 
number as the one it replaces. The effective date (month & year) in 
the lower outside corner will differentiate the old page froffi the new 
one. 
Example: 
- 5 - 7-85 
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~FFI~MATIVE ACTION POLICY 
Bowling Green State University affirms its policy of equal 
employment opportunity, equal educational opportunity, and 
1ondiscrimination in the provision of educational and other services 
to the public. The University will not discriminate against any 
person because of race, religion, color, national origin, sex, 
marital status, age, handicap, or veteran status, and it will not 
knowingly cooperate with, support, or employ the services of 
organizations which do not adhere to this policy. 
Plan of Bowling Green State University is 
the actions of the University in providing 
all persons, and in acting affirmatively in 
opportunity may be limited. This meets both 
of rules and regulations governing affirmative 
The Affirmative Action 
designed to establish 
equal opportunity to 
instances where such 
the spirit and intent 
action. 
Concerns related to discriminatory practices or the Affirmative 
Action Plan should be directed to the Office of Affirmative Action, 
Bowling Green State University. 
CODE OF STANDARDS AND RESPONSIBILITIES FOR -ABMfNYS~RA~8RB-
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 
All members of the University community share the responsibility of 
sustaining the highest principles of professional behavior. Those 
persons appointed to administrative assignments have the 
responsibility of promoting a healthy climate for learning and 
professional growth and of asserting the leadership and support 
essential to enhancing the University's programs and services. 
Effective administration promotes an institutional reputation of 
academic and professional excellence as well as the sound management 
of institutional resources. 
The University follows a participatory model of gove~nance in which 
numerous administrative decisions are made following consultation 
with faculty, students, and staff. Administrative behavior that 
represents dedication to service, openness to disagreement, truth 
and candor in communication, acceptance of human error in the quest 
for excellence, tolerance for variations of style, compassion as an 
essential quality, and reconciliation as an honorable process are 
all integral to the functioning of a mature university. 
It is within this context that a code of standards and 
responsibilities has been developed. The following statements apply 
to all persons who hold full-time or part-time administrative 
assignments or other professional, non-teaching administrative staff 
appointments: 
Responsibilities to the University Community 
1 • Employment 
University 
provisions 
bases for 
basic 
as ~+-~H~~&~~~~ ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF at the 
should entail the understanding and support of the 
in the Ohio Revised Code, which set forth the legal 
the University and for all governance documents and 
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.. institutional policies approved by the Board of Trustees. Also 
edmini~tTat~rs- ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF should protect the legal 
and financial interests of the University and the State of 
Ohio through the implementation and monitoring of policies 
approved by the Board of Trustees, councils, and agencieE of 
the University and the State of Ohio. 
2. Admi"f~t~8t~~~-- ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF should perform their 
professional responsibilities fairly and impartially. 
3. Adm4nf~~r~t~r~- ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF should not engage in 
conduct that is dishonest or fraudulent nor should they accept 
duties, obligations, gifts, or favors of monetary value or 
engage in private business or professional activities which 
conflict with the · interests and policies of Bowling Green 
State University and the State of Ohio. :The Ohio Ethics Law 
prohibits exploitation of authority of a University position 
for personal monetary gain~ 
4. In public, eem4n4s~~ete~a ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF should clearly 
distinguish personal opinions from statements reflecting the 
University's positions and policies. 
5. In keeping with the University's Affirmative Action Plan as 
approved by the Board of Trustees on April 14, 1977, 
a4m4R4s~~a~ops- ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF should not discriminate 
against individuals because of race, color, religion, age, 
physical impairment, sex, or national origin, and they also 
should be responsible for eliminating discrimination when it 
occurs and for establishment of policies to prevent its 
recurrence. 
6. Aem4R4~~~e~G~s-- ADMINISTRATIVE 
confidentiality of written 
transmitted in a confidential 
be shared only when required 
authority. 
STAFF should maintain the 
and oral reports or records 
context. Such information is to 
by law or with persons of proper 
7. it6m~~-i.g.:t-".a.t.o.".e- ADr•HNISTRATIVE STAFF should be sensitive to the 
social norms and moral expectations of the community in which 
they live and should work with an awareness that the public 
implicitly identifies the University's staff with the 
institution itself. 
Responsibilities to Students 
1 • 
2. 
'5. 
7/88 
'J\-B-:n-in-i-s-t~'6-t-ert"-s- A[•MINISTRATIVE STAFF should at all times 
respect and promote the welfare of students and refrain from 
relationships that might be perceived as acts that exploit 
students. 
~~~Tri~~~· ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF, when interacting with 
students, should recognize them as developing persons who 
possess dignity and the potential for self-direction. 
~·dmiTri~ ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF should promote and enrich 
the University's learning environment in response to tne 
academic needs of students and of society-at-large. 
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.4 • ~ ~:i:-rri-9-t--NTt~- ADHINISTRATIVE STAFF should adhere to the 
spirit and intent of policies describing the role and rights 
of students and encourage and assist them in the use of 
established procedures to resolve complaints and grievances. 
Responsibilities to Faculty 
1. ~~~-ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF should protect academic 
freedom and the general right of faculty to discuss 
controversial ideas of academic concern. 
2. -l!:d-m-:i:-rri:-e-t-!'-£t-t-o-r>-s-- AmHNISTRATIVE STAFF should consult faculty 
3. 
through recognized channels in decision-making. 
~kr~~~- ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF should 
with the support services and resources 
learning environment of excellent quality. 
provide faculty 
essential to a 
4. -*d-ra-:i:-rri-a-t-r'-frt-o-i'-5-- ADt-iiNISTRATIVE STAFF should implement policies 
5. 
fairly and impartially and with due regard for the dignity and 
rights of the individual faculty member. 
-Ad-m-i-n-~- ADMINISTRATIVE 
communicate with faculty on 
institutional concern. 
STAFF should be available to 
matters of academic and general 
Responsibilities to Administrative Colleagues 
1 • 
.... 
'-• 
3. 
4. 
-Ad-m-i-11-l:-a-t~ ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF sho·uld treat staff members 
with dignity and impartiality and use neither coercion nor 
preferential treatment in decision-making. 
-Adilr:i:it-l:-a-t~J-1.";9-- AmHNISTRATIVE STAFF should inform members of 
their staff of goals and objective~ while promoting a spirit 
of cooperation. 
-Ad-m-Ht-~- AmHNISTRATIVE STAFF should communicate with 
the officers to whom they report if they are active candidates 
for other professional positions. 
-A-d-m-k:t-~-rJi'LS-- ADHINISTRATIVE STAFF should see!-: professional 
advice from other -8-d-re-i·n-:i:-s-t-Nt-t-:H'-&- ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF when 
such counsel can improve decision-making. 
Responsibilities to Self 
1. ~H1-~ ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF should actively 
2. 
participate in professional associations for self-development 
and for the promotion of the interests of the University. 
-A-d-m-k:t-~ AmHNISTRATIVE STAFF should maintain 
commitment to their own professional development. 
a 
3. -Adm-i-r~~....Q-{l-S-- AD~HNISTRATIVE STAFF should maintain their 
physical and mental well-being through a healthy life style. 
(Board of Trustees, 11/13/80) 
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CONTRACT INFORMATION 
Appointment Information 
Administrative staff members shall be advised in writing at 
the time of initial appointment of the primary responsibil-
ity of the position including title, salary, and pay period. 
Obligation to the University 
An administrative staff member may not accept employment from 
outside the University that will adversely affect fulfillment 
of the responsibilities and duties of the assigned 
position/title. 
Continuance/Termination/Release 
A. Continuance 
Appointments 
be subject 
year basis. 
staff member 
to 
to 
It 
will 
full-time administrative staff positions will 
renewal or non-renewal annually, on a fiscal 
is assumed that a full-time administrative 
receive successive annual contracts unless: 
1. The contract states the contrary. 
2. The University has made the decision not to continue 
employment and has given timely notification as follows: 
a. not later than March 1 of the first, second and 
third years of contract service if appointment is to 
expire at the end of one of those fiscal years. 
b. not later than January 1 of any subsequent fiscal 
year of contract service. 
Recommendations for non-renewal (which will include supportive 
information) will be made by area. heads to the appropriate 
contracting supervisor whether President, appropriate Vice 
President or Dean. 
B. Termination 
7/87 
Termination of the appointment and contract before the end of 
any contracted term of service shall be referred to as 
"Termination for Cause" or "Release." 
1. Termination for Cause 
a. An administratiVe staff member may be terminated for 
cause during the contra~t year for the following 
reasons: 
i) conviction of a felony; 
ii) if credentials are proved to be fraudulent; 
- 8 -
iii) failure to perform duties and services (as 
identified in the appointed position or title 
and/or as may be assigned or changed) to the 
satisfaction of the staff memSer's immediate 
supervisor. 
2. Dismissal or Suspension 
Recommendations for termination for cause noted above 
shall be sent to the President or appropriate Vice 
President with appropriate documentation. After a 
decision for dismissal or suspension is made, written 
notice shall be given to the staff member involved 
stating all provisions relating to that notice. 
The President or appropriate Vice President may dismiss 
or suspend the staff member imm~diately. In the event of 
a dismissal or suspension, the staff member shall be 
continued on the payroll for fourteen (14) calendar days 
following the date of dismissal or suspension. The 
President or appropriate Vice President may continue the 
staff member on suspended status with pay through 
temporary assignment to other job responsibilities until 
the suspension is resolved. In the event the dismissal 
or suspension is resolved in the staff member's favor, 
the staff member shall be entitled to full back pay and 
benefits if the staff member had been dismissed or 
suspended without pay. 
C. Release 
Release may be effected in case of financial exigency, or bona 
fide discontinuance of a program or departmental/divisional 
area, and the staff member concerned will be given a minimum 
of three months written notice; except for the release of 
persons funded by external grants which shall be contingent 
upon the availability of said grant funds. 
A notice for termination for cause or release is not affected 
by Section A (Continuance). 
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EVALUATION PROCEDURE 
1. All administrative contract staff should be evaluated 
each year primarily on the basis of: 
- performance of primary duties 
- performance of occasional duties 
- attainment of agreed upon goals 
2. Each Vice President should establish a committee composed 
of all the administrative steff council representatives 
of that area to develop a format for written evaluations 
for the area. Each Vice President and administrative 
staff council representatives should agree to the 
format._ All formats for written evaluation will include 
the criteria listed in item (1) above. 
3. Within each department or area, 
evaluated on additional criteria 
position and agreed to in advance by 
the supervisor. These criteria may 
limited to: 
a staff member may be 
appropriate to the 
the staff member and 
include, but are not 
supervisory skills 
innovations 
professional development 
interpersonal relationships 
counseling 
awards/honors 
teaching 
service on governance bodies 
facility management 
learning new skills 
University and professional 
service 
peer relationships 
research/publications/ 
presentations 
communication skills 
student evaluations 
4. The evaluation process should occur in two steps. 
A. The staff member and supervisor should meet and 
accomplish the following: 
Review and determine staff member's job description 
and goals for the next contract period and make any 
necessary changes to the baaic job description. 
Based on 
criteria 
the above agreements, determine evaluation 
that will te used to assess the staff 
member's performance. 
The staff member and eupervisor will confirm the job 
description, goals and evaluation criteria in 
writing. 
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B. Before the beginning of the next contract period, 
the supervisor will provide the staff member with a 
written evaluation based on the previous agreements 
and will discuss the evaluation with the staff 
member. THE EVALUATION SHALL BE SIGNED BY THE 
EVALUATOR AND THEN BY THE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 
MEMBER. THE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF MEMBER'S SIGNATURE 
DOES NOT ACKNOWLEDGE AGREEMENT WITH THE EVALUATION. 
The employee may respond in wri~ting to the 
evaluation, and this reply will become part of the 
evaluation. 
5. The supervisor will send copies of the SIGNED written 
eval~ation TO THE STAFF MEMBER AND TO THE CONTRACTING 
OFFICER FOR REVIEW AND FORWARDING to the Office of 
Administrative Staff Personnel Services 
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. who might be helpful in establishing the facts of 
instances, the administrative staff member or 
information on behalf of that person will be 
reprisal will occur at any stage as a reeult of the 
the case. In all 
anyone providing 
assured that no 
complaint. 
If the complainant is not satisfied with the results of the 
investigation by the Office of Affirmative Action, a request for a 
grievance hearing may be made. In the event that the complainant is 
not satisfied with the results of the hearing, an appeal may be made 
to the President of the University. The decision of the President 
is final. 
For specific. information regarding the 
action grievance procedures, you may 
Affirmative Action or refer to Bowling 
Affirmative Action Plan. 
GRIEVANCE AND HEARING PROCEDURES 
I. Grievance Procedure 
A. Purpose 
University's affirmative 
contact the Office of 
Green State University's 
The purpose of the grievance procedure is to ensure the 
prompt resolution of complaints by administrative staff 
members regarding the terms and conditions of employment, 
salary, benefits, or other job-related concerns. The 
decision not to continue the contract of an 
administrative staff member is not grievable, and, 
{therefore, not subject to this procedure. NON-RENEWAL OF j CONTRACT FOR AN ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF MEt·1BER OF· THREE OR (,. 
( 
twlORE YEARS._ STANDING lt1UST BE REVIEWED AND AUTHORI:ED BY . 
THE Pa.E-S\!='BET1T • {,\~JjH ~ t l (V!::.. V p 
I 
- Complaints dealing with alleged discrimination will be 
processed according to the provisions of the University's 
affirmative action plan. 
B. Area review committee 
The President (or designee) and each vice president will 
establish a three-member committee to assist in 
resolving grievances within the vice-presidential area. 
Committee members will serve for three years except 
initial appointments which will be staggered one, two, 
and three years. 
The President (or designee) and each vice president will 
be responsible for establishing procedures for appointing 
a chair and for designating the time period for serving 
in this capacity. 
C. Initial review and transmittal of grievance 
When a complaint arises, the administrative staff member 
should first attempt to resolve the issue with the 
immediate supervisor. Efforts in this direction should 
be documented. If the grievan~e is not resolved to the 
staff member's satisfaction, that person may present the 
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grievance, in writing, to the chair of the area review 
committee WITH A COPY TO THE RESPONDENT. This must occur 
within seven calendar days after the immediate suPervisor 
has rendered a decision as to the resolution of the 
complaint. 
Should 'the complainant be a member of the hearing panel 
or should a particular case indicate the potential for a 
conflict of interest, the appropriate vice president will 
select a new person to hear the case in question. 
The Area Review committee will investigate the grievance, 
and within fourteen calendar days after its receipt, 
submit a written recommendation for resolution to the 
President (or designee) or appropriate vice president. 
The President (or designee) or Vice President will 
present a written decision to the staff member within 
seven calendar days after receipt of the Area Review 
Committee's report. A copy of the Review Committee's 
report will also be forwarded to the staff member. 
If the complainant identified the potential for a 
conflict of interest with the vice president, the duties 
herein delegated to that position will be reassigned as 
directed by the President. 
II. Hearing Procedure 
A. Purpose 
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The purpose of the hearing procedure is to provide for 
the further review of complaints by administrative staff 
members regarding the terms and conditions of employment, 
salary, benefits, or other job-related concerns. This 
procedure will be used if resolution of the problem has 
been unsuccessful at prior levels. 
B. Request for hearing 
1 • 
2. 
If the administrative st&ff member is not satisfied 
with the decision rendered · at the area review 
committee level, that person may request that a 
hearing panel be convened. Thie request must be made 
within seven calendar days after receipt of the 
written decision of the President (or designee) or 
vice president. The request must be submitted in 
writing to the Fresident (or designee) or- vice 
president and iriclude the name of one BG8U employee 
selected by the complainant, who is willing and 
available to serve as a member of the hearing panel. 
Within three calendar days after receipt of a 
request for a hearing, the President (or designee) 
or vice president will notify the Director of 
Affirmative Action. Within fourteen calendar days 
after notification, the Director of Affirmative 
- 12 -
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-The Director of Affirmative Action will facilit~te the process 
for reso"l uti on of the complaint and wi 11 insure that the 
appropriate administrator makes a decision in a timely manner. 
F. Appeal 
The recommendation of the hearing panel and the decision 
of the a~propriate administrator may be appealed in 
writing within seven calendar days of the decision, to 
the President of the University. The President (or 
designee) will respond in writing to all 
parties--complainant, reepondent, chair of the hearing 
panel, Director of Affirmative Action, and the 
appropriate vice president--concerning final disposition 
of the appeal within fourteen calendar days after 
receiving the appeal. The President's (or designee's) 
decision is final. 
MERIT PAY AND MERIT EVALUATION 
Bowling Green State University implements a split salary increase 
procedure. Sixty percent of the increase percentage approved 
annually by the Board of Trustees is an across the board increase. 
Forty percent of the approved amount is awarded on the basis of 
meritorious performance. The merit evaluation and awarding 
procedure is determined by the presidential or vi~e presidential 
area. Administrative staff members are encouraged to be aware of 
the procedures incorporated within their area. For detailed 
information contact your vice president. 
ERIT AND ACROSS-THE EOARD INCREASES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 
EACH YEAR SALARY INCREASES FOR UNIVERSITY-FUNDED ADMINISTRATIVE 
STAFF INCLUDE MERIT AND ACROSS-THE-BOARD INCREASE COMPONENTS. 
CONTINUING UNIVERSITY-FUNDED FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME STAFF MEMBERS 
ON FISCAL OR ACADEMIC YEAR CONTRACTS WITH MORE THAN ONE CALENDAR 
YEAR OF fERVICE ARE ELIGIBLE FOR CONSIDERATION FOR BOTH AN 
ACROSS-THE-BOARD PERCENTAGE INCREASE AND A MERIT INCREASE. THOSE 
STAFF MEMBERS EMPLOYED FOR ONE CALENDAR YEAR OR LESS WILL BE 
CONSIDERED FOR INCREASES AS FOLLOWS: 
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1. STAFF MEMBERS EMPLOYED BY DECEMBER 31 ARE ELIGIBLE FOR 
CGNSIDERATION FOR BOTH ACROSS-THE-BOARD AND MERIT 
INCREASES FOR THE NEXT YEAR • 
,.., 
"-• . STAFF MEMBERS EMPLOYED AFTER DECCMBER 31 ARE ELIGIBLE FOR 
CONSIDERATION FOR AN ACKGSS-THE-BOARD INCREASE FOR THE 
NEXT YEAR ON A PRO-RATED BASIS. FOR EXAMPLE, A STAFF 
MEMBER HIRED ON MARCH 1 WOULD BE ELIGIBLE FOR 
CONSIDERATION FGR FOUR-TWELFTHS OF THE ANNUAL 
ACROSS-THE-BOARD PERCENTAGE INCREASE. STAFF EMPLOYED 
AFTER DECEMBER 31 ARE NOT ELIGIBLE FOR MERIT INCREASES 
FOR THE NEXT YEAR. 
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NEPOTISM 
In keeping with good personnel management procedur~s and to 
.uarantee equal employment opportunities to all, applicants may not 
be hired for or promoted into positions in which they would 
supervise or be subject to the immediate supervision of a member of 
their immediate family. This policy will te upheld regardless of 
the sex of the relatives involved and will be equally applied to 
both males and females. 
For more specific information relativ~ to nepotism, you may contact 
the Office of Affirmative Action. 
THE OHIO ETHICS LAW (General Assembly of Ohio, 1973) 
The Ohio Ethics Law was enacted in 1973 by the General Assembly to 
insure the integrity of government and to improve public confidence 
in government officials and employees. The following 11 points 
describe the major provisions of the law: 
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RACIAL AND ETHNIC HARASSMENT POLICY 
The policy of Bowling Green State University is that racial end 
ethnic harassment will not be condoned. Moreover, the University 
rill use its influence to encourage the community-at-large to treat 
its students, faculty and staff and affiliated visitors consi~tent 
with the principles of this policy. The policy is in keeping with 
the spirit and intent of federal, state, municipal and university 
guidelines governing racial discrimination. A copy of the Racial 
and Ethnic Harassment Policy is included in ae Appendix B. 
RESIGNATIONS AND EXIT INTERVIEWS 
A. An administrative staff member who resigns from the University 
should: 
1) Give the immediate supervisor a minimum of one-month 
written notice before the effective date of resignation; 
a copy of the notice should be sent to Administrative 
Staff Personnel Services. 
2) Leave a forwarding addrese with the Office of 
Administrative Staff Personnel Services. This 
inform9tion would be used only in the event that it would 
be neceseary to contact tte employee subsequent to 
resignation. 
3) Schedule an e::-:it interview with tile Office of 
Administrative Staff Personnel Services. 
4) SCHEDULE AN EXIT INTER VIE\<! WIT'H THE OFFICE OF 
INSURANCE/BENEFITS. 
Staff members who are retiring ~hould also follow this 
procedure. 
B. The exit interview conducted by a staff member in 
Administrative Staff Personnel Services includes a review of 
the status of insurance, retirement, and other benefits upon 
termination, and instructions about the return of 
identification cards, parking decals, keye, and other property 
belonging to Bowlin~ Green State University. 
A fe~ may be deducted from the staff member's l5st payroll 
checl: in the event that Univer2ity identification cards, keys, 
and p9rking decals are not returned. Failure to return other 
University pr0perty will be dealt with on a case-by-caee basis 
(See also Key Regulations). 
C. It is the responeibility of the staff member's immediate 
supervisor to verify the unused sick leave balance for the 
staff member at time of termination and forward that 
infcrmation to the Office of Administrative Staff Pers0nnel 
Services. In addition, the supervisor should inform the 
President cr appropriate vice president cr dean cf the date of 
termination and balance of unused vacation time to be paid to 
the staff member so that steps can be taken to remove the 
person from the payroll. 
7/88 
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When a leave of absence without pay is approved, the supervisor 
should inform the President, Vice President, or Dean of the area to 
initiate removal of the staff member from the payroll for the 
designated period of time. This notification should be in writing 
with a copy to the Office of Administrative Staff Personnel 
Services. No less than 10 days prior to the start of the leave of 
absence, the supervisor should notify the staff member in writing 
that the leave has been approved. 
During a leave of absence, a full-time employee may maintain 
insurance coverage by personally assuming the finar1cial obligation 
for a maximum period of one or two years (depending upon the type of 
insurance desired) with possible further extension if approved. 
Insurance coverage is provided by the University (according to the 
payment responsibilities detailed on page 26) to the end of the 
month in which the leave begins and is provided at the beginning of 
the month in which the staff member returns. The employee must 
assume the total premium cost for insurances for the intervening 
months of the leave. Additional insurance benefits may be 
available for a disability leave of absence. If a staff member 
decides not to return from a leave of absence, he/she should notify 
the supervisor not less than one month prior to the date of 
termination. 
Questions about the policy should be addressed to Administrative 
Staff Personnel Services. 
MATERNITY/PATERNITY/ADOPTION LEAVE 
MATERNITY LEAVE 
1 • 
3. 
4. 
-F~-e- Staff members who give birth are eligible for msterni ty 
leave. The customary and usual maternity leave will be four 
months per pregnancy. 
The four month maternity leave need not be taken as 
consecutive days if mutually agreeable to the administrative 
staff member and the immediate supervisor. 
Accrued sick leave, accrued vacation credit and a leave of 
absence without pay can be used during this 4 month period. A 
-t~..:- etaff membe-r m&y u::•? any -£..f- (1R all of~~- THE accrued 
vacation credit and/ .::.t• accru.::.j si~~~: le&ve during -~THE 
m&ternity leave before going on a l.::ave of absence with0ut 
pay. 
A .f-e£fi'9.J.€- staff member w i 11 notify, in writing, -tre-r- THE 
supervisor c:UJJ the Office of Administrative Staff Fersonne 1 
Services, prior to the start of -tte-r- THE m&terni ty leave, as to 
the number of days to be taken as sick leave, the number of 
days to b.:: taken as vacation and the number of days to be 
taken as a leave of absence without pay. 
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5. Shc•uld a ...f-t-t~~- staff membe·r de~ide not to return to the 
un i ve r.s i ty fc• 11 owing maternity iea ve, the -':fu-tn-.:rh~ :=. taff member 
must notify -t~ THE supervisor, in \t.'riting, no later than 30 
calendar days preceding -4+o:--P.. THE s0heduled return to work. 
6. -F-eirre-~ staff members ta~:ing maternity leave are guaranteed 
their positions and job title upon return. 
PATERNITY/ADOPTION LEAVE 
Pregnancy, childbirth or adoption may require a temporary 
interruption in the way in which an administrative staff member 
meets custom9ry contractual obligations. It is the responsibility 
of the staff member to notify the immediate supervisor of an 
anticipated birth or ado~tion whiol) the administrative staff member 
expects will result in such an interruptiori. Moreover, it is the 
right of an administrative staff member to secure time to attend to 
pregnancy, childbirth, or adoption without affecting the terms or 
conditions of the staff member's employment •. 
Time needed FOR PATEh.NITY / A[1(1FTION LEAVE -t-.!r"-e-t-t:-eihl--h-:r;;-~~;-&!Te}";-
..r.,H=r~1-:R+h':L.ti=r-~-~=-i=+t-i.-.:~on-- is to be E~rranged on mutually aceeptable 
written terms with the immediate supervisor. Specific details 
relative to the use of sick leave, leave OF ABSENCE without pay, 
vacation time, or arrangements for modified work schedules must also 
be mutually agreeable to the administrative staff member and the 
immediate supervisor. Consideration should be given to the needs of 
the individual employee and to the concerns and interests of the 
affected unit and ite employees. Administrative staff members 
should contact the office of Administrative Staff Personnel Services 
as early as possible prior to a leave OF ABSENCE without pay to 
review benefits. 
FOR EXPLANATION OF THESE POLICIES, 
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF PERSONNEL SERVICES. 
CONTACT THE GFFICE OF 
I~ 
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An annual vacation is important to the well-being of the staff 
member. -e-n-d- Each staff member i.:: encouraged to use a 11 ee: rned 
vacation annually and AREA SUPERVISORS ARE EXPECTED TG ACCOMMODATE 
SUCH REQUESTS FOR VACATION PROVIDED THE NEEDS OF THE AREA ARE NOT 
H1P A I RED. -e-:G--~--t..-~--ap.p.r~-~ ... -:-t:HT~?--~-~'+H"-V-i-so-r1-.-- It is 
expected, however, that no single vacation leave taken will exceed 
22 consecutive working days unless approved in advance by the 
supervisor. A staff member's vacation balance cannot exceed 44 days 
at the end of each fiscal year (June 30 of each year). 
For the convenience of scheduling vacations at the most appropriate 
time, area supervisors with the approval of the President, Dean, or 
a Vice President, may authorize vacation leave in advance of 
accumulated leave, provided that should the staff member terminate 
employment, the termination check shall be reduced by the amount of 
used but unearned vacation. 
Vacation pay is not granted in lieu of vacation except at 
termination of employment and such terminal compensation will be 
paid in a lump sum. The maximum amount of terminal compensation 
will be forty four days. In case of death, unused vacation will be 
paid in accordance with Section 2113.04 of the Ohio Revised Code. 
This policy excludes medical doctors, residence hall directors, unit 
directors, and em~loyees whose contract period is for less than 
twelve months and who have time off with pay during academic recess 
between semesters, during breaks, holidays, or summer. 
Administrative staff members who are contracted for 12 months but 
who work only part of each week earn vacation on a prorated basis. 
For example, an employee contracted to work fifty-percent for 12 
months and works part of each week, earns vacation at one-half the 
normal rate. Part-time 12-month administrative staff members who 
have completed the equivalent of one full year of service at Bowling 
Green State University are eligible to utilize earned vacation. At 
the time of separation from employment with the University, 
part-time administrative staff are not eligible for payment of 
unused vacation credit. 
The President or Vice Preeidents sh~ll be responsible for 
implementing this policy, for authorizing modifications for unusual 
circumstances, and for establishing procedures for the maintenance 
of current vacation leave records. 
At the end of each fiscal year, every staff member will submit to 
Administrative Staff Pers0nnel Services a form a~proved by the 
immediate supervisor summarizing vacation use, accrual, and balance 
for July-[,ec~ruber and January-LTune of that year. That form is 
placed in the staff member's personnel file located in the Office of 
Administrative Staff Personnel Services. 
Questions atout the vacation policy and procedures should be 
addressed to the Offi~e of Administrative 2taff Personnel Services. 
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If an emergency is declared necessitating a close-down of the entire 
University, only essential employees are expected to report to or 
remain at their jobs. ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF AFFECTED BY THIS POLICY 
WILL BE INFORMED ANNUALLY OF THEIR STATUS A3 AN ESSENTIAL EMPLOYEE. 
- .!I'4-ri43-- ~-t"r•:a-u&e-6-- -s-frffi€-- .f-ert:...-1-~-o£- -en-d- -e-u-s-t-o·d4-£d- i=•t-.f'·&OH·r.t·~--,- -t~l-.. ~i=-4~~-
--o-t:~.---pub-!4-£·.---&&-f..:-t-y---£..f..f~ ... ~,--;:~'"...{1--;:,.J~-~~~,-- ...... ~-
- ~::,..v.eH.---c~-- -&FJ-j...- -&t"ffrt-- -ff!"&3.-n·t~·n·&rrJ-Eo-- -&t..a-f..f-..- -Sh-N.H ... j.... -t .. h-i-a- -o-.Y....u-r-,..-
Special directions and announcements will be made at that time via 
local media and a campus communication network. 
Questions relating to a radio or television announcement concerning 
cancellations or closings can be clarified by calling the campus 
operator. 
SMOKING REGULATIONS 
"There shall be no smoking in any classroom, laboratory, or other 
instructional room in any University building at any time • • • All 
persons entering any classroom building or the Library shall confine 
their smoking to the areas in the respective buildings in which 
smoking is permitted as clearly indicated by official University 
sign2 posted in the building, and shall refrain from smoking in all 
other areas of such building .•.. " (Board of Trustees, 1959) 
Substitute Senate Bill No. 96 adopted in 1976, Amending Section 
3791.031 of the Ohio Revised Code, states in part: 
"(B) For the purpose of separating persons who smoke from 
persons who do not smoke for the comfort and health of persons 
not smoking, in every place of public assembly there shall be 
an area where smoking is not permitted, which shall be 
designated a no smoking area ••. 
A no smoking area may 
assembly. Design& tions 
signs that are clearly 
No person shall rem.:>ve 
smoking areas. 
include the entire place of public 
shall be made by the placement of 
visible and that state "no smoking." 
signs from areas de~ignated as no 
(C) No person ehall smoke in any area deeignated as a no 
smoking area in accordance with Division (B) of thie section. 
(D) Wh•)ever 
misdemeanor." 
viclates this section 
(Ohio Revised Code) 
is guilty of a minor 
POSTING OF SMOKING AREAS 
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Academic Buildings: There shall be no smoking in classrooms, 
laboratories, or other instructional rooms at any time. 
Smoking in academic buildings shall be confined to offices, 
hallways or restrooms. 
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Office Buildings: There shall b~ no smoking in offices and 
meeting rooms designated no smoking areas. Receptacles will 
be provided in offi~es/areas where smoking is permitted; 
however, smokers will be encouraged to confine smoking to 
hallways, lobbies and restrooms. 
Residen~e Halls: 
cafeterias, or 
food; however, 
be offensive to 
Smoking is permitted in dining rooms, 
other rooms used primarily for the service of 
smokers should be aware that tobac~o smoke may 
non-smokers. 
Theaters, Arenas, etc.: In enclosed theaters, opera houses, 
auditoriums, arenas, and gymnasiums smoking will be confined 
to hallways, lobbies, restrooms where receptacles will be 
provided. 
Libraries : £1r~rk-i:Frg-- ·by---:1.-i-t~.r -p-&-t-r'"t.r·rre- -4.-s- -f:~-rrt-i...:t;.t~j... -o-n-1-jt... -~ 
-t-ht.--·£-t'i'Er:::--k---l:rE!~'--"ft-n-d--f't-e-t-t'·•-:.'{rt;~.- Areas for s t.s ff smoking -4.-s- ARE 
at the discretion of library departments. 
Health Center: There shall be no smoking in public areas of 
the Health Center by patients or employees. 
University Union/Offenhauer Conference Area: Smoking will be 
permitted in thoee areas used primarily for the service of 
food plus the bowling area. Meeting ro0ms (including 11th 
Floor Offenhauer) will be designated as no smoking areas 
unless an individual sponsor specifies with the Conference and 
Arrangements Office to designate a portion of a specific 
meeting room for smoking. 
Elevators: There shall be no smoking in any elevator in any 
University building. 
Public Vehicles: Smoking will be confined to the rear of 
are encouraged not to smoke in small 
0 
busses. 
vehicles. 
SOLICITATION POLICY 
The 2olicitation 
employees have the 
intrusions and that 
Policy has been e2tsbliehed to ensure that 
ability to perform their duties free from 
the missi0n of the University shall proceed 
of the Solicitation Policy is included as unhampered. A copy 
Appendix E. 
7/88 
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TRAVEL 
Off-campus trav~l on University business and to professional 
meetings may be reimbursed in part or in full depending upon 
departmental policies and available funds. All reimbursement is 
subject to University policy, a copy of which may be obtained from 
the Business Office. Transportation fares through travel agPncies 
and registrations in excess of $50.00 can be paid in advance 
Each administrative unit budget supervisor is responsible for 
approving travel expenses for individual departments. The 
administrative unit supervisor must seet approval for personal 
travel reimbursement from the next level administrator. The 
completed copy of the "BGSU Travel Expense Report" should be 
submitted to the Business Office for reimbursement. 
VOTING TIME 
Administrative 
and national 
1 unch breal·:. 
excused for 
supervisor. 
WORK SCHEDULE 
staff members are encouraged to vote in 
elections before and after regular hours 
When this is not possible, a ~taff 
one hour to vote with the approval of 
local, state, 
or during the 
member msy be 
the immediate 
IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES IT MAY BE APPROPRIATE FOR FULL-TIME 
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF MEMBERS TO ADOPT A FLEXIBLE WORK SCHEDULE. 
SUCH A FLEXIBLE WOR~ SCHEDULE MUST BE ARRANGED IN ADVANCE AND MUST 
BE MUTUALLY AGREED UPON BETWEEN THE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF MEMBERS AND 
HIS OR HER IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR. NORMAL BUSINESS HOURS FOR EACH 
OFFICE ARE EXPECTED TO BE MAINTAINED. IN ADDITION, PERIODIC REVIEW 
OF AN ADHIUISTRATIVE STAFF MEMBER'!:. FLEXIBLE WOR[ SCHE[•TJLE WILL BE 
CONDUCTED BY HIS OR HER IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR TO DETERMINE WHETHER 
THE FLEXIBLE WORK SCHEDULE SHOULD CONTINUE. 
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B. Professional Development Committee This four-member 
c. 
committee is charged with aiding and encouraging the 
professional growth and development of adminiEtrative 
staff. It shall study and recommend action with regard to 
professional leaves, continuing education and recognition 
of professional achievement. 
Personnel/Welfare This committee shall be composed of 
SIX -f"'(rt.M'-- members wJ·Jo will annually review the 
administrative staff handbook. The committee shall also 
review, study and recommend council action on matters 
involving salary, benefits, performance, evaluation and 
policies and procedures which affect the functioning of 
administrative staff in their positions. 
D. Finance This committee of two members, one of whom will 
E. 
F. 
be the Chair-Elect, shall prepare annually the ASC budget 
and submit it to the ASC for approval prior to its 
submission to the university budget committee. 
Sch·)larship 
members. 
admini~ter 
scholarship 
This committee shall be composed of 
The responsibility of the committee shall 
all aspects of the administrative 
progr·am. 
three 
be to 
staff 
Amendments 
members. It 
amendments to 
the ASC on all 
Thie committee shall be comprised of two 
shall both initiate and receive proposed 
the charter or By-Laws and shall report to 
proposed amendments. 
G. Ferrari Award This committee shall handle all 
responsibilities associated with the advertisement, 
selection, and presentation of the annual Ferrari Award. 
Section 3: University Standing Committees 
Those administrative staff elected to university standing 
committees need not be ASC representatives and shall be elected by 
the entire administrative staff. In the event of an unanticipated 
request for an administrative staff representative to a committee, 
agency, panel, or other such body, the Executive Committee may 
appoint an administrative staff member for the first term only. 
Sub2equent representatives shall be ~lected. · Each elected 
representative shall serve for the term deeignated by the particul9r 
committee. In the event that no length of service is set by the 
individual committee, the term shall last one year. 
Section 4: Ad Hoc Committees 
ASC ad hoc committees shall be created by the Executive 
Committee which will appoint m~mbere who need not be ASC 
representatives. The Executive Committee ehall also appoint 
representatives of the adminietr6tive Etaff to university ad hoc 
committees. After two years, an ASC ad hoc committee shall either 
cease t0 function or shall request to be made a st9nding committee 
through the Amendments Committee. 
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Appointment Info:rma.tion 
At the tiire of initial anx:>irrbnent, the administrative 
staff member shall receive frc:m the contractirg officer a 
contract am a letter of ar:pointment which shall include 
the job description am other tenrs of etployroont such as 
title, salary, am pay periods. 
A record of dlan:Jes in an etployee' s contract status will 
be maintaine:i in the employee's personnel file located in 
()the Administrative staff Personnel Office. 
f~lllV.A.Q. Q~ 
A. CGnt.im.1aRce of Contract 
A!=P=>inboonts to full-tiloo administrative staff :pJSitions 
will be subject to renewal or non-renewal annually, on a 
fiscal year basis. It is assumed that a full-tima adminis-
trative staff member will :receive succ::essive annual 
contracts lmless: 
1. 'lhe contract states the contrary. 
2. '1he Universi't'.! has made the decision not to renew the 
contract (see UCN-RENB'lAL OF CXJNI'RAcr l:elCM) an:i has 
given tilooly written notification to the administra-
tive staff IOOlilber as follows: 
a. not later than March 1 of the first, secon:l an:l 
third years of contract seJ:Vice if an:ointment is 
to ~ire at the errl of one of those fiscal 
years. 
b. not later than Janua:cy 1 of any subsequent fiscal 
year of contract service. 
Note: For administrative staff m=mters whose con-
tracts do not l:Egin on July 1, the above dates will 1:e 
adjusted to four m::mths prior to the errl of the con-
tract for ~ns in f~, secon:l am third years 
am to six IOC>nths prior to the errl of the contract for 
r-ersons in Slll:sEquent contract years of service. 
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' a-r: Uon-ReneMal of Contract ~ .c;0S~/ 
Rec.anm=rrlation for ron-renewal ~1 be made in writin~t' to ~;_; 
the oantractil'q officer a.rd sha'l:':l- inc1u:1e cq;propriate ' 
written doc::uioontation. jl 
F~il!e-,Jln the case of n:>n-reJ"lE!'Wal because of 
perfonnance, awropriate written dccumentation shall 
irx::lude copies of past perfo:rman:e evaluations -where 
available. 
Termination of Contract 
Termination of the at:POin1::m:mt arrl contract before the errl 
of any oantracted tenn of service shall be referred to as 
"Termination for cause." An administrative staff member 
may be tenninated for cause dur~ the contract year for 
the follCMin:J reasons: 
1. CX>l1Viction of a felony 
2. proof of frau:lulent crerlentials 
3. doannented significant failure to perfonn duties a.rd 
services (as identified in the ~inted position or 
title arrl,/or as may be assigne:l or c:.han:Jed) to the 
satisfaction of the staff Ine~Ibar's iilll'tEdiate super-
visor. 
4. doam.,Emted failure to ao:ept reasonable dlarges in the 
job description as required by evolvirg technology or 
by cllan;Jes in university o~zation, priorities, or 
resa.JreeS. 
5. clocl.mented gross failure to comply with the co:le of 
starx:1ards arrl re:srQnsibUities for administrators (see 
page 1). 
~ for tennination shall originate with the 
:inmadiate supervisor arrl shall ba sent to the contractirg 
officer via appropriate area or departnj?.nt heads. If the 
imnr:diate super..risor is a contractirg officer, the recc:m-
memation ·is sent to the area vice president or to the 
President, whichever is awropriate. 'nle final decision to 
tenninate an administrative staff :roonber i.nm=diately is 
made by the contracting officer (or by the vice president 
or President if the contractirq officer is the inurmi.ate 
supervisor). 'Ihe office of Administrative staff Personnel 
Services shall be advised of re..~tons an:l decisions 
c::orlemi.rq tennination. In the event of termination, the 
staff T!!E'Il'lb=>..r shall receive 10 wor}:ing days pay upon 
dismissal. 
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D. SUspension 
'!here are b¥o types of suspension. '!he first type of 
suspension is an "interbn step ta.m:d tennination." 'nle 
secon:l type of suspension is "disciplinary suspension." 
Upon the recmmen:lation of the supervisor, the contract:irq 
offia:ll" may susperrl except 'Where the supervisor is the 
contract:irq offia:ll" in which case the decision shall be 
made by the area vice president or the President, whim-
ever is arpropriate. 
1. SUspension as an interbn step to termination 
SUSpension can be irnroF".ed dur:irq the period in whidl 
an e.nployee is be:irq considered for tennination. 
SUspension as an interbn step t.a.1ard tennination will 
inClu:ie: 
10 wrkin;J days pay arrl pay for unused vacation; 
an q.p::>rbmity for the suspen:led errployee to 
continue tmiversity health care insurance, at the 
enplO\fee's eJq?ei'lSe from the first day of the 
ncnth follow:irq the date of the suspension 
through the resolution of the sUspension. 
All pay an1 benefits will be accrued am held in 
escro;.r by the tmive:rSity until the t:ez:lnir!ation issue. 
is resolved. In the event the suspension is resolved 
to the staff meni:ler' s favor, the staff member shall be 
entitled to full back pay arrl benefits, inclu:i:irq 
restoration of vacation days, arrl records of the sus-
pension shall be rem:wed frcm the enployee' s files. 
2. Disciplinary SUspension 
SUSpension up to 30 calerrlar days may be used as a 
disciplinary proc:e1ure either in lieu of termination 
or as a means of deal:irq with less serious or telrp)r-
ary prablerrs. SUch suspension shall be without pay. 
Vacation cannot be used or earned. All other benefits 
will continue as usual. 
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E. Release 
Release may be effected in the case of fi.na.n:::ial eY.igency, 
or a bona fine discontinuance of a program or depart-
mental/divisional area. 
In the case of release because of fi.na.n:::ial exigency, 
the staff nenl:er concerned will be given a mininum of 
three m:mths ootice. 
In the case of release because of a bona fide discon-
tinuance of a program or deparbJEltaljdivisional area, 
the staff nenl:er in the first three years of errploy-
ment will be given a mininum of four 100I1ths notice; 
the staff m:mlber with rrore than three years of e.nploy-
ment will be given a mininum of six rronths notice. v· 
'lhe release of persons fun:led by e:-..temal grants shall\J-' 
be contirgent upon the availability of said grant U 
:Eums. 
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I. Grievan=e Procedure 
A. PUrpose 
'!he pn:pose of the grievarx:::e procedure is to ensure 
the prcnpt resolution of oc:rtplaints by administrative 
staff members~ the tenns ard o:nlitions of ~. 
enploym:mt, sala:ry, benefits, or other jeD-related )Y , ;;P 
concems. '!he decision not to continue the contract 5t1 o'Jt-rr ( of an administrative staff nent1er in the first three lr~f,J) 
) years of enployment is not grievable, arrl, therefore T 
( ' not subject to this procedure. ' 
Cci'rplaints dealin;J with alleged discrimination will be 
processed accordirg to the provisions of the 
University's affinna.tive action plan. 
B. Area review cxmnittee 
'!he President (or designee) arrl each vice president 
will establish a thre:e-m=ni:er ccmmittee to assist in 
resolvin;J gri~ within the vice-presidential 
area. Ccmnittee members will serve for three years 
e.xcept initial appointrrw?nts which will be staggered 
one, two, arrl three years. 
'!he President (or designee) arrl each vice president 
will be responsible for establishin;J procedures for 
aJ;:POintin;J a chair arrl for designatin;J the t.i.Jm J;:ericd 
for· servin;J in this capacity. 
c. Initial review arrl transmittal of grievance 
When a c:arplaint arises, the administrative staff 
JDE>1l'lter should first attempt to resolve the issue with 
the imoodiate supe:r.visor. Efforts in this direction 
should be cloa..lm::nted. If the grievance is not . 
resolved to the staff neml:ers's satisfaction, that 
person may present the • 
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